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The bathroom collection 

Welcome to the latest edition 
of the bathroom collection
Inside you’ll find a comprehensive range of bathroom 
products from the UK’s leading manufacturers, carefully 
selected to suit every style, taste and budget.

We’ve introduced some improvements to make things even 
easier for you, ask in branch.

Extended and exclusive 
product range
We’re extending our range of 
products and ensuring more 
stock is available so that you’ll 
always get the everyday items 
where you need them.

Ask about our always-available 
Wolseley Exclusive Range 
offering great value and choice.

Register today
60 seconds is all it takes.  
wolseley.co.uk/register

Wolseley.co.uk
Our website helps you manage 
your business and now work 
even smarter.

Manage your account
And check the status of all orders,  
whether placed in branch or online.

Order online
For collection at any branch  
or delivery to site.

Check stock and prices
View availability and personalised 
trade prices.

  *  Check with your local branch as some 
deliveries may not be available until 9am  
due to local access restrictions.

**  Express service payable by account customer 
and subject to geographic restrictions.

Easier and earlier 
collections
We’ve introduced overnight 
deliveries, which means you can  
lay your hands on more 
products when you need them.

Order by phone or in branch before 
4.30pm and collect next day in 
branch from 7.30am.* 
Or have it delivered next day to an 
address of your choice by 10.30am.**



Everything you’ll need 
to create your perfect 
bathroom today...
To make things easy, we’ve divided 
this brochure into two clear areas, 
inspiration and information. 

Inspiration section
Helps you identify which style of bathroom 
is most suited to your personal taste 
and provides helpful suggestions for 
complementary products and finishing 
touches. These have been specifically 
developed to create realistic and affordable 
solutions that can be installed in most 
bathroom, cloakroom or ensuite sizes.

Information section
Provides helpful and detailed 

information to ensure that any 
choices can be implemented 

practically and professionally  
in any space.
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A space to inspire the perfect bathroom

All you really want is an 
easy way to choose, install 
and enjoy the bathroom of 
your dreams. 
Our dedicated network of Bathroom Showrooms 
provide trade installers with a service that mixes the 
retail experience of the high-street with the trade-
trusted brands and services they rely on for easy and 
professionally installed bathrooms.

wolseley.co.uk4



For your nearest showroom visit wolseley.co.uk

Your installer will invite you to visit your 
nearest Showroom where you’ll be able 
to walk through bathroom sets that cater 
for every style and budget. The friendly 
team are also on hand to turn your ideas 
into reality with a complimentary design 
consultation so you can visualise, in full 
3D, a photo-realistic impression of your 
chosen bathroom.

And don’t worry if you don’t have an 
installer, just contact us or drop by and 
we can provide details of all the installers 
in the area who use our showroom 
service. Once you’ve chosen your dream 
bathroom, we’ll project manage and 
arrange everything with the installer 
so you can relax and look forward to a 
trouble-free installation.

5Room sets are for illustrative purposes only
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We pride ourselves on being the trade home for 
bathrooms. That means we provide bathroom installers 
and plumbers all over the country with the widest 
range of products, latest innovations and services that 
enable them to deliver best in class choice, design and 
installation - with the reassurance that we have some 
of the best same and next-day availability of products in 
the area for any project.

In this brochure you’ll find solutions for every bathroom 
installation, including a great range of modern digital 
showers for easy and consistent showering. 

Take a look through and start planning your perfect  
new bathroom.

Welcome 
to the new 
Wolseley 
bathroom 
collection 
brochure
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Inspiring 
suites
If you’re designing a new bathroom, 
don’t be scared by a blank canvas, 
we have all of the inspiration you 
need to create a masterpiece. 
These pages are packed with bright 
ideas, expert advice and inspiration. 
So take your time browsing these 
beautiful and practical, bathroom 
schemes. We’re sure you’ll find the  
perfect motivation.

Cloakrooms
They say that small is beautiful and we couldn’t  
agree more. Often overlooked, the cloakroom  
can be a wise investment by adding some designer  
style. Think slimline basins, modular cabinets and  
light reflecting mirrors to see a world of difference. 

Small ensuites
Don’t let a compact ensuite, limit your 
creativity. If the room is narrow think 

shower, not bath and pick a space saving 
enclosure for the most awkward of spaces. 
If you want to create more space, consider 

a wall hung toilet. Their contemporary look 
streamline even the smallest of spaces. 

p10-19

p20-29

Find our full range of bathroom suites 
suited for all spaces from p58

Get the look:
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Large bathrooms
Lucky you, if space isn’t 

an issue. Whether you’re 
thinking ‘family functional’ 

or ‘beautiful bespoke’, we 
have everything you need to 
create an amazing solution. 

From bespoke enclosure 
to wet room sanctuary, 

the only limit is your 
imagination. 

Large ensuites
Creating your very own luxurious ensuite 

isn’t a pipe dream. Our wide range of larger 
shower enclosures are a great place to start 

building your design, whilst our range of 
stylish furniture and brassware, are sure to 

provide the perfect finish.

Small bathrooms
If you want to make 
the most of your small 
bathroom talk to us,  
we’re full of good ideas. 
We’ll make sure you don’t  
waste a square inch, with  
fabulous fitted furniture 
and stylish showerbaths  
to create a perfectly 
practical bathing space. 

p30-39

p50-57

p40-49
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Small space, 
big impact
Adding a downstairs bathroom is a great way to add value to your 
home as it makes life easier for children and those less mobile.  
But just because it’s small, doesn’t mean it can’t make an impact 
and as it’ll see more visitors than your main WC, it’s worth investing 
some effort in. Small spaces, like under the stairs, are perfect sites 
for cloakrooms, these interesting footprints can be great fun to 
design. We’ll help you unleash your small space creativity, and get 
the most from every square inch.

Find our full range of bathroom suites 
suited for all spaces from p58

Get the look:

Cloakrooms

wolseley.co.uk
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Reflect on this
Mirrors are great for reflecting light and 
making small spaces feel bigger.

Sinks that suit
As with any small-space 
cloakroom, finding  
sanitaryware and furniture 
that suits the area, is the 
trick. Compact cloakroom 
basins are ideal for small 
spaces, and the good news 
is, with our range you’ll be 
spoilt for choice.

Helpful hint:

In general, you only need 
around 3 feet x 5 feet of space 
to make your cloakroom suite 
a workable space. The most 
popular area for people to 
choose is under the stairs - 
previously wasted space. Here 
it is ideally positioned for guest 
access because it is off the 
main entrance area in your 
home. If lack of plumbing is an 
issue, you could consider using 
a macerator pump to convert 
those hard to plumb locations.

Think off the wall
Don’t forget, walls are great for 
space-saving. Hang fittings from them 
and go for a wall-hung toilet – they sit 
flush to the wall without the need for 
a bulky cistern or base, creating the 
impression of more room.

You’re 
getting 
warmer
If you want big heat 
in a small package, 
slimline radiators 
are a practically 
perfect solution.

Neat ideas for cloakrooms

Suites
Furniture

Baths
Show

ering
Taps

Heating &
 ventilation
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Image shown in ivory, also available 
in earl grey. For more options and 
information on this range please 
see p63

Classic 
Timeless
Designed for a sophisticated and traditional yet 
stylish look for your cloakroom space.

Included in pack: BasinToilet

Toilet & basin pack 
C31038

£549.66

Back to wall horizontal 
outlet pan
B61638
Plastic seat and cover - white
B61637
550mm WC unit and pressed 
worktop 
Earl grey C22578 or
Ivory C22563

400mm cloakroom basin white
C22588
Basin mixer - no waste
A05433
400mm cloakroom unit
(Right hand) Earl grey C22574 or 
Ivory C22559  or
(Left hand) Earl grey C22573 or 
Ivory C22558

wolseley.co.uk
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Furniture shown in earl grey, 
also available in ivory. 

1

3
1. Mirror Large feature mirror with co-ordinating 
framed detail to match your classic furniture.
Product code C22570
£85.79

2. Towel ring Durable zinc alloy construction; 
High quality chrome plated finish; Easy fit, 
unique X plate can be screwed to the walls 
using the same fixing points left by most old 
accessories; All fixings included.
Product code D02880
£17.15

3. Toilet roll holder Durable zinc alloy 
construction; High quality chrome plated finish; 
Easy fit, unique X plate can be screwed to the 
walls using the same fixing points left by most 
old accessories; All fixings included.
Product code D02879
£17.15

CLEAN 
LINES

2

Ideas
yourspace...

for

Room sets are for illustrative purposes only
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550mm basin
D58451
Full pedestal (for use with 
500mm and 550mm basins)
C21343

6/4 litre close coupled cistern
C21357

Concept Space 
Sculptural
Slim basins and compact WCs shave precious centimetres 
off the projection which makes a big impact on user comfort 
in small or awkward spaces.

For more options and information on 
this range please see p68

Included in pack: BasinToilet

Toilet & basin pack 
B62767

£502.82

Close coupled horizontal pan
D58440
Seat and cover
D58446

wolseley.co.uk

Inspiration  •  Cloakrooms
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4. Towel warmer A modern chrome ladder rail 
with square aspect, ideal for a small space and 
has the ability to hang plenty of towels. 
Product code 200408
£296.10

5. Glass shelf A durable, high quality, chrome 
plated glass shelf which is simple yet stylish. 
Product code D29200
£38.35

1

5

2

3

4

MODERN 
STYLE

2. Floorstanding basin unit Concept Space 
is designed to make the most out of the 
space available which allows storage 
beneath the basin. This compact basin 
unit utilises the space in a neat and sleek 
fashion to suit your cloakroom. 
Product code D57564
£304.14

3. Basin Designed to sit right into a corner, 
making use of the space. Combined with the 
floor standing basin unit, these utilise the space 
available in the best possible way. 
Product code D58448
£122.99

1. Tap Concept Blue is a range fitted with 
the lastest Blue Technology to save water 
and energy whilst improving water hygeine. 
Designed with a choice of innovative fittings, 
Concept Blue complements the Concept range 
and is an ideal solution for a small cloakroom.
Product code C08621
£136.94

Ideas
yourspace...

for

Room sets are for illustrative purposes only
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Alcona 
Suits all
A generic design to suit all bathrooms at a great 
price. Alcona toilets feature Twyford’s water saving 
Flushwise® system as standard.

For more options and information on 
this range please see p78

Included in pack: BasinToilet

400mm 1 tap hole 
hand rinse basin
B47414

Toilet & basin pack 
J57856

£262.68

Full pedestal for 
hand rinse only
B28900

Horizontal outlet WC pan
B47402
Close coupled cistern, push 
button, 4/2.6 litre, flushwise
B47403
Soft close toilet seat 
and cover 
B47406

wolseley.co.uk
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Expert advice when planning a bathroom is crucial.  
Our network of bathroom specialists are ready and waiting 
to help you make the most of your bathroom.

1
2

2. Tap The zinc handle and strong smooth 
lines of the nabis Corda basin mixer create an 
elegant, contemporary look to your cloakroom 
space. Complete with Neopearl aerator, it will 
reduce splash by aerating the stream which 
also saves water and reduces energy costs.
Product code A05025
£75.49

1. Mirror Aluminium slimline cabinet with 
double sided mirrored door. Mirrored back 
panel and adjustable glass shelf.
Product code E50111
£271.70

3. Glass shelf Durable zinc alloy construction 
with high quality chrome plated finish; 
Concealed fixings; Easy to fit - all fixings 
included.
Product code D02876
£22.90

4. Toilet roll holder Durable zinc alloy 
construction; High quality chrome plated finish; 
Easy fit, unique X plate can be screwed to the 
walls using the same fixing points left by most 
old accessories; All fixings included
Product code D02873
£18.47

4
MODERN 
STYLE

3

Ideas
yourspace...

for

Room sets are for illustrative purposes only

Inspiration  •  Cloakrooms
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550mm 1 tap hole basin
D00642

Nexo 
Value in design
Designed by Antonio Bullo, the Nexo collection 
perfectly represents the union of design and value.

For more options and information on 
this range please see p73

Included in pack: BasinToilet

Toilet & basin pack 
B01050

£384.29

Full pedestal to suit 
550/600mm basins
D00641  or
Semi pedestal to suit 
550/600mm basins
D00702

WC pan
D00639
6/3 litre dual flush cistern
D00640
Seat and cover
D00643

wolseley.co.uk
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1

2

3

RETRO 
CHIC

2. Towel rail This contemporary, high quailty, 
polished stainless steel finish ladder towel rail 
is ideal for a simple but elegant heating option 
in your cloakroom. 
Product code 270137
£360.01

1. Mirror Single door cabinet with mirrored 
sides, double sided mirrored door and 
adjustable glass shelves, designed to match 
the style of your cloakroom.
Product code E51273
£324.00

3. Valves High polished chrome TRV with metal 
head lockshield valve for towel rails. This 
radiator valve has been designed to be stylish 
but also has a reputation for being of high 
qualtity and safe. 
Product code 250805
£23.11

Ideas
yourspace...

for

Room sets are for illustrative purposes only
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If you want to create a big impact in a small ensuite,  
we have everything you need. From space-saving shower 
enclosures to wall-mounted toilets, you’ll find lots of great  
ideas that’ll fit perfectly into the most compact of spaces. 

Small ensuites

Find our full range of bathroom suites 
suited for all spaces from p58

Get the look:

Big thinking for 
small spaces

wolseley.co.uk

Inspiration  •  Small ensuites
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Get reflective
Mirrored cabinets help give your 
room a ‘showroom spotless’ look. 
These clever cabinets create the 
illusion of space whilst keeping all 
your essentials out of sight, and with 
a host of added luxury features it’s 
easy to see why they’re so popular in 
modern bathrooms.

Free the floor
We know bathroom space can 
sometimes be a problem. We have a 
fantastic range of slimline and short 
projection toilets just waiting to make 
your dream bathroom a reality. If 
you’re struggling for floor space in a 
small bathroom, a space-saving toilet 
could be the solution you need to 
make the most of your layout.

Perfect proportions
Square shower trays are typically more 
compact in size, which makes for ideal 

space-saving in smaller spaces such as 
guest bathrooms and ensuites.

Design tips:

Take time choosing furniture 
and pick pieces that suit  
your space, instead of  
overpowering it. 

Keep small spaces well 
ventilated with an extractor 
fan. We have a wide range to 
choose from and many come 
with additional features.

Subtle and slender
Instead of using a floorstanding vanity unit, why 
not look at a wall hung one instead. We have a wide 
range of wall hung compact vanity units to give you 
maximum storage capacity without compromising  
on space.

Neat ideas for small ensuites

Think 
bi-literally
Bifold doors are a  
great solution for 

spacious enclosures. 
Their doors neatly fold 

in on themselves, like a 
concertina, so they  
don’t overlap with 

nearby areas.

Room sets are for illustrative purposes only

Inspiration  •  Small ensuites
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For more options and information on 
this range please see p64

Vector II 
Modern range
A truly modern range with a luxurious finish 
for less than you may expect.

Included in pack: BasinToilet

Toilet & basin pack 
B61644

£248.13

550mm 1 tap hole basin
B61662
Full pedestal
B61663

Close coupled horizontal 
outlet pan
B61664
Push button cistern 
(close coupled pan)
B61665
Soft close seat and cover
B61667

wolseley.co.uk

Inspiration  •  Small ensuites
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4. Shower system Geo is a contemporary 
style thermostatic bar valve shower with dual 
controls and an automatic shut off in the event 
of hot or cold water supply failure. 
Product code D01193
£286.04

6. Towel rail nabis Karly is a stylish eye catching 
chrome towel warmer, with plenty of space to 
hang towels. Karly is perfect to complete the 
sophisticated look in your ensuite.
Product code 200405
£272.24

5. Fan Illumi is a one-speed intermittent, near 
silent extractor fan with LED light, controlling 
humidity effectively in your ensuite. 
Product code G60607
£154.43

3

54

1

CLEAN 
LINES

6

We call ourselves specialists as it’s not just our ability to 
find solutions for every bathroom type, but our expertise 
and in depth knowledge of how the products work and can 
be used, that help you deliver any project.

1. Tap This striking cubic designed chrome 
plated basin mixer tap is a bold contemporary 
statement to add a luxurious finish to your 
modern ensuite.
Product code A05425
£93.12

2. Enclosure 6mm toughened easy clean glass 
sliding door is perfect for any ensuite with 
its contemporary style and design which is 
suitable for recess or corner shower solutions 
or even a wetroom.
Product code D06963
£295.00

3. Shower tray A carefully constructed stone 
resin square shower tray complete with ABS 
capped acrylic finish to complement the 
contemporary style of the enclosure.
Product code E13216
£113.91

2

Ideas
yourspace...

for

Room sets are for illustrative purposes only
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Tempo 
Lasting appeal
Created by a leading design house, with lasting appeal. 
Relevant to today’s fashion and tomorrow’s trends.  
A design-led branded range at affordable prices.

Included in pack: BasinToilet For more options and information on 
this range please see p69

Toilet & basin pack 
A02913

£352.22

550mm 1 tap hole basin
D04641
Full pedestal
D04648  or
Semi pedestal
D04649

Close coupled horizontal 
outlet pan
D04656
Close coupled 6/4 litre 
dual flush cistern
D04658
Standard seat and cover
D04664

wolseley.co.uk

Inspiration  •  Small ensuites
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4. Enclosure This premier bifold door is an 
excellent space saving device which comes 
with 4mm toughened, stay clean glass and 
corrosion-resistant aluminium frames.
Product code D55364
£383.50

1. Mirror The Globe mirror is the perfect 
accessory to give your ensuite a glowing 
feel, with colour temperature changing LED 
illumination and sensor switch. These mirrors 
are also fitted with a heated pad to clear 
condensation faster.
Product code E51261
£339.00

3. Shower system This contemporary bar valve 
has a cool to touch body and automatic shut off 
if hot or cold water fails, making this safe and 
family friendly. Combined with an eco button 
which offers 50% water saving.
Product code D63739
£245.46

2. Shower tray This Fusion shower tray has  
slim-line looks, is double skinned for extra 
strength but also lighter than other stone resin 
trays. These trays can be fitted flat to the floor 
or raised to suit your ensuite solution. 
Product code D02240
£114.15

1

4

RETRO 
CHIC

3

2

Ideas
yourspace...

for
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Debba 
Smooth and organic
Debba is epitomised by its ‘soft square’ look. If you’re 
looking for a smooth and organic design at an affordable 
price, these products are the perfect choice.

Included in pack: BasinToilet For more options and information on 
this range please see p74

Toilet & basin pack 
B01069

£392.72

550mm 1 tap hole basin
D44944
Full pedestal for 
450 basin only
D44946  or

Close coupled pan
D44948
Round rimless close 
coupled cistern
D44947
Seat and cover with 
steel hinges
D44952

Semi pedestal
D45056

wolseley.co.uk
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4. Mirror Beautifully made cabinet with 
mirrored sides to complement any bathroom. 
This cabinet is made with soft close hinges for 
that added touch of luxury at affordable prices.
Product code E51273
£324.00

3. Fan This simply silent two-speed, 
intermittent extractor fan controls humidtity 
and odours effectively in ensuites. 
Product code G74570
£56.04

1. Shower panels These panels curve 
beautifully around the corners in any 
bathroom. Combined with easy installation, 
6mm toughened cleancoat glass and quick 
release double rollers.
Product code D28381
£308.00

1. Shower doors The Leap quadrant doors 
combine perfectly with Leap panels to 
create a space efficient shower enclosure 
option providing a unique top quality 
shower enclosure. 
Product code D28382
£286.00

5. Shower Coda Pro has a modern, exposed 
design with a large single spray deluge head 
and a separate handheld shower nozzle. 
This thermostatic shower is manufactured 
to be family friendly with a maximum 
temperature stop to prevent scalding and 
Cool Shield technology to ensure the valve 
stays cool to touch. 
Product code D62397
£314.57

2. Shower tray This slimline shower tray is 
built to last with an exclusive Safe coating 
which exceeds most anti-slip testing, 
designed from strong acrylic capped resin 
stone for a tougher tray which is chip and 
discolouration resistant. 
Product code D08284
£280.75

Ideas
yourspace...

for

Room sets are for illustrative purposes only
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Moda 
Inclusive
Whatever the bathroom style, Moda offers a range 
of flexible options including an extensive selection 
of washbasins and furniture units.

Included in pack: BasinToilet For more options and information on 
this range please see p79

Toilet & basin pack 
J57855

£594.00

560mm 1 tap hole semi 
recessed basin
J04320

Back to wall toilet pan, flushwise
J04319
Dual flush mini plate air button - 
chrome plated
B56578
Concealed cistern dual flush valve side 
supply internal overflow 4/2.6L litre
B97952
Toilet seat and cover
J04317

wolseley.co.uk
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CLEAN 
LINES

2

4. Mirror This Silver Elm mirror is a simple, 
contemporary mirror with a colour matched 
frame to complement your ensuite.
Product code E03973
£120.38

5. Tap The Vector basin mixer tap with striking 
cubic design has a 5 year guarantee.
Product code A05425
£93.12

2. Towel warmer Anna is a chrome decorative 
radiator. A striking feature for any ensuite, 
combining style with performance.
Product code 200411
£337.17

1. Enclosure The new nabis 6mm shower 
enclosure collection offers a complete range 
allowing you to design that perfect space to the 
style and specification you desire.
Product code D06976
£260.70

3. Shower system This contemporary twin 
exposed shower is complete with dual controls, 
brass construction and a thermostatic cartridge 
which is suitable for all plumbing systems. 
There is an automatic shut off in the event of 
hot or cold water supply failure, thus reducing 
the risk of scalding. It also has a unique fast fit 
system for ease of installation.
Product code D01192
£270.93

1

Ideas
yourspace...

for

Room sets are for illustrative purposes only
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Create space 
to unwind
The key to a successful ensuite is careful planning. Take time  
with your design to create a practical, perfect ensuite.  
Ensuite bathroom designs can be a tricky and tough challenge 
regardless of the size, meaning they require careful planning and 
effective use of space management to create a functional and 
spacious ensuite.

Large ensuites

Find our full range of bathroom suites 
suited for all spaces from p58

Get the look:

wolseley.co.uk

Inspiration  •  Large ensuites
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Versatile style
Sleek rectangular shower trays 

are classic and versatile in shape, 
meaning you can find the right 

fit and size for a variety of large 
ensuite spaces. Choose from our 
expansive collection of designs 

and finishes to suit your style, 
space and lifestyle requirements.

Radiate style
Decorative radiators make great use 
of the limited space and height of the 
ensuite, providing greater physical 
space for heating towels. They’re also 
a stylish feature all on their own – 
adding a sense of modernity to  
your design style.

Tap into inspiration
When looking for your perfect 
tap we’ve thought of everything 
to make your life easier and 
more efficient. From water 
saving technology, and reducing 
limescale and bacteria, to space-
saving options, we’ve got a 
solution for you. Mixer taps give 
you the versatility and design to 
create the perfect finishing touch 
to your relaxing oasis. 

Neat ideas for large ensuites

Ensuites in style
Large ensuites allow for 
more creative options with 
accessorising and furniture 
choices. Think about your 
lifestyle needs and then 
browse our huge range to 
find your favourite fitted  
or modular furniture. 

Helpful hint:

Always check that the water 
pressure in your house is 
sufficient for the taps you 
want to choose. Every piece 
of brassware has different 
specifications.

Room sets are for illustrative purposes only
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Lamone 
Simple elegance
Style and value come together perfectly, providing 
you with a range that can help cut your water usage, 
while adding simple elegance to your bathroom.

Included in pack: BasinToilet For more options and information on 
this range please see p65

Toilet & basin pack 
B61645

£183.46

500mm 1 tap hole basin
B61633
Full pedestal
B61634

Close coupled horizontal 
outlet pan
B61628
Push button cistern  
(for close coupled pan)
B61629
Standard soft closing 
seat and cover
B61695

Mini basin mixer no waste
A05409

wolseley.co.uk
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3. Shower This thermostatic bar valve is simple 
yet classy and offers safety for all the family 
with a temperature control that recognises 
fluctuations in water pressure.
Product code D01194
£149.83

2. Shower enclosure This slider pack has 6mm 
Mershield Stayclear coated glass, smooth 
action easy clean double rollers and double 
fin seals for increased water retention, with a 
frameless design and generous adjustment to 
fit various wall profiles.
Product code D00548
£677.41

1. Fan This extremely quiet two speed extractor 
fan has a flat discreet design which can be 
either wall or ceiling mounted. 
Product code G74395
£69.99

4. Towel rail A modern design chrome towel 
warmer characterised by chunky horizontal 
tubes to optimise heat output in your ensuite 
and space for hanging towels.
Product code 219485
£204.63

5. Shower tray A carefully constructed stone 
resin rectangular low level shower tray 
complete with waste trap included.
Product code E13333
£219.46

Ideas
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Tesi 
Modern by nature
Our Tesi range works perfectly even in the most awkward spaces. Designer 
Robin Levien never fails to achieve perfect balance between the elegant and 
agile, helping Tesi to work perfectly in your family bathroom.

Included in pack: BasinToilet For more options and information on 
this range please see p70

Toilet & basin pack 
D01692

£397.47

500mm 1 tap hole 
pedestal basin
T02620
Full pedestal
T02622

Close coupled WC horizontal 
outlet bowl with aquablade
T02628
Close coupled cistern with 
dual flush valve - 6/4 litre
T02630
Thin normal close seat 
and cover
T02636

wolseley.co.uk
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Every bathroom needs a plan, and it’s important to get 
your measurements right, and make sure pipe work, doors 
and windows are also noted. Any questions? Ask one of our 
bathroom specialists for handy tips and help.

2. Mirror This zircon LED mirror adds a touch of 
luxury with its designer appeal and extra glow 
to your ensuite. Combined with the heating pad 
which allows condenation to clear from the 
mirror and a simple sensor switch this mirror is 
the ideal accessory.
Product code E11754
£282.00

1. Shower Platinum is a beautifuly designed, 
easy to use, wireless digital shower which 
comes with a 360 showerhead with Flipstream 
technology. This shower keeps showering 
safe for all the family with thermostatic 
themperature stability and programmable 
functions to suit your lifestyle. 
Product code D96020
£641.55

5. Shower enclosure This new range of 6mm 
quadrant doors has been designed with 
toughened safety glass, polished chrome 
effect aluminium and anti-limescale coating 
for easy cleaning. 
Product code D06959
£349.89

3. Shower tray and waste This nabis tray is 
made from a stone resin construction making 
it stronger and more durable for a longer life. It 
also comes with a 12 month guarantee, for your 
piece of mind.
Product code (Shower tray) E13218
£115.45
Product code (Shower waste) D02238
£51.18

4. Fan This is the world’s first app controlled 
fan allowing you complete control. With light 
sensor, humidstat and silent hour settings, 
this fan can be intermittent or continuous 
and is ideal for your ensuite. 
Product code G74393
£125.44

2
3
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The Gap 
Subtle statement
The Gap, designed by Antonio Bullo, has subtle 
design details that complement the smooth, 
clean lines of each piece.

Included in pack: BasinToilet For more options and information on 
this range please see p75

Toilet & basin pack 
B01058

£495.81

550mm 1 tap hole basin
D00759
Full pedestal
D00760  or
Semi pedestal
D41809

CleanRim pan
D44938
CleanRim seat and cover 
- white
D44939
4.5/3 litre dual 
flush cistern
D41808

wolseley.co.uk
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4. Tap The Atlas range stands out for its 
elegance and versatility including a flow 
limiter and cold start technology for 
guaranteed energy savings. 
Product code D44402
£186.16

3. Shower This stylish digital shower has been 
designed with you in mind, giving you the 
ability to choose from pre-set experiences.  
Not only is this an added luxury but it also 
adds a contemporary feel to stay inline with 
your ensuite style.
Product code D51672
£1141.59

1. Wetroom panel This new range of 8mm 
wetroom panels has been designed with 
toughened safety glass, polished chrome 
effect aluminium and anti-limescale coating 
for easy cleaning. 
Product code D06981
£267.56

5. Tray A carefully constructed stone resin 
low level rectangular shower tray with ABS 
capped acrylic finish.
Product code E13225
£112.12

2. Towel warmer A striking, designer towel 
rail feature for your ensuite, combining style 
with performance.
Product code 200411
£337.17

1
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Included in pack: BasinToilet For more options and information on 
this range please see p81

E100 Square 
Outstanding style
Outstanding choice for a large ensuite on a budget, with a comprehensive range 
of products in a smart and stylish square design. E100 Square is also a great 
bathroom solution for less able applications where easy access is the key.

Toilet & basin pack 
J57857

£303.60

550mm 1 tap hole square 
basin
J01557
Energy full pedestal for 
corner basins
J01574

Close coupled premium toilet 
pan, horizontal outlet, flushwise
J01532
Square close coupled cistern, 
push button, 4/2.6 litre, flushwise
J01541
Soft close seat with quick 
release hinges
J01572

wolseley.co.uk
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2. Shower tray This Flight Low is made from 
durable acrylic resin stone, is unbelievably 
light and is one of the lowest trays on the 
market. Completed with a new finish which 
reduces bacteria and mould by up to 99% 
whilst guarding against discolouration.
Product code D52515
£89.07

3. Towel warmer Caliente is an elegant  
tube-on tube design consisting of a tight 
array of slim tubes with an attractive finish 
ideal for your ensuite set up. 
Product code 270160
£324.07

4. Shower enclosure This inward opening 
space saving enclosure combines 
functionality with sleek looks, constructed 
from 6mm toughened safety glass with 
Cleancoat glass technology, reversible doors 
and 30mm adjustment for uneven walls.
Product code D28361
£385.00

1

3

MODERN 
STYLE

1. Shower system The Geo square exposed rigid 
shower with its angular design compliments 
any modern bathroom. This modern shower is 
suitable for all plumbing systems and with its 
automatic shut off in the event of hot or cold 
water supply failure, helps reduce the risk of 
scalding making it perfect for families.
Product code D01193
£286.04
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Streamline 
your space
No matter how compact your room, we have plenty of ideas and 
chic designs to fit your needs. A small bathroom can be stylish, 
practical and with the right know-how, space-efficient.  
Make a small bathroom look infinitely bigger creating a feeling of 
never-ending space, rather than making the room feel boxed in.

Small bathrooms

Find our full range of bathroom suites 
suited for all spaces from p58

Get the look:

wolseley.co.uk
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Suites
Furniture

Baths
Show

ering
Taps

Heating &
 ventilation

Finishing touches

Neat ideas
Mix and match styles 

to create a perfect, and 
practical, bathroom 

with plenty of storage 
to please tidy minds. 

Our huge range is also 
available in a slimline 
depth – so even small 
spaces can stay spick 

and span. 

Welcoming warmth
These stylish heaters are practical too, taking 
the chill off your space and reducing damp air, 

sometimes caused by wet towels. 

Helpful hint:

For smaller rooms, choose 
wisely to create a feeling of 
space. All-white fittings, with 
glossy white walls and tiled 
flooring will achieve a light and 
airy feeling in the bathroom. 
Similarly, light oak fittings can 
add a traditional touch and 
give a feeling of open space 
in a tight space.

Soak and shower
Showerbaths provide you with the best of both worlds  
when it comes to choosing between baths and showers.  
They have a large width at one end allowing you to take a 
shower in comfort whilst at the same time allowing you the 
luxury of a relaxing soak at the end of the day.

Neat ideas for small bathrooms

Showered 
with solutions
When choosing a shower for 
your bathroom, we have a 
wide range for you to consider 
depending on your need and 
usage. From stylish concealed 
valve kits to the latest 
intelligent digital showers,  
we’ve got the products for you. 

Room sets are for illustrative purposes only
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Alia 
Beautifully modern
With its high gloss glaze to provide your bathroom 
with a bright clean white finish, the Alia range helps 
shape even the smallest spaces.

Included in pack: BasinToilet For more options and information on 
this range please see p66

Toilet & basin pack 
B61642

£204.57

500mm 1 tap hole basin
B61625
Full pedestal
B61627

Close coupled horizontal 
outlet pan
B61620
Push button cistern  
(for close coupled pan)
B61621
Soft closing toilet seat 
and cover
B61624

wolseley.co.uk
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5. Towel rail This towel rail has been 
constructed from durable zinc alloy with 
chrome plated finish to add a stylish 
finishing touch. 
Product code D02576
£25.41

4. Toilet roll holder This double toilet roll 
holder has been constructed from durable 
zinc alloy with chrome plated finish.
Product code D02574
£17.49

1 2

5

43
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While you’re choosing which range and products you want, 
our expert bathroom specialists will be able to provide you 
with a free CAD design, bringing your new bathroom to life.

2. Tap This chrome plated modern single 
lever basin mixer has been designed with 
ease of use in mind ideal for small compact 
bathrooms. 
Product code A05406
£43.56

3. Bath Pride is a 2 tap hole acrylic bath 
with contemporary style.
Product code A04135
£164.46

1. Bath filler This bath filler is a 
contemporary curvaceous design statement 
designed with ease of use in mind, ideal for 
small compact bathrooms. 
Product code A05402
£89.07

Ideas
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Studio Echo 
New and improved
Great design doesn’t shout, it quietly improves the way we live. When Studio was 
launched in 1986, it brought design into ordinary bathrooms for the first time. Three 
decades later, Ideal Standard are just as proud to reveal its successor, Studio Echo.

Included in pack: BasinToilet For more options and information on 
this range please see p71

Toilet & basin pack 
D01710

£379.94

500mm 1 tap hole basin with overflow
B11907
Semi pedestal
B11909  or
Full pedestal
B11910
Basin mixer - no waste
C83220
Clicker plug waste
C93197

Close coupled back to wall pan
B11916
Esedra soft close seat and cover
B11922
Bottom inlet dual flush valve 
6/4 litre cistern
B11902  or
4/2.6 litre cistern
B11903

wolseley.co.uk
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1. Bathscreen This shower bathscreen 
is designed with toughened safety glass 
which opens both inwards and outwards for 
accessibilty and easy cleaning. 
Product code D00287
£178.57

3. Shower bath This Concept Space shower 
bath design combines a contemporary square 
look with an ergonomically curved internal 
back rest for comfort. 
Product code D58461
£400.57

4. Towel warmer This looped style chrome 
towel rail, will create a striking look in your 
bathroom. The loop style gives plenty of 
space for hanging and drying towels whilst 
maintaining a contemporary feel.
Product code 200028
£197.97

5. Soap dispenser A modern chrome 
frosted glass soap dispenser designed to 
suit your bathroom. 
Product code C45241
£50.19

1

RETRO 
CHIC

5

3

2. Shower With a number of top-spec features, 
HOST has been created by Triton’s own 
designers. Incorporating features such as 
customisable pre-sets to save your favourite 
settings and a clear temperature read-out, plus 
a silent motor so your 5 minute morning escape 
is not disturbed. All you have to do is turn on 
the shower and step in!
Product code D40123
£790.57

2

4
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E200 
Excelling comfort, beyond imagination
Make the most of every inch with clever features that pack all the benefits of 
a bigger bathroom into a compact space. Choose from a comprehensive range 
of washbasins and bathroom furniture including a compact wall hung toilet.

Included in pack: BasinToilet For more options and 
information on this 
range please see p82

Toilet & basin pack 
J57858

£514.80

650mm 1 tap hole 
right hand basin with 
shelf space
J01587
650mm unit with right 
hand towel rail white 
for 650mm basin
J01606

Concealed cistern dual 
flush valve side supply 
internal overflow  
4/2.6 litre
B97952
Air button dual flush - 
plastic plate chrome
B97944

Flushwise compact wall 
hung compact pan with 
water saving flush of 
4/2.6 litres
J01591
Square soft close  
seat and cover with 
top fix hinges
J01569

wolseley.co.uk
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1. Double drawer unit Stunning wall hung 
vanity unit with handleless, soft close 
drawers and glass mirror on titanium 
backboard. Complete with light and basin. 
Product code E85018
£355.08

2. Tap Orta is a chrome plated basin 
mixer tap, designed to look great in any 
bathroom, from traditional to modern. This 
mixer also includes a clicker waste.
Product code C69080
£86.38

4. Bath Opal 2 tap bath is a space saving 
bath solution with a smooth interior 
surface and grips.
Product code J57830
£196.08

3. Bath filler Orta is a chrome plated 
bath filler, designed to look great in any 
bathroom, from traditional to modern. 
Product code C69082
£148.77

5. Towel warmer A sleek, slim fitting chrome 
towel warmer, featuring flat tubular horizontal 
bars ideal for hanging towels but also adds a 
stylish finish to your bathroom. 
Product code 200395
£236.76

Ideas
yourspace...
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Senso Square 
Crisp and clean
Senso Square incorporates straight lines 
with rounded edges to give a design to suit 
a variety of styles.

Included in pack: BasinToilet For more options and information on 
this range please see p76

Toilet & basin pack 
A30420

£515.48

550mm 1 tap hole basin
D41580
Full pedestal
D41581  or
Semi pedestal
D00756

Close coupled pan
D41582
Close coupled cistern
D41583
Seat and cover
D41584
Wall hung pan
D00755

wolseley.co.uk
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1. Mirror Landscape or portrait steam free 
mirror with LED colour temperature changing 
ambient lighting.
Product code E50110
£271.70

2. Towel ring Twin towel ring chrome plated 
accessory has the option of fixing with either 
screws or adhesive.
Product code D13272
£41.95

4. Towel rail This compact designer towel 
rail is ideal for towels with a width of up 
to 600mm.
Product code D13271
£57.66

3. Toilet roll holder Twin toilet roll holder 
chrome plated accessory has the option of 
fixing with either screws or adhesive.
Product code D13273
£39.33

5. Bath Desire is a no tap hole acrylic 
bath, ideal if you wish to have freedom of 
brassware positioning. 
Product code A04143
£190.82

2

3
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One big 
happy family
A big bathroom really is a blessing. With room to create, 
you can take your time designing the ideal bathing space 
to suit your needs. Whether you’re after family functional, 
or modern luxury, we can advise and provide you with 
everything you need to make your dream a reality. 

Find our full range of bathroom suites 
suited for all spaces from p58

Get the look:

Large bathrooms

wolseley.co.uk
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Finishing touches

Neat ideas for large bathrooms

Freestanding sophistication
If you like classic styling you’ll love a freestanding 
bath. They bring sophistication to any bathroom, 
and turn an end-of-day bath into a high-end spa 
experience. Not only are they practical but they 
deliver an undeniable ‘wow’ factor.

No smoke,  
just mirrors
Add style to a bathroom 
without breaking the bank. 
Our huge range of mirrors will 
give you plenty of inspiration, 
like our contemporary 
mirrors with clever features 
such as LED lighting and 
steam-free technology.

Showered with 
technology
Stay in control with a digital 
shower. Like a mixer, they take 
water from both feeds but 
digital showers give you precise, 
touch-button control to create 
your ideal temperature. Some 
come with features like ‘warm-up 
mode’ and can even be controlled 
by your smart phone. 

Double luxury
Larger bathrooms love double basins. They add an element 
of personal luxury and elegance, plus are perfect for busy 
families, enabling more than one person to use the basin at 
once. Double basin vanity units deliver lots of storage too.

Radical radiators
Radiators work better than 

towel warmers combining both 
functionality and style. A designer 

bathroom radiator is guaranteed 
to increase the ambience of your 

room and make those early week-
day mornings that little bit easier.

Room sets are for illustrative purposes only
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Traditional 
Classically perfect
Traditional design, appealing to classical taste, yet 
manufactured to today’s high exacting standards. The 
perfect suite for creating a period look in any home.

Included in pack: BasinToilet Bath

For more options and information on 
this range please see p67

Toilet & basin pack 
B61690

£724.61

560mm 2 tap hole basin
G51709
Full pedestal
G51708

Close coupled toilet pan
G51718
Cistern with ceramic lever 
including fittings
G51719
Soft close seat
G51495

Double ended freestanding roll top 
bath with chrome feet included
A03064
2 tap hole bath/showerbath 
mixer and kit
A05430

wolseley.co.uk
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1. Bath Vigour is a no tap hole double ended 
acrylic bath, perfect as the centrepiece of 
your bathroom. 
Product code A04136
£196.22

2. Shower system Realm has a traditional 
design featuring a deluge showerhead and 
separate traditional handshower with all the 
modern benefits for safe showering including 
maximum temperature stop.
Product code D61372
£507.29

4. Towel warmer A traditional ‘Victorian style’ 
floor standing bathroom towel warmer.
Product code 200401
£387.46

3. Bath mixer tap and waste Traditional 
design, appealing to classic taste, yet fully 
equipped with up to the minute technology. 
With nabis 5 year guarantee.
Product code (Mixer tap) A05430
£89.12
Product code (Waste) A05433
£54.26

3

Our bathroom specialists will guide you through the 
process of planning and executing your new bathroom, 
and will be on hand to make sure everything goes to 
plan. Anything you need, we’re there to help.

4

5

5. Mirror Simple but sophisticated rectangular 
mirror with bevelled edges which catches the 
light and creates an interesting visual effect.
Product code E50109
£90.20
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Close coupled horizontal 
outlet pan with Aquablade
A67219
Close coupled cistern 
push button 6/4 litres
A67224
Slim slow close seat
A67227

Concept Air 
Feeling as light as air
With its fine edges, crisp corners and slim, tapering 
profiles, Concept Air breathes an uplifting sense of 
lightness into any space.

Included in pack: BasinToilet For more options and information on 
this range please see p72
*For further details on the Concept Air 
furniture range please ask in branch.

Toilet & basin pack 
A67325

£574.16

550x460mm 1 tap hole 
cube basin
A67207
Full pedestal for hand 
rinse basin
A67214

wolseley.co.uk
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1. Shower enclosures This slider has 8mm 
Mershield Stayclear coated glass, with a 
frameless design and concealed fixings. 
Product code (Fixed panel) D29067
£542.56
Product code (Moving panel) D29068
£421.86

2. Shower tray JT Evolved is a 25mm tray that 
has the look and feel of a wetroom which 
installs flat to the floor or on legs dependant 
on your requirements. 
Product code E15649
£513.87

4. Towel warmer A vertical aspect tubular design 
rail, can be fitted in any room to conserve 
horizontal wall space or create a feature. 
Product code 200397
£164.44

3. Shower Mode is the ultimate luxury digital 
shower with it’s stylish push-button controller 
perfectly suited for your contemporary 
bathroom. Created with switch button spray 
technology, you can select between 4 unique 
spray experiences as well as dual shower 
head output. 
Product code D03120
£415.80

5. Bath Concept Air is a range devised to be 
uplifting with its fine edges and slim tapering 
profile. This free standing bath with tap deck 
allows freedom of brassware positioning to 
suit your family’s needs.
Product code A67356
£1037.10
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Rimless close coupled 
toilet pan
D07432
Dual flush close coupled 
cistern 4.5/3 litre
D07427

Included in pack: BasinToilet

Carmen 
Vintage character
Carmen is a tribute to one of Roca’s most iconic basins of the 
1940s. The collection comes back with a clear vintage character 
with the latest innovations in the design of bathroom spaces.

For more options and information on 
this range please see p77

800x500mm 1 tap hole 
wall hung basin
D07422
Full pedestal
D07430

Toilet & basin pack 
B01077

£942.38

Single lever basin mixer 
tap with pop-up waste
D45262

Soft close seat
D07437

wolseley.co.uk
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1. Bath nabis traditional free standing roll 
top bath incl feet, no tap hole. Taps are 
not available with the bath they are for 
photography purposes only.
Product code A03064
£808.28

2. Shower tray Fusion is manufactured from 
ABS capped acrylic stone resin and double 
skinned for extra strength with stunning 
slim-line looks. This tray is now sold with a 
new concealed waste which completes the 
discreet design of this tray.
Product code D23820
£299.16

4. Mirror A range of round mirrors with colour 
temperature changing ambient LED lighting.
Product code E51408
£356.00

3. Shower system Renaissance is a luxurious 
chrome plated shower pack comprising of 
Renaissance shower valve with integral two 
outlet diverter, traditionally styled fixed head 
and single function handset.
Product code D77423
£581.40

5. Enclosure side panel This framed side 
panel, designed with 8mm toughened safety 
Mershield Stayclear glass and chrome finish 
frame, combines ideally with the Essence 
sliding door for a highly engineered spacious 
enclosure. 
Product code D29042
£301.12

6. Enclosure sliding door This sliding door is 
impressive and highly engineered. Measuring 
1950mm high with 8mm toughened safety glass, 
it has a smooth gliding action based on quick 
release double rollers for easy cleaning.
Product code D29036
£548.25

1
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nabis 59
Ideal Standard 68
Roca 73
Twyford 78
Toilet seats 84
Macerators 84
Fill and flush valves 85
In-wall systems 86

It’s all in 
the details
Picking your suite is the starting point and arguably the most important 
part of getting the right look for your new bathroom. Choose from our 
extensive range of suites and toilet seats to suit all styles from the 
industry’s leading brands including our own exclusive nabis range.

To achieve a minimalist, yet practical space-saving look with a wall hung 
toilet, in-wall frames and flushing plates are the perfect solution and if 
you’ve ever fancied an under stairs cloakroom or adding an ensuite in 
the loft but been put off by the lack of plumbing, a macerator pump 
could enable you to convert those hard to plumb locations.

Cloakrooms

Small ensuites

Large ensuites

Small bathrooms

Large bathrooms

Products suitable for following rooms:

CS

SE

LE

SB

LB

Ideal Standard Tempo range featured – see p69 for details

wolseley.co.uk58
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options: please see website for full dimensions.

Guarantees
Lifetime for 
ceramicsL Year guarantee 

for toilet seats1

A stylish, compact design perfect for smaller 
bathrooms. Aesthetics and practicality come 
together, providing you with a range that can 
optimise the floor space, while adding simple 
elegance to your bathroom.

Arno Square
Simple elegance

CS SE SB

Ideal for:

Toilet & basin pack 
B61684

£248.98

Product features

l Short projection range

l Materials: Vitreous china

l Premium high gloss  
glaze finish

l All fixings are included

Bathroom tip

Before starting any 
installation project please 
consider the following:

Measure your bathroom 
carefully and note the 
position of doors, windows 
and any pipes.

Prior to drilling into walls, 
check there are no hidden 
electrical wires or cables or 
water supply pipes with the 
aid of an electrical detector.

550mm 1 tap hole basin £61.72B61672

Pedestal £21.59B61682

Close coupled cistern £73.86B61681

Close coupled pan £107.99B61670

Premium soft close seat £33.59B61671

61
0m

m

360mm

40
5m

m

550mm

59Room sets are for illustrative purposes only
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CS SE SB

Ideal for:

A modern, compact design perfect for cloakroom 
and smaller bathrooms. The ultimate space saving 
design with its modern curves will enhance the 
look of your bathroom.

Arno Round
Modern curves

Toilet & basin pack 
B61686

£203.26

Product features

l Short projection range

l Materials: Vitreous china

l Premium high gloss glaze 
finish

l All fixings are included

Bathroom tip

Whether buying the products 
yourself or getting someone 
in, it’s worth looking at the 
guarantees, especially for 
things such as grouting or 
sealant, which are costly to 
replace if they spring a leak. 
Look for lifetime or ten-year-
plus warranties.

options: please see website for full dimensions.

Guarantees

Close coupled cistern £73.86B61681

Close coupled pan £99.58B61679

Deluxe soft close seat and cover £30.00B61680

550mm 1 tap hole basin £61.72B61672

Pedestal £21.59B61682
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Lifetime for 
ceramicsL Year guarantee 

for toilet seats1
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Ideal for:

CS SE SB

options: please see website for full dimensions.

Guarantees

A sleek, sophisticated design perfect for any 
contemporary bathroom. Featuring short 
projection toilet and basin, which make the 
bathroom feel luxuriously spacious. 

Livi Square
Luxurious

Product features

l Short projection range

l Materials: Vitreous china

l Premium high gloss glaze 
finish

l All fixings are included

Bathroom tip

When it comes to 
practicalities it is important 
to consider what constitutes 
a realistic time-frame.

Bathrooms can take 
between one and three 
weeks to complete  
depending on the size and 
complexity of the project.

Toilet & basin pack 
B61683

£258.97

536mm 1 tap hole basin £64.77B61675

Pedestal £21.59B61682

Close coupled cistern £73.86B61681

Square close coupled pan £110.40B61673

Square soft close seat £34.12B61674

Lifetime for 
ceramicsL Year guarantee 

for toilet seats1
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Ideal for:

CS SE SB

Combines style and functionality in an elegant 
manner while its compact form uses space 
efficiently, making the bathroom area feel 
luxuriously spacious.

Livi Round
Elegant

Toilet & basin pack 
B61685

£259.00

options: please see website for full dimensions.

Product features

l Short projection range

l Materials: Vitreous china

l Premium high gloss glaze 
finish

l All fixings are included

Bathroom tip

Bathrooms are one of the 
most important rooms in your 
home, which is why they need 
to feel clean and comfortable 
at all times without feeling 
sterile. It can be a tough 
balance to achieve but 
choosing an overall mood, 
such as modern or traditional, 
will help to steer all of your 
design choices. Whichever you 
prefer, it will help to ensure 
that your bathroom is never 
clinical or worse, mundane.

Guarantees

536mm 1 tap hole basin £64.77B61675

Pedestal £21.59B61682

Close coupled cistern £73.86B61681

Round close coupled pan £110.40B61676

Round soft close seat £34.12B61677
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Designed for a sophisticated and 
traditional yet stylish look for your 
cloakroom space.

Classic
Timeless

Product features

Space saving furniture to  
suit the most challenging of 
small spaces

l Available in two colours

l Right and left hand  
basins available

l For a full list of sizes and 
furniture options in the 
classical style please see  
page 113

Installation tips

When buying a toilet for your 
bathroom suite, you will need 
more than just the toilet itself. 
Many toilets require you to 
purchase the seat separately 
and, if you are looking to mount 
it onto the wall, you will need a 
wall frame to keep it totally 
secure. Also, your toilet must be 
paired with a cistern and if not 
included in the purchase, you 
will need to make sure you get 
the right one.

CS SE SB

Ideal for: Guarantees

years10

400mm Right hand cloakroom unit 
earl grey

£228.51C22574

400mm cloakroom basin white £70.13C22588

550mm WC unit and pressed worktop 
earl grey

£323.83C22578

Square back to wall pan £130.67B61669
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Value, performance and gorgeous 
modern looks. A truly modern range 
with a luxurious finish for less than 
you may expect.

Vector II
Modern range

Product features

l Finish and material - white 
vitreous china

l Fits effortlessly into even 
the most contemporary of 
bathrooms, combining 
subtle curves and direct 
straight lines

Bathroom tip

Ensure you check the water 
pressure in your household, 
there are specific products to 
complement high or low water 
pressure. We have a wide 
range of products to 
accommodate all your needs.
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SE LE SB LB

Ideal for: Guarantee

options: please see website for full dimensions.

550mm 1 tap hole basin £60.11B61662

Full pedestal £24.59B61663

Close coupled horizontal outlet pan £88.80B61664

Push button cistern (close coupled 
pan)

£58.75B61665

Soft close seat and cover £42.36B61667

Back to wall horizontal outlet pan £112.02B61666

Toilet & basin pack 
B61644

£248.13

Lifetime for 
ceramicsL Year guarantee 

for toilet seats1
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Style and value come together perfectly, 
providing you with a range that can help 
cut your water usage, while adding simple 
elegance to your bathroom.

Lamone
Simple elegance

Product features

l Made from white vitreous 
china and finished with a 
high gloss glaze - reassuring 
durability against any 
chipping or damage

l Soft close seat and cover 
(fittings included)

Bathroom tip

Understanding your drainage 
and what you can and can’t do 
will impact on your design. You 
should work from the ground 
up with your design if you’re 
planning on a big change. 
Knowing how your drainage is 
laid out can restrict you or 
open up new avenues.
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LE SB LB

Ideal for: Guarantee

options: please see website for full dimensions.

500mm 1 tap hole basin £61.48B61633

Full pedestal £31.43B61634

Close coupled horizontal outlet pan £83.34B61628

Push button cistern (for close  
coupled pan)

£51.91B61629

Budget soft closing seat and cover £35.52B61630

Premium soft closing seat and cover £38.25B61631

Toilet & basin pack 
B61645

£183.46

Lifetime for 
ceramicsL Year guarantee 

for toilet seats1

Back to wall horizontal outlet pan £95.63B61632

Soft closing toilet seat and cover £32.79B61624
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With its high gloss glaze to provide 
your bathroom with a bright clean 
white finish, the Alia range helps shape 
even the smallest spaces.

Alia
Beautifully modern

Product features

l Choose from 1 or 2 tap hole 
basin options

l Finish and material - white 
vitreous china

Installation tip

Back to wall or wall hung pans 
are great for creating space and 
adding a contemporary, sleek 
look to your bathroom. Make 
sure the fascia is removeable 
for maintenance purposes and 
also ensure that the pans are 
fitted correctly.
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LE SB LB

Ideal for: Guarantee

options: please see website for full dimensions.

500mm 1 tap hole basin £36.89B61625

550mm 2 tap hole basin £36.89B61626

Full pedestal £19.13B61627

Close coupled horizontal outlet pan £76.50B61620

Push button cistern (for close  
coupled pan)

£47.82B61621

Toilet & basin pack 
B61642

£204.57

Lifetime for 
ceramicsL Year guarantee 

for toilet seats1

Back to wall horizontal outlet pan £87.43B61623

Soft closing toilet seat and cover £32.79B61624
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Traditional design, appealing to classical 
taste, yet manufactured to today’s high 
exacting standards. The perfect suite for 
creating a period look in any home.

Traditional
Classically perfect

Product features

l Made from white vitreous 
china and finished with a 
high gloss glaze

l Traditional design, perfect 
for the vintage style 
bathroom

l Durable against any chipping 
or damage

Installation tip

Once your new bathroom or 
ensuite is complete, make sure 
you gain the relevant building 
regulations approval, including 
drainage, electrics and 
ventilation, and checking that 
any glass meets the required 
safety standards. You might 
need to prove that you’ve done 
this when you sell the house.

LE LB

Ideal for: Guarantee

options: please see website for full dimensions.

500mm 2 taphole basin £116.41G51713

560mm 2 tap hole basin £98.29G51709

Full pedestal £50.01G51708

Close coupled toilet pan £74.99G51718

Cistern with ceramic lever including 
fittings

£46.97G51719

Soft close seat £32.51G51495

Wooden toilet seat (natural walnut) £88.66G51742

Lifetime for 
ceramicsL Year guarantee 

for toilet seats1
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CS SE SB

Ideal for: Guarantee

Slim basins and compact WCs shave 
precious centimetres off the projection 
which makes a big impact on user comfort 
in small or awkward spaces.

Concept Space
Fashionable

LifetimeL
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options: please see website for full dimensions.

550mm basin £151.95D58451

500mm handrinse basin £144.70D58450

800mm basin £318.36D58456

600mm left hand platform basin £180.90D58452

700mm left hand platform basin £230.09D58454

600mm right hand platform basin £180.90D58453

700mm right hand platform basin £230.09D58455

450mm right hand 1 tap hole 
handrinse basin

£122.99D58448

450mm left hand 1 tap hole 
handrinse basin

£122.99D58449

550mm semi countertop arc basin £231.34D58457

Full pedestal (for use with 
500mm and 550mm basins)

£75.76C21343

Cloakroom pedestal (for use with 
450mm hand rinse basins)

£75.76C21344

Large semi pedestal (for use with 
500mm and 550mm basins)

£81.82C21345

Small semi pedestal (for use with 
450mm hand rinse basins)

£81.82C21346

Close coupled horizontal pan £253.38D58440

6/4 litre close coupled cistern £191.09C21357

Close coupled fully back to wall 
horizontal outlet pan

£320.45D58441

Back to wall pan £372.60D58442

Dual flush 6/4L corner cistern £224.30D58445

Wall hung pan £376.24D58460

Seat and cover £101.32D58446

Soft close seat and cover £145.65D58447
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Guarantee

Created by a leading design house, with 
lasting appeal. Relevant to today’s fashion 
and tomorrow’s trends. A design-led 
branded range at affordable prices.

Tempo
Lasting appeal

LifetimeL
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options: please see website for full dimensions.

SE LE SB LB

Ideal for:

Toilet & basin pack 
A02913

£352.22

500mm 1 tap hole pedestal basin £83.35D04643

600mm 1 tap hole basin £94.21D04639

Full pedestal £55.07D04648

500mm 2 tap hole basin £83.35D04644

550mm 2 tap hole basin £83.35D04642

600mm 2 tap hole basin £94.21D04640

550mm 1 tap hole semi-countertop 
basin

£152.17D04646

550mm 2 tap hole semi-countertop 
basin

£152.17D04647

Semi pedestal £55.07D04649

Handrinse semi pedestal to suit 
400mm basins only

£55.07D04669

400mm 1 tap hole handrinse basin £68.85D04651

400mm 2 tap hole handrinse basin £68.85D04652550mm 1 tap hole basin £83.35D04641

Handrinse pedestal to suit 
350/400mm basins only

£55.07D04650

350mm 1 tap hole left hand 
handrinse basin

£65.22D04654

350mm 1 tap hole right hand 
handrinse basin

£65.22D04655

350mm 2 tap hole handrinse basin £65.22D04653

Close coupled horizontal outlet pan £134.07D04656

Close coupled 6/4 litre dual flush 
cistern

£115.94D04658

Close coupled 4/2.6 litre dual flush 
cistern

£115.94D04659

Back to wall horizontal outlet pan £210.15D04660

Wall hung horizontal outlet pan £286.24D04661

Close coupled short projection fully 
back to wall pan

£181.15D23272

Standard seat and cover £54.35D04664

Soft close seat and cover £100.00D04665

Seat and cover to suit short 
projection pan

£54.35D23273

Soft close seat and cover to suit 
short projection pan

£100.00D23274
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Our Tesi range works perfectly even in the 
most awkward spaces. Designer Robin Levien 
never fails to achieve perfect balance between 
the elegant and agile, helping Tesi to work 
perfectly in your family bathroom.

Tesi
Modern by nature

LE SB LB

Ideal for: Guarantee
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options: please see website for full dimensions.

LifetimeL

Toilet & basin pack 
D01692

£397.47

600mm 1 tap hole pedestal basin £112.12T02618

550mm 1 tap hole pedestal basin £102.57T02619

500mm 1 tap hole pedestal basin £95.72T02620

Full pedestal £61.55T02622

450mm 1 tap hole handrinse basin £84.79T02623

Small full pedestal £61.55T02625

Semi pedestal £68.38T02621

550mm 1 tap hole semi-countertop 
basin

£177.78T02626

Close coupled back to wall WC 
horizontal outlet bowl with Aquablade

£211.97T02627

Close coupled cistern with dual flush 
valve - 4/2.6 litre

£140.86T02629

Close coupled cistern with dual flush 
valve - 6/4 litre

£140.86T02630

Close coupled WC horizontal outlet 
bowl with aquablade

£164.10T02628

Back to wall WC bowl with Aquablade £252.99T02631

Wall hung WC bowl with Aquablade £314.53T02632

Back to wall 1 tap hole bidet £232.48T02637

Wall hung 1 tap hole bidet £321.37T02638

Wrap over slow close seat and cover £120.34T02633

Thin slow close seat and cover £120.34T02635

Thin normal close seat and cover £65.63T02636
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Great design doesn’t shout, it quietly improves the 
way we live. When Studio was launched in 1986, it 
brought design into ordinary bathrooms for the 
first time. Three decades later, Ideal Standard are 
just as proud to reveal its successor, Studio Echo.

Studio Echo
New and improved

LE SB LB

Ideal for: Guarantee

options: please see website for full dimensions.

Product features

l The newest range from  
the award winning designer 
Robin Levien

l Comtemporary style to suit 
any modern bathroom

l Made from white vitreous 
china

LifetimeL

600mm 1 tap hole basin with overflow £96.60B11905

550mm 1 tap hole basin with overflow £87.62B11906

500mm 1 tap hole basin with overflow £82.00B11907

450mm 1 tap hole handrinse basin 
with overflow

£69.65B11908

Corner handrinse £89.86B11921

Full pedestal £53.92B11910

Full pedestal for handrinse basin £53.92B11912

Semi pedestal £53.92B11909

Semi pedestal for handrinse basin £53.92B11911

550mm semi countertop basin £123.56B11919

Bottom inlet dual flush valve 
6/4 litre cistern

£123.56B11902

Bottom inlet dual flush valve 
4/2.6 litre cistern

£123.56B11903

Close coupled back to wall pan £179.72B11916

Wall hung high flow pan £190.96B11913

Back to wall pan with isovalve 
access hole

£190.96B11920

Close coupled pan - open £134.79B11915
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Concept Air
Feeling as light as air
With its fine edges, crisp corners and slim, 
tapering profiles, Concept Air breathes an 
uplifting sense of lightness into any space.

LE LB

Ideal for: Guarantee
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options: please see website for full dimensions.
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LifetimeL

Toilet & basin pack 
A67325

£574.16

1240mm double boxed vanity basin £620.94A67201

1040mm double boxed vanity basin £449.19A67202

840mm boxed vanity basin £376.53A67203

640mm boxed vanity basin £217.99A67204

500x380mm boxed vanity basin £165.14A67205

600x460mm 1 tap hole cube basin £142.69A67206

550x460mm 1 tap hole cube basin £130.80A67207

500x460mm 1 tap hole cube basin £130.80A67208

400x450mm half round cube basin £109.01A67209

500mm semi countertop cube basin £237.80A67210

Vessel basin 400x400mm £208.75A67215

Vessel basin 600x400mm £244.41A67216

Semi pedestal £87.19A67211

Small semi pedestal £85.87A67212

Semi pedestal for hand rinse basin £87.19A67213

Full pedestal for hand rinse basin £85.87A67214

Close coupled horizontal outlet pan 
with Aquablade

£254.33A67219

Close coupled horizontal outlet back 
to wall bowl with Auqablade

£317.07A67220

Back to wall horizontal outlet bowl 
with close coupled isolation valve

£317.07A67221

Close coupled cistern push button 
6/4 litres

£196.85A67224

Close coupled cistern push button 
4/2.6 litres

£196.85A67225

Wall hung horizontal outlet pan 
with Aquablade

£356.71A67218

Wall hung bidet £356.71A67223

Slim normal close seat £103.05A67226

Slim slow close seat £147.96A67227

Wrap over normal close seat £103.05A67228

Wrap over slow close seat £147.96A67229

500x360mm 1 drawer basin unit gloss 
white/matt white

£402.96A67230
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Designed by Antonio Bullo, the Nexo 
collection perfectly represents the 
union of design and value.

Nexo
Value in design

Product features

l Can be installed with a full 
or semi pedestal

l Comes complete with  
fixing kit

l Short projection

l To be installed with a 
concealed cistern with a 
choice of 4 different 
operating panels

l 6/3L dual flush cistern

CS SE SB

Ideal for: Guarantee

years25
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options: please see website for full dimensions.

Toilet & basin pack 
B01050

£384.29

405mm 1 tap hole right hand 
handrinse basin

£93.79D00645

450mm 1 tap hole handrinse basin £93.79D00646

550mm 1 tap hole basin £108.59D00642

600x475mm 1 tap hole basin £148.08D01628

680x505mm 1 tap hole basin £180.97D01629

Full pedestal to suit 550/600mm 
basins

£71.77D00641

Semi pedestal to suit 550/600mm 
basins

£106.96D00702

WC pan £185.93D00639

6/3 litre dual flush cistern £189.24D00640

Seat and cover £82.02D00643

Back to wall pan £246.82D00644

Wall hung pan £345.52D00807

Rimless wall hung pan £290.78D58816

Bidet £263.27D01633

Bidet cover £68.30D01631
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Debba is epitomised by its ‘soft square’ 
look. If you’re looking for a smooth and 
organic design at an affordable price, 
these products are the perfect choice.

Debba
Smooth and organic

Ideal for: Guarantee

years25

options: please see website for full dimensions.
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Toilet & basin pack 
B01069

£392.72

500mm 1 tap hole basin £92.25D13203

550mm 1 tap hole basin £92.25D44944

550mm 2 tap hole basin £92.25D44945

600mm 1 tap hole basin £101.48D13202

Full pedestal for 450 basin only £60.44D44946

350mm basin £80.80D45055

450mm 1 tap hole basin £88.19D44950

450mm 2 tap hole basin £88.19D44949

400mm 1 tap hole basin £88.19D13204

520mm 1 tap hole semi recessed basin £208.14D45054

Semi pedestal £88.15D45056

Semi pedestal to suit 450mm 
basins only

£108.63D45062

Close coupled pan £118.90D44948

Round rimless close coupled cistern £189.10D44947

Seat and cover with steel hinges £61.17D44952

Soft close seat and cover £106.48D44953

Back to wall pan £238.75D45057

Wall hung WC £255.89D45058
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The Gap, designed by Antonio Bullo, has 
subtle design details that complement 
the smooth, clean lines of each piece.

The Gap
Subtle statement

LE SB LB

Ideal for: Guarantee

years25

options: please see website for full dimensions.
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600mm 1 tap hole wall hung or 
counter top basin

£141.78D41805

400mm 1 tap hole cloakroom or 
counter top basin

£81.10D41803

350mm 1 tap hole cloakroom or 
counter top basin

£81.10D41802

550mm 1 tap hole basin £116.98D00759

500mm 1 tap hole basin £113.87D00765

450mm 1 tap hole basin £99.82D00764

Full pedestal £73.33D00760

Semi pedestal £92.04D41809

560mm 1 tap hole semi recessed basin £174.69D00763

Close coupled pan £193.41D00757

Rimless moulded back to wall pan no 
cut out for isolation valve

£233.07D45110

Back to wall pan £262.04D00761

Wall hung pan £382.16D44865

4.5/3 litre dual flush cistern £202.77D41808

Luxury WC seat £87.10D00766

Soft close seat £115.08D00762

CleanRim cistern £244.59D44937

CleanRim seat and cover - white £100.44D44939

CleanRim soft close seat £136.29D44940

Free standing bidet £211.12D40681

Bidet cover £92.30D41807
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Senso Square
Crisp and clean
Senso Square incorporates straight lines 
with rounded edges to give a design to 
suit a variety of styles.

Product features

l Unique and compact design 
to help optimise space

l Modern design for a  
modern lifestyle

l Finish and material - white 
vitreous china

LE SB LB

Ideal for: Guarantee

years25

options: please see website for full dimensions.
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Toilet & basin pack 
A30420

£515.48

550mm 1 tap hole basin £149.24D41580

600mm 1 tap hole basin £156.18D00753

650mm 1 tap hole basin £223.59D44874

850mm 1 tap hole basin £335.85D44742

1000mm 1 tap hole basin £358.23D44737

Full pedestal £104.37D41581

450mm 1 tap hole cloakroom basin £134.33D44738

Semi pedestal £113.47D00756

350mm 1 tap hole handrinse basin £124.94D41585

Close coupled pan £248.11D41582

Close coupled cistern £248.11D41583

Wall hung pan £479.92D00755

1 tap hole bidet £441.90D44744

Seat and cover £104.61D41584

Soft close seat and cover £130.32D00769

Compact bidet cover £104.61D44727
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options: please see website for full dimensions.

Carmen is a tribute to one of Roca’s most 
iconic basins of the 1940s. The collection 
comes back with a clear vintage character 
with the latest innovations in the design 
of bathroom spaces.

Carmen
Vintage character

LE LB

Ideal for: Guarantee

years25

600x450mm 1 tap hole in-countertop 
basin

£270.19D07418

600x450mm 3 tap hole in-countertop 
basin

£270.19D07419

650x480mm 1 tap hole wall hung basin £286.39D07420

650x480mm 3 tap hole wall hung basin £286.39D07421

800x500mm 1 tap hole wall hung basin £367.46D07422

800x500mm 3 tap hole wall hung 
basin

£367.46D07423

Full pedestal £140.49D07430

800mm metal structure £778.21D07424

1 tap hole bidet £259.37D07425

3 tap hole bidet £259.37D07426

Soft close bidet cover £129.70D07436

Dual flush close coupled cistern 
4.5/3 litre

£301.53D07427

Rimless back to wall toilet pan £378.26D07431

Rimless close coupled toilet pan £372.86D07432

Soft close seat £162.13D07437

1900mm column unit anthracite satin £810.64D07416

1900mm column unit white satin £810.64D07417

800mm vanity base unit anthracite 
satin

£785.48D07445

800mm vanity base unit white satin £785.48D07446

1300mm vanity base unit anthracite 
satin

£1309.13D07443

1300mm vanity base unit white satin £1309.13D07444

1300mm countertop marquina £349.10D07428

1300mm countertop venato white £349.10D07429
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A generic design to suit all bathrooms 
at a great price. Alcona toilets feature 
Twyford’s water saving Flushwise® 
system as standard.

Alcona
Suits all

CS SE SB

Ideal for: Guarantee

years25

options: please see website for full dimensions.

Product features

l 4 sizes of basins to suit  
all needs

l Optimum size WC helps to 
maximise bathroom space

l Toilet seat and cover with 
stainless steel hinges for 
optimum rigidity

l Close coupled and back to 
wall pan, with 4/26 litre 
water saving dual flush 
system saving up to 60% on 
water consumption helps to 
achieve 5 and 6 of the code 
for sustainable homes

500mm 1 tap hole basin £62.01B47407

500mm 2 tap hole basin £61.49B47408

550mm 1 tap hole basin £64.56B47409

550mm 2 tap hole basin £64.56B47410

600mm 1 tap hole basin £68.40B47411

600mm 2 tap hole basin £68.40B47412

Semi pedestal £51.89B47413

Bottom outlet toilet pan £85.74B47401

Horizontal outlet WC pan £83.21B47402

Close coupled cistern, push button, 
4/2.6 litre, flushwise

£90.72B47403

Toilet seat and cover comes with 
hinges stainless steel/white

£48.77B47405

Soft close toilet seat and cover £94.82B47406

Wall hung toilet pan £133.44B47404

Back to wall pan £161.71B47418

400mm 1 tap hole hand rinse basin £56.97B47414

400mm 2 tap hole and rinse basin £56.48B47419

Full pedestal £57.93B28900
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Whatever the bathroom style, Moda 
offers a range of flexible options 
including an extensive selection of 
washbasins and furniture units.

Moda
Inclusive

Ideal for: Guarantee

years25

options: please see website for full dimensions.

SE LE SB LB

500mm 1 tap hole basin £144.23J04298

550mm 1 tap hole basin £150.15J04299

600mm 1 tap hole basin £159.02J04300

700mm 1 tap hole basin £174.93J04301

Full pedestal For 650mm, and less 
abled basins

£68.14J04304

650mm 1 tap hole right hand  
offset basin

£160.65J04307

650mm 1 tap hole left hand  
offset basin

£160.65J04306

360mm 1 tap hole right hand 
handrinse basin

£119.17J04303

450mm 1 tap hole right hand offset 
handrinse basin

£122.04J04305

Semi pedestal £95.51B79940

500mm 1 tap hole corner basin £144.23J04302

Energy 1 1/4’’ exposed bottle trap £63.35J01520

560mm 1 tap hole semi recessed basin £227.85J04320

Close coupled toilet pan, flushwise £203.08J04295

Close coupled cistern, push button, 
4/2.6 litre, flushwise

£129.53J04297

Close coupled toilet pan, fully 
shrouded, flushwise

£260.56J04294

Rimfree close coupled toilet pan, fully 
shrouded, flushwise

£260.56J04348

Back to wall toilet pan, flushwise £230.79J04319

Wall hung pan £222.43J04296

Toilet seat and cover stainless  
steel hinges

£72.57J04317

Toilet seat and cover, soft closing 
mechanism

£129.56J04318
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All round style and quality at great value 
prices. This great looking range includes 
a huge choice of products for every home 
and commercial application – from plain 
and simple to super stylish.

E100 Round
Super stylish

LE SB LB

Ideal for: Guarantee

years25

options: please see website for full dimensions.
note: images J01532*/J01533* are shown with a 
square cistern, both round and square cisterns 
can be used with these pans.
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Toilet & basin pack 
J57837

£321.80

500mm 1 tap hole basin £77.67J01548

500mm 2 tap hole basin £77.67J01549

550mm 1 tap hole basin £86.35J01546

550mm 2 tap hole basin £87.11J01547

600mm 1 tap hole basin £103.10J01544

600mm 2 tap hole basin £103.10J01545

650mm 1 tap hole basin £116.70J00203

650mm 2 tap hole basin £116.70J00204

360mm 1 tap hole handrinse basin £63.98J00201

360mm 2 tap hole handrinse basin £63.98J00202

450mm 1 tap hole handrinse basin £69.71J01550

450mm 2 tap hole handrinse basin £69.71J01551

550mm 1 tap hole semi recessed basin £158.07J01552

550mm 2 tap hole semi recessed basin £159.46J01553

Energy full pedestal for corner basins £57.93J01574

Energy semi pedestal for handrinse 
basins

£71.66J01575

Energy semi pedestal £61.66J01573

Close coupled premium toilet pan, 
horizontal outlet, flushwise

£138.07J01532*

Close coupled standard toilet pan, 
horizontal outlet, flushwise

£125.55J01533*

Round close coupled raised height 
toilet pan, horizontal outlet, flushwise

£202.30J01535

Round wall hung toilet, horizontal 
outlet, flushwise, rimfree

£198.24J00242

WC horizontal outlet back to wall pan £173.41J01536

Round wall hung toilet pan, horizontal 
outlet, flushwise

£144.37J01537

Round wall hung toilet, horizontal 
outlet, flushwise, rimfree

£198.24J00242

Seat and cover with metal bottom 
fix hinges

£51.19J01565

Seat and cover with metal top  
fix hinges

£54.91J01566

Soft close seat and cover with  
top fix hinges

£101.40J01564

Quick release soft close family seat 
(not suitable on wall hung pans)

£111.72J00245

Soft close seat with quick release 
hinges

£115.89J01572
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Outstanding choice for a large ensuite on a 
budget, with a comprehensive range of products 
in a smart and stylish square design. E100 Square 
is also a great bathroom solution for less able 
applications where easy access is the key.

E100 Square
Outstanding style

LE LB

Ideal for: Guarantee

years25

options: please see website for full dimensions.

500mm 1 tap hole basin £84.39J01558

550mm 1 tap hole square basin £90.67J01557

600mm 1 tap hole basin £107.55J01556

650mm 1 tap hole basin white £123.50J00207

360mm 1 tap hole handrinse basin £66.58J01560

360mm 2 tap hole handrinse basin £67.16J01561

450mm 1 taphole handrinse basin £72.56J00205

650mm 1 tap hole basin £73.84J00206

550mm 1 tap hole countertop basin £117.69J01562

450mm 1 tap hole compact handrinse 
basin

£71.13J01559

550mm 1 tap hole less abled basin £116.12J01555

650mm 1 tap hole less abled basin £127.74J01554

Energy semi pedestal £61.66J01573

Energy full pedestal for corner basins £57.93J01574

Energy semi pedestal for handrinse 
basins

£71.66J01575

Close coupled premium toilet pan, 
horizontal outlet, flushwise

£138.07J01532

Close coupled standard toilet pan, 
horizontal outlet, flushwise

£125.55J01533

Square close coupled cistern, push 
button, 4/2.6 litre, flushwise

£108.82J01541

WC wall hung pan £152.88J01540

Wall hung toilet flushwise rimfree £209.96J00243

Seat and cover with metal bottom 
fix hinges

£55.87J01568

Seat and cover with metal top  
fix hinges

£58.66J01570

Soft close seat and cover with  
top fix hinges

£102.29J01569

Soft close seat with quick  
release hinges

£116.90J01571

Quick release soft close family seat 
(not suitable on wall hung pans)

£111.72J00245
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Make the most of every inch with clever features that pack all the benefits of a 
bigger bathroom into a compact space. Choose from a comprehensive range of 
washbasins and bathroom furniture including a compact wall hung toilet.

E200
Excelling comfort, beyond imagination

Ideal for: Guarantee

years25CS SE SB

550mm 1 tap hole basin £115.21J01583

600mm 1 tap hole basin £122.04J01585

550mm 2 tap hole basin £116.21J01584

600mm 2 tap hole basin £122.04J01586

450mm 1 tap hole handrinse basin £82.89J01581

450mm 2 tap hole handrinse basin £84.36J01582

400mm 1 tap hole right hand 
handrinse basin

£79.65J01576

400mm 1 tap hole left hand handrinse 
basin

£77.30J01577

500mm 1 tap hole basin £110.64J01578

500mm 1 tap hole right hand basin 
with shelf space

£116.21J01579

500mm 1 tap hole left hand basin with 
shelf space

£116.21J01580

650mm 1 tap hole right hand basin 
with shelf space

£166.07J01587

650mm 1 tap hole left hand basin with 
shelf space

£166.07J01588

320mm 1 tap hole round corner 
handrinse basin

£83.83J01589

500mm 1 tap hole round corner basin £110.64J01590

Energy full pedestal for corner basins £57.93J01574

Energy semi pedestal £61.66J01573

Energy semi pedestal for handrinse 
basins

£71.66J01575

Flushwise compact wall hung compact 
pan with water saving flush of 4/2.6 
litres

£183.42J01591

Soft close seat and cover with top 
fix hinges

£102.29J01569

400mm unit white for 400mm left 
hand or right hand handrinse basin

£196.84J01592

400mm unit grey for 400mm left hand 
or right hand handrinse basin

£198.55J01593
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options: please see website for full dimensions.

500mm unit with left hand towel rail 
white for 500mm basin

£279.53J01594

500mm unit with left hand towel rail 
grey for 500mm basin

£279.53J01595

500mm unit with right hand towel rail 
white for 500mm basin

£279.53J01596

500mm unit with right hand towel rail 
grey for 500mm basin

£268.95J01597

450mm unit white for 450mm basin £206.67J01598

450mm unit grey for 450mm basin £200.58J01599

550mm unit white for 550mm basin £290.95J01600

550mm unit grey for 550mm basin £293.50J01601

600mm unit white for 600mm basin £308.16J01602

600mm unit grey for 600mm basin £296.50J01603

650mm unit with left hand towel rail 
white for 650mm basin

£323.56J01604

650mm unit with left hand towel rail 
grey for 650mm basin

£311.32J01605

650mm unit with right hand towel rail 
white for 650mm basin

£311.32J01606

650mm unit with right hand towel rail 
grey for 650mm basin

£311.32J01607

320mm unit white for 320mm corner 
basin

£287.49J01608

320mm unit grey for 320mm corner 
basin

£287.49J01609

500mm unit white for 500mm corner 
basin

£372.17J01610
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The soft close automatic closure system finally puts an end to 
noisy closing toilet seats. Just a fingertip touch and the lid closes 
all by itself. Gently and silently. Almost weightlessly. Installing a 
nabis soft close toilet seat is just as simple as using it. And with 
a 10 year guarantee on the closure mechanism (2 years for the 
economy range) its reliability is beyond doubt.

Soft close toilet seats

Macerators
Defies convention 
The Saniflo range of small-bore macerator pumps enables you to 
add an extra shower room, ensuite or cloakroom in those ‘hard 
to plumb’ locations that would be impractical or expensive using 
conventional large-bore, gravity drained discharge pipework. 
A bath in the basement, a loo in the loft – all are possible and 
more using Saniflo’s range… just think of the possibilities.

Product features

l Silent – no risk of  
friction sound

l Easily removable

l Maximum hygiene –  
no dirt traps

l Easy to install

Lilly thermoplastic 
toilet seat with quick 
release, top fix hinge 
and lock+ (ideal for 
medium traffic areas)

£38.90A05652 Lilly thermoplastic 
toilet seat with bottom 
fix stainless steel hinge 
and lock+ (Ideal for 
medium traffic areas)

£34.34A05653 Blossom thermoset 
toilet seat and cover 
with quick release top 
fix hinge and lock+ (Ideal 
for medium traffic areas)

£55.00A05654 Blossom thermoplastic 
toilet seat with bottom 
fix stainless steel hinge 
and lock (Ideal for 
medium traffic areas)

£36.49A05655

Tulip heavy duty 
thermoset toilet seat 
with top fix hinge 
and lock+ (Ideal for 
high traffic areas)

£55.00A05656 Daisy heavy duty 
thermoset toilet seat 
with quick release top 
fix hinge and lock+ (Ideal 
for high traffic areas)

£65.49A05657 Iris thermoset toilet 
seat and cover 
with top fix hinge 
and lock+ (Ideal for 
medium traffic areas)

£58.40A05658 Edelweiss D shape 
thermoset toilet 
seat and cover, 
ideal for modern 
D-shape pans

£63.26A05659

Saniflo UP macerator 
pump for WC

£484.76B96673 Sanitop UP 
macerator pump for 
WC and basin

£571.68B96674 Saniplus UP 
macerator pump for 
WC. basin & shower

£768.87B96675 Sanipack Pro UP 
macerator pump for 
WC, basin & shower

£668.95B96676

Sanipro UP 
macerator pump 
(2 inlets)

£667.12B96677 Sanishower & 
macerator pump

£429.52B96680 Sanicompact 
C43GB mains WC & 
macerator

£817.20B98527
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When repairing any toilet, you want to ensure the toilet 
is confidently fitted with the very best products with the 
latest innovations. The nabis flush range covers every 
eventuality allowing ease of installation.

Fill and flush valves

Product features
l Quick and easy to install and 

maintain
l Anti-backflow function
l Delayed action valve saves 

water
l Suitable for high and low 

pressure installation

Product features
l Water saving delayed action
l Suitable for high and low 

pressure installation (0.1 bar 
to 16 bars)

l 180° head rotation
l Quiet filling: only 17 decibels
l Suitable for narrow cisterns

Product features
l Water saving delayed action 

telescopic inlet valve
l Dual flush flushing valve
l Universal, fits both 1 1/2” and 

2” outlets
l Ultra quiet, only 17 decibels
l Button suitable for 14-46mm 

diameter holes

Product features
l Universal water saving dual 

flush siphon, fits any lever 
operated cistern

l Adjustable height from 7 1/2” 
to 10 1/2”

l Unique flapper system

Product features
l BIIO B/E inlet and internal 

overflow
l Fully essembled
l Concealed cistern
l Push button cistern

Product features
l Universal - fits both 1 1/2”  

& 2” outlets
l Water saving dual flush valve
l Adjustable internal overflow
l Suitable for both front or top 

installation

Product features
l Top flush only
l Water saving dual flush valve
l Adjustable height
l Suitable for 2” outlets only
l No cut, no measurements, just 

easy to fit

Product features
l Water saving delayed action
l Suitable for high and low 

pressure installation (0.1 bar 
to 16 bars)

l Quiet filling: only 17 decibels
l Anti backflow function

1/2” plastic bottom 
entry inlet valve

£16.93B24009

Dual flush cable 
flush valve

£17.81B24004 Mechanical flush 
valve

£17.81B24006Telescopic bottom 
entry brass inlet 
valve

£21.11B24005

Side entry brass inlet 
valve

£17.81B24007

Universal bottom 
entry fixing pack

£38.93B24010

Universal telescopic 
syphon

£13.58B24008 Concealed cistern 
and button

£56.51B24012

(fittings)
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Concealed cisterns
The GROHE Whisper concealed cistern guarantees noise control, also helps 
save water and save money with GROHE EcoJoy. These products are perfect in 
helping you create a modern and spacious bathroom or cloakroom. 

With two sizes available, the 
nabis WC frame, complete with 
chrome dual flush push plate, 
is the perfect solution for any 
compact space up to 36cm.

Frame and 
flush plate

FramesFlush plates
1.08m wall hung WC frame and chrome flush plate £231.01B24013Chrome push plate £51.48B24014

Product features

l Water saving - dual flush 
and delayed action inlet 
valve

l Easy access to the cistern

l Ecological double 
skin cistern, free from 
condensation

l Adjustable push plate

l WRAS approved fittings

l 0.82m: 833-928mm

l 1m: 1082-1177mm

Dual flush Adagio concealed cistern 
side fill+

£1953.75J12594 Rapid SL 1.13m with Cosmo chrome 
flush plate

£366.00B55254Rapid SL 0.82m Cosmo flush plate 
with bracket

£405.60B55240

new

new
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For a modern, space-saving bath/cloakroom, 
wall-hung toilets are the perfect solution. 
Geberit Duofix frame systems are the ideal 
choice to support wall-hung sanitaryware.

Duofix frame 
systems
Perfect solutions

Flush plates

Frames

Frames

Full height frames
Height 1.12m. Sigma cistern 12cm. 

Perfect for installations in stud walls or 
pre-walls with higher shelves.

Low height frames
Height 0.98m. Kappa cistern 15cm. 

Ideal for areas with height restrictions such 
as windows or shelves.

Product features

l Front activation – wall 
mounted flush plate

l 3 and 6 litre dual flush – 
optional 3 and 4.5 litre flush

l Requires construction 
height of at least 110cm

l Pre-wall depth of at  
least 70cm

Product features

l Top or front activation –  
wall or surface flush plate

l 3 and 6 litre dual flush – 
optional 3 and 4.5 litre flush

l Requires construction 
height of at least 85cm

l Pre-wall depth of at  
least 77cm

Product features

l Can withhold up to 63 stone

l Hidden pipe work creates 
an easier to clean area

l Wall hung gives the 
impression of more space

l 3 and 6 litre flushing option

l Maintenance access directly 
behind the flush plate

U61207

U86016

U94794

U86024

U94795 U94796

Flush plates

Sigma 01 dual flush plate gloss chrome £61.27U61207

Sigma20 for dual flush plate gloss chrome/matt 
chrome/gloss chrome

£102.96U94794

Sigma20 for dual flush plate stainless steel brushed/
polished/brushed

£157.77U94795

Sigma30 for dual flush plate matt chrome/gloss 
chrome/matt chrome

£109.01U94796

Sigma dual flush concealed cistern £156.26U86018

Duofix 1.12m frame (solid/dry wall) and sigma dual 
flush cistern

£407.65U86019

Duofix 1.12m frame (stud walls) and sigma dual flush cistern £283.95U86020

Duofix 2 piece system rail set - 3m lengths £51.67U86022

Kappa 20 dual flush plate gloss chrome £58.73U86016

Kappa 50 dual flush plate matt chrome £127.06U86024

Kappa C/C-15 (Up120) H82 D-Adj Gb-Norm Gb £148.44U00103

Duofix WC frame H82 & Kappa cistern 15cm £320.63U15242

Dual flush concealed cistern for low height furniture £126.07U00944

Duofix 0.29m frame with dual flush concealed cistern 
for low height furniture

£364.38U88439

Duofix 2 piece system rail set - 3m lengths £51.67U86022
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Product features

l Top or front activation –  
wall or surface flush plate

l 3 and 6 litre dual flush – 
optional 3 and 4.5 litre flush

l Requires construction  
height of at least 85cm

l Pre-wall depth of at  
least 77cm

l 10 year guarantee for 
concealed cisterns

l 25 year availabity of 
replacement parts

Height 0.98m. Kappa cistern 15cm.

The SCHWAB 187 concealed cistern with frame offers an innovative 
solution for smaller spaces. The design allows fitting of the frame under 
windows or key bathroom features, whilst retaining full usability and 
operation. The range of attractive plates can be mounted on the front or 
on top of the cistern providing ultimate flexibility for installation.

187 frame system
Ideal for areas with height 
restrictions such as windows 
or shelves

Flush plates Frames

Spares

Targa flushing plate 
for 187 cistern - white

£32.52116482 Onda flushing plate 
for 187 cistern - white

£32.52116483

Targa flushing plate 
for 187 cistern - 
chrome

£36.07116484 Targa flushing plate 
for 187 cistern - matt 
chrome

£40.09116485

Onda flushing plate 
for 187 cistern - 
gloss/matt chrome

£43.03116486 Line flushing plate 
for 187 cistern - gloss 
chrome

£40.09116500

Line flushing plate 
for 187 cistern - matt 
chrome

£40.09116501 Line flushing plate 
for 187 cistern - 
gloss/matt chrome

£43.03116502

Duplo XS front-top 
WC frame 187.82 - 747 
0.82m

£232.25116472 UP front-top 187 - 747 £106.94116474

Replacement 
accessories - 187 
plate spares

£13.80116513 Collar sets - 189+187 
pipe and connection 
spares

£22.85116515
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Spares

FramesFlush plates

Product features

l Front activation – wall 
mounted flush plate

l 3 and 6 litre dual flush – 
optional 3 and 4.5 litre flush

l Requires construction 
height of at least 110cm

l Pre-wall depth of at  
least 70cm

l 10 year guarantee for 
concealed cisterns

l 25 year availabity of 
replacement parts

Height 1.12m. Sigma cistern 12cm.

The SCHWAB 189PR concealed cistern with frame is a premium solution 
with outstanding features. The cistern features the silent Fluidmaster 
747 valve, designed for ultra-simple maintenance and long-lasting 
performance. Innovative features make the 189PR the easiest to install 
and enable a perfect fit in wide ranging applications.

189 frame system
Perfect for installations in 
stud walls or pre-walls with 
higher shelves

Vivo flushing plate 
for 189 cistern - white

£32.52116512

Vivo flushing plate 
for 189 cistern - gloss 
chrome

£40.09116510

Vivo flushing plate 
for 189 cistern - matt 
chrome

£40.09116511

Dots duo flushing 
plate for 189 cistern 
- white

£32.52116495

Dots duo flushing 
plate for 189 cistern - 
matt chrome

£40.09116496

Dots duo flushing 
plate for 189 cistern - 
gloss chrome

£40.09116497

Dura flushing plate 
for 189 cistern - gloss 
chrome

£40.09116505

Dura flushing plate 
for 189 cistern - matt 
chrome

£40.09116506

Ovate duo flushing 
plate for 189 cistern 
- white

£32.52116492

Ovate duo flushing 
plate for 189 cistern - 
matt chrome

£40.09116493

Ovate duo flushing 
plate for 189 cistern - 
gloss chrome

£40.09116494

Futura flushing plate 
for 189 cistern - 
white/matt chrome

£43.03116508

Genera flushing 
plate for 189 cistern - 
white/matt chrome

£43.03116509

Caro flushing plate 
for 189 cistern - 
transparent plastic 
white

£55.97116487

Caro flushing plate 
for 189 cistern - 
transparent plastic 
black

£55.97116503

Caro flushing plate 
for 189 cistern - black 
glass

£165.26116475

Caro flushing plate 
for 189 cistern - white 
glass

£165.26116476

Caro flushing plate 
for 189 cistern - mint 
green glass

£165.26116477

Caro flushing plate 
for 189 cistern - wood 
look/wenge

£173.45116479

Caro flushing plate 
for 189 cistern - wood 
look/zebrano

£173.45116488

Circle flushing plate 
for 189 cistern - 
transparent plastic 
white

£55.97116480

Circle flushing plate 
for 189 cistern - 
transparent plastic 
black

£55.97116504

Circle flushing plate 
for 189 cistern - wood 
look/zebrano

£173.45116478

Circle flushing plate 
for 189 cistern - mint 
green glass

£165.26116481

Circle flushing plate 
for 189 cistern - black 
glass

£165.26116489

Circle flushing plate 
for 189 cistern - white 
glass

£165.26116490

Circle flushing plate 
for 189 cistern - wood 
look/wenge

£173.45116491

Duplo Plus+ WC 
frame 189PR - 747 
1.12m

£232.25116471

UP 189 - 747 £106.94116473

Replacement 
accessories - 187 
plate spares

£13.80116514

Collar sets - 189+187 
pipe and connection 
spares

£22.85116515
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The art of 
finding furniture
Selecting the right furniture isn’t just a great way to build in 
handy storage, it’s also the key to creating a harmonious style 
to your bathroom. If you’re not sure where to start, have a chat 
with our experts – they’ll talk you through the latest designs, 
and help find what works best for you and your amazing space. 

Find our full range of furniture options from p94

Get the look:

Furniture

Novum Tranquil range featured – see p119 for details
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Helpful hints:

All our units include elegant 
soft-closing door mechanisms 
which help reduce everyday 
wear and tear.

Vanity units and work surfaces 
are great places to hide 
unsightly plumbing.

Countertop basins with  
floor-standing vanity  
units remove the need for  
wall mounting.

Mirror and wall-hung cabinets 
are great for providing 
maximum storage in the 
minimum of space.

Utilise awkward and unused 
spaces with built-in bathroom 
furniture.

Furniture fundamentals

Don’t rush into finding your 
furniture style. Think about  
the overall look you want,  
and if it works with your 
accessories.

Have a plumber fit any 
furniture involving basins or 
toilets to avoid accidental 
damage.

Remember that countertop 
basins need to be mounted on 
a vanity unit or work surface.
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Furniture 
fit to inspire

Why fitted?
Fitted furniture is floor standing and gives a 
wider range of storage options that can be 
combined with wall units and cabinets to give a 
comprehensive storage solution.

Why modular?
Modular furniture allows the flexibility to  
place freestanding or wall hung pieces 
anywhere in the bathroom without the 
restrictions of fitted furniture.

All carcasses match the door colours. The back of the Vision doors match the front of the door.

White gloss Natural oak Drift Cashmere

White gloss

White gloss Natural oak Drift Cashmere

White gloss Grey gloss Natural oak Drift

Earl grey Ivory

A simple yet stylish 
MFC slab door, the 
Vision doorstyle 
with its crisp edge 
profile offers a clean 
modern look.

A simple yet stylish 
MFC slab door, the 
Vision doorstyle 
with its crisp edge 
profile offers a clean 
modern look.

A stylish MFC slab 
door with its crisp 
edge profile, it  
offers a clean 
modern look with a 
dedicated handle.

A contemporary 
pressed door with 
minimal detail edge 
profile, Style is the 
perfect door for  
any bathroom.

Classical features 
a pressed shaker 
profile, adding  
a touch of  
elegance to any 
bathroom furniture.

Vi
si

on

Vi
si

on
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yl

e
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l

1
Choose door style and colour Choose door style and colour2
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Full height back to 
wall WC unit 500mm 
or 600mm wide

Drawer line unit 
300mm wide

Toilet roll unit 
200mm wide

Bath side panel 1700mm 
or 1800mm wide

Tall filler panel 
700mm wide

Washbasin 
unit 600mm or 
700mm wide

Back to wall WC 
unit 500mm or 
600mm wide

Single base 
unit 200mm or 
300mm wide

Plinth 1300mm 
or 2600mm 
length

Bath end panel 
700mm, 750mm 
or 800mm wide

Filler panel 700mm 
or 775mm wide

Open shelf base unit 
200mm or 300mm wide

Tall unit 300mm wide Double mirror cabinet 
600mm or 700mm wide

Single wall unit 200mm 
or 300mm wide

Double wall 
unit 500mm or 
600mm wide

Frameless mirror 
400mm, 500mm, 
600mm, 700mm 
or 800mm wide

Size and positioning? 
If you’re wondering where to start, 
try measuring up and planning 
your furniture layout first. Create 
a floorplan to see where things fit, 
including space for things like door 
openings. Where space is limited, 
consider bathroom cabinets and 
space-saving solutions such as a 
combination of toilet and basin  
units, or wall-mounted cabinets.

What are your storage needs?  
Towels, toilet rolls and toiletries are 
some of the storage basics, but you  
may want to factor in cleaning 
products, laundry and linen too. Just 
try and stay practical about what 
storage you can fit in your room. 

Who’s using the bathroom?  
From ‘get in and goers’ to ‘take their 
timers’, everyone’s usage is different, 
so consider activities like shaving, 
playing in the bath and having a good 
old soak, when considering items 
that need storage.

Things to consider for fitted furniture:

Choose your room set

3
Open shelf wall unit 

200mm or 300mm wide
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…excellent storage capacity with a stylish, neat and tidy 
bathroom. Find a style you like and speak to your installer 
about your individual requirements.

Fitted furniture
A fully fitted bathroom combines…
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The white gloss doors and fascias 
keep the room light and airy for a 
modern yet simple look.

Vision
White gloss finish

Washbasin unit Base unit non handed

Bath end panel

Plinth

Filler panel

Tall filler panel

Plinth return kit

Open shelf wall unit

Open shelf base unit

Tall unit non handed

Drawer line unit non handed

Double wall unit

Bath side panel

Brassware not included. 
Sanitaryware and handles are not 
included, for all options see page 101.
Standard depth: 290mm
Slimline depth: 200mm

WC toilet unit

Full height WC unit

Wall unit non handed Toilet roll unit

600mm £221.91C22260

700mm £230.16C22261

600mm slimline £221.91C22291

500mm £188.91C22262

600mm £197.16C22264

500mm slimline £188.91C22292

600mm slimline £197.16C22294

500mm £188.91C22263

600mm £197.16C22265

500mm slimline £188.91C22293

600mm slimline £197.16C22295

200mm £139.42C22266

300mm £144.37C22271

200mm £155.92C22267

300mm £160.86C22273

200mm slimline £155.92C22296

300mm slimline £160.86C22298

200mm £82.49C22268

300mm £86.63C22274

200mm £82.49C22269

300mm £86.63C22275

200mm slimline £82.49C22297

300mm slimline £86.63C22299

200mm £180.66C22270

300mm £279.65C22272

300mm £238.41C22276

500mm £221.91C22277

600mm £230.16C22278

1700mm £125.38C22279

1800mm £133.64C22282

700mm £59.39C22280

750mm £65.18C22281

800mm £68.48C22283

1300mm £33.00C22284

2600mm £65.18C22286

100mm £8.25C22287

175mm £10.73C22289

100mm £26.40C22288

Plinth return kit £16.50C22290
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Washbasin unit Base unit non handed

Bath end panel

Plinth

Filler panel

Tall filler panel

Plinth return kit

Tall unit non handed

Drawer line unit non handed

Double wall unit

Bath side panel

Open shelf wall unit

Open shelf base unit

Toilet roll unit

WC toilet unit

Full height WC unit

Wall unit non handed

There’s a stylish feel to Drift with its 
characteristic vertical grain and slightly 
darker effect.

Vision
Drift finish

Brassware not included. 
Sanitaryware and handles are not 
included, for all options see page 101.
Standard depth: 290mm
Slimline depth: 200mm

600mm £221.91C22300

700mm £230.16C22301

600mm slimline £221.91C22331

500mm £188.91C22302

600mm £197.16C22304

500mm slimline £188.91C22332

600mm slimline £197.16C22334

500mm £188.91C22303

600mm £197.16C22305

500mm slimline £188.91C22333

600mm slimline £197.16C22335

200mm £139.42C22306

300mm £144.37C22311

200mm £155.92C22308

300mm £160.86C22312

200mm slimline £155.92C22336

300mm slimline £160.86C22338

200mm £82.49C22307

300mm £86.63C22313

200mm £82.49C22309

300mm £86.63C22314

200mm slimline £82.49C22337

300mm slimline £86.63C22339

200mm £180.66C22310

300mm £279.65C22315

300mm £238.41C22316

500mm £221.91C22317

600mm £230.16C22318

1700mm £125.38C22319

1800mm £133.64C22322

700mm £59.39C22320

750mm £65.18C22321

800mm £68.48C22323

1300mm £33.00C22324

2600mm £65.18C22326

100mm £8.25C22327

175mm £10.73C22329

100mm £26.40C22328

Plinth return kit £16.50C22330
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Washbasin unit Base unit non handed Bath end panel

Plinth

Filler panel

Tall filler panel

Plinth return kit

Tall unit non handed

Drawer line unit non handed

Double wall unit

Bath side panel

Open shelf wall unit

Open shelf base unit

Toilet roll unit

WC toilet unit

Full height WC unit

Wall unit non handed

An attractive finish with a mellow tone 
and ‘natural’ finish for a realistic and 
colourful effect.

Vision
Natural oak finish

Brassware not included. 
Sanitaryware and handles are not 
included, for all options see page 101.
Standard depth: 290mm
Slimline depth: 200mm

600mm £221.91C22340

700mm £230.16C22341

600mm slimline £221.91C22371

500mm £188.91C22342

600mm £197.16C22344

500mm slimline £188.91C22372

600mm slimline £197.16C22374

500mm £188.91C22343

600mm £197.16C22345

500mm slimline £188.91C22373

600mm slimline £197.16C22375

200mm £139.42C22349

300mm £144.37C22354

200mm £155.92C22348

300mm £160.86C22353

200mm slimline £155.92C22377

300mm slimline £160.86C22379

200mm £82.49C22347

300mm £86.63C22352

200mm £82.49C22346

300mm £86.63C22351

200mm slimline £82.49C22376

300mm slimline £86.63C22378

200mm £180.66C22350

300mm £279.65C22355

300mm £238.41C22356

500mm £221.91C22357

600mm £230.16C22358

1700mm £125.38C22360

700mm £59.39C22359

1300mm £33.00C22364

2600mm £65.18C22366

100mm £8.25C22367

175mm £10.73C22369

100mm £26.40C22368

Plinth return kit £16.50C22370
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A classic, simple look to bring 
sophistication to any bathroom 
or ensuite.

Vision
Cashmere finish

Washbasin unit Base unit non handed

Bath end panel

Plinth

Filler panel

Tall filler panel

Plinth return kit

Tall unit non handed

Drawer line unit non handed

Double wall unit

Bath side panel

Open shelf wall unit

Open shelf base unit

Toilet roll unit

WC toilet unit

Full height WC unit

Wall unit non handed
Brassware not included. 
Sanitaryware and handles are not 
included, for all options see page 101.
Standard depth: 290mm
Slimline depth: 200mm

600mm £221.91C22380

700mm £230.16C22381

600mm slimline £221.91C22411

500mm £188.91C22382

600mm £197.16C22384

500mm slimline £188.91C22412

600mm slimline £197.16C22414

500mm £188.91C22383

600mm £197.16C22385

500mm slimline £188.91C22413

600mm slimline £197.16C22415

200mm £139.42C22389

300mm £144.37C22395

200mm £155.92C22387

300mm £160.86C22392

200mm slimline £155.92C22416

300mm slimline £160.86C22418

200mm £82.49C22388

300mm £86.63C22393

200mm £82.49C22386

300mm £86.63C22391

200mm slimline £82.49C22417

300mm slimline £86.63C22419

200mm £180.66C22390

300mm £279.65C22394

300mm £238.41C22396

500mm £221.91C22397

600mm £230.16C22398

1700mm £125.38C22399

1800mm £133.64C22402

700mm £59.39C22400

750mm £65.18C22401

800mm £68.48C22403

1300mm £33.00C22404

2600mm £65.18C22406

100mm £8.25C22407

175mm £10.73C22409

100mm £26.40C22408

Plinth return kit £16.50C22410
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‘Style’ slab pressed doors add 
a luxurious look and a fresh, 
contemporary feel to the room.

Style
White gloss finish

Washbasin unit

WC toilet unit

Full height WC unit

Wall unit non handed Drawer line unit non handed

Double wall unit

Bath side panel

Bath end panel

Base unit non handed

Toilet roll unit

Tall unit non handed

Brassware not included. 
Sanitaryware and handles are not 
included, for all options see page 101.
Standard depth: 290mm
Slimline depth: 200mm

600mm £246.65C22420

700mm £254.90C22421

600mm slimline £246.65C22440

500mm £213.66C22422

600mm £221.91C22424

500mm slimline £213.66C22441

600mm slimline £221.91C22443

500mm £213.66C22423

600mm £221.91C22425

500mm slimline £213.66C22442

600mm slimline £221.91C22444

200mm £155.92C22426

300mm £160.86C22430

200mm £172.41C22427

300mm £177.36C22429

200mm slimline £172.41C22445

300mm slimline £177.36C22446

200mm £188.91C22428

300mm £312.65C22431

300mm £263.15C22432

500mm £254.90C22433

600mm £263.15C22434

1700mm £146.02C22435

1800mm £159.22C22438

700mm £73.43C22436

800mm £81.68C22439
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nabis
Finishing touches
It’s the finer details that really make the difference. 
Complete the look of your bathroom by matching 
your mirror’s trim to your worktop, then pick handles 
to complete your style.

Mirrors
600mm frameless mirror

600mm double mirror cabinet

£98.99C22487 850x600x20mm
White

£98.99C22488 850x600x20mm
Drift

£98.99C22489 850x600x20mm
Natural Oak

£98.99C22490 850x600x20mm
Cashmere

£378.64C22512 660x600x160mm
White

£378.64C22525 660x600x160mm
Drift

£378.64C22538 660x600x160mm
Natural Oak

£378.64C22551 660x600x160mm
Cashmere
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Worktops Sanitaryware

Handles

White gloss

Black radiance

Drift

Natural oak

Cashmere

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Slimline

Slimline

Slimline

Slimline

Slimline

Mirrors: Height x Width x Depth
Worktops: Depth x Length x Width

28x1210x300mm £66.83C22447

28x1510x300mm £85.79C22452

28x2010x300mm £114.67C22457

28x3010x300mm £172.41C22462

28x1210x210mm £66.83C22467

28x1510x210mm £85.79C22472

28x2010x210mm £114.67C22477

28x3010x210mm £172.41C22482

28x1210x300mm £66.83C22448

28x1510x300mm £85.79C22453

28x2010x300mm £114.67C22458

28x3010x300mm £172.41C22463

28x1210x210mm £66.83C22468

28x1510x210mm £85.79C22473

28x2010x210mm £114.67C22478

28x3010x210mm £172.41C22483

28x1210x300mm £52.79C22449

28x1510x300mm £67.65C22454

28x2010x300mm £89.92C22459

28x3010x300mm £133.64C22464

28x1210x210mm £52.79C22469

28x1510x210mm £67.65C22474

28x2010x210mm £89.92C22479

28x3010x210mm £133.64C22484

28x1210x300mm £52.79C22450

28x1510x300mm £67.65C22455

28x2010x300mm £89.92C22460

28x3010x300mm £133.64C22465

28x1210x210mm £52.79C22470

28x1510x210mm £67.65C22475

28x2010x210mm £89.92C22480

28x3010x210mm £133.64C22485

28x1210x300mm £52.79C22451

28x1510x300mm £67.65C22456

28x2010x300mm £89.92C22461

28x3010x300mm £133.64C22466

28x1210x210mm £52.79C22471

28x1510x210mm £67.65C22476

28x2010x210mm £89.92C22481

28x3010x210mm £133.64C22486

Chrome bar handle £3.92C22494

Chrome curved bar 
handle

£3.92C22495

Chrome quattro 
handle

£3.92C22496

Chrome arched 
handle

£3.92C22497

Chrome knob £3.92C22498

Mineralcast slabtop basin 600mm £180.66C22491

Mineralcast worktop and basin left hand 1200mm £254.07C22492

Mineralcast worktop and basin right hand 1200mm £254.07C22493

Semi recessed basin £130.34C22499 Short projection semi 
recess basin

£189.73C22500

Back to wall 
horizontal outlet pan

£87.43B61623

Soft closing toilet 
seat and cover

£32.79B61624 Concealed cistern 
and button

£56.51B24012
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Pearl Grey is such a fantastic modern finish 
and is so on-trend. You can create a stylish look 
whilst maximising storage and the light tones 
of this versatile finish enhance the feeling of 
space in any bathroom. The minimalist look will 
create a simply stunning run of fitted furniture. 

Style
Pearl grey finish

500mm £369.15E03799

500mm slimline £369.15E03813

600mm £400.22E03800

600mm slimline £400.22E03814

500mm £200.61E03802

600mm £222.78E03803

500mm slimline £200.61E03815

600mm slimline £222.78E03816

500mm £334.38E03805

600mm £350.66E03806

500mm slimline £334.38E03818

600mm slimline £350.66E03819

175mm £142.17E03808

350mm £147.24E03809

175mm slimline £142.17E03821

350mm slimline £147.24E03822

175mm £165.68E03810

350mm £207.37E03811

350mm £201.22E03812

175mm £130.71E03823

350mm £156.35E03824

500mm £217.89E03825

600mm £231.56E03826

1700x510mm £127.98E03829

750x510mm £79.01E03830

600mm £361.54E03831

600mm slimline £361.54E03833

1300mm £28.93E03835

2000mm £32.79E03836

350mm £82.53E03837

350mm £349.51E03839

350mm slimline £349.51E03838

2000x340mm £42.42E03843

850x45mm £16.39E03844

Breeze basin unit
Base unit

Tall wall unit

Fitters panel

Bath front panel

Bath end panel

Plinth and sealing strip

Toilet roll base unit

Drawerline base unit

Tall wall mirror unit

Counter top unit

Full panel WC unit including cistern

Open shelf

Tall base unit

Tile infill panel

Tall framed mirror

600mm £125.37E03841

Brassware not included. 
Sanitaryware and handles are not 
included, for all options see page 107.
Standard depth: 360mm
Slimline depth: 250mm

new
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Style
Dust grey finish
Dust Grey is a stunning choice for a modern 
bathroom. The dark tones in the matt finish 
of the furniture make it the perfect backdrop 
to make beautiful chrome handles and bright 
sanitaryware stand out. Simplicity has never 
looked so elegant. 

500mm £369.15E03851

500mm slimline £369.15E03865

600mm £400.22E03852

600mm slimline £400.22E03866

500mm £200.61E03854

600mm £222.78E03855

500mm slimline £200.61E03867

600mm slimline £222.78E03868

500mm £334.38E03857

600mm £350.66E03858

500mm slimline £334.38E03870

600mm slimline £350.66E03871

175mm £142.17E03860

350mm £147.24E03861

175mm slimline £142.17E03873

350mm slimline £147.24E03874

175mm £165.68E03862

350mm £207.37E03863

350mm £201.22E03864

175mm £130.71E03875

350mm £156.35E03876

500mm £217.89E03877

600mm £231.56E03878

1700x510mm £127.98E03881

750x510mm £79.01E03882

600mm £361.54E03883

600mm slimline £361.54E03885

700mm slimline £370.51E03886

1300mm £28.93E03887

2000mm £32.79E03888

350mm £82.53E03889

350mm £349.51E03891

350mm slimline £349.51E03890

850x45mm £16.39E03896

2000x340mm £42.42E03895

Breeze basin unit
Base unit

Tall wall unit

Fitters panel

Bath front panel

Bath end panel

Plinth and sealing strip

Toilet roll base unit

Drawerline base unit

Tall wall mirror unit

Counter top unit

Full panel WC unit including cistern

Open shelf

Tall base unit

Tile infill panel

Tall framed mirror

600mm £125.37E03893

Brassware not included. 
Sanitaryware and handles are not 
included, for all options see page 107.
Standard depth: 360mm
Slimline depth: 250mm

new
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Natural Oak is a contemporary woodgrain 
finish, which is perfect to bring warm and 
depth to your bathroom. The striking tones 
work perfectly with a wide range of styles, 
colours and design trends. 

Style
Natural oak finish

500mm £386.48E03903

500mm slimline £386.48E03917

600mm £419.19E03904

600mm slimline £419.19E03918

500mm £217.95E03906

600mm £241.75E03907

500mm slimline £217.95E03919

600mm slimline £241.75E03920

500mm £350.42E03909

600mm £367.63E03910

500mm slimline £350.42E03922

600mm slimline £367.63E03923

175mm £150.53E03912

350mm £157.26E03913

175mm slimline £150.53E03925

350mm slimline £157.26E03926

175mm £174.70E03914

350mm £217.39E03915

350mm £220.17E03916

175mm £139.34E03927

350mm £167.70E03928

500mm £236.69E03929

600mm £252.60E03930

1700x510mm £141.55E03933

750x510mm £85.52E03934

600mm £361.54E03935

600mm slimline £361.54E03937

1300mm £28.93E03939

2000mm £32.79E03940

350mm £82.53E03941

350mm £375.26E03943

350mm slimline £375.26E03942

600mm £139.84E03945

2000x340mm £42.44E03947

850x45mm £16.39E03948

Breeze basin unit
Base unit

Tall wall unit

Fitters panel

Bath front panel

Bath end panel

Plinth and sealing strip

Toilet roll base unit

Drawerline base unit

Tall wall mirror unit

Counter top unit

Full panel WC unit including cistern

Open shelf

Tall base unit

Tile infill panel

Tall framed mirror

Brassware not included. 
Sanitaryware and handles are not 
included, for all options see page 107.
Standard depth: 360mm
Slimline depth: 250mm

new
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140x55mm 
natural oak

£64.56E03932

175mm - natural oak £89.69E03944

2000x340mm  
white gloss

£67.50E03791

100x365mm 
truffle oak

£7.41E03792

Back fix handle - 
chrome

£10.70E03793

140x55mm 
pearl grey

£60.37E03828

175mm - pearl grey £84.86E03840

140x55mm 
dust grey

£60.37E03880

175mm - dust grey £84.86E03892

Countertop and edge panels

Fitters panel

Counter top

Handle

Void corner posts

Shelved backboards

Pearl grey Dust grey Natural oak
1000x365mm £60.76E03845 1000x365mm £60.76E03897 1000x365mm £60.76E03949

1000x250mm £60.76E03846 1000x250mm £60.76E03898 1000x250mm £60.76E03950

1500x365mm £82.53E03847 1500x365mm £82.53E03899 1500x365mm £82.53E03951

1500x250mm £82.53E03848 1500x250mm £82.53E03900 1500x250mm £82.53E03952
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A very stunning rich wood grain finish 
both inside and out for a luxurious and 
contemporary look.

Truffle
Oak finish

Washbasin unit
Base unit

Mirrored wall unit

Bath front panel

Bath end panel

Plinth and sealing strip

Infill panels x 2

Wall unit

Double wall unit

Toilet roll base unit

Breeze basin unit inc basin

Full height WC unit inc cistern

Sanitaryware, brassware and handles 
are not included within this range.  
For all options see page 107.
Standard depth: 360mm
Slimline depth: 245mm

500mm £217.95E14723

600mm £241.77E14727

500mm slimline £217.95E14737

600mm slimline £241.77E14739

500mm £386.48E14722

600mm £419.20E14726

500mm slimline £386.48E14736

600mm slimline £419.20E14744

500mm £350.42E14724

600mm £367.63E14728

500mm slimline £350.42E14738

600mm slimline £367.63E14740

175mm £150.53E14713

350mm £157.26E14716

175mm slimline £150.53E14734

350mm slimline £157.26E14735

175mm £139.35E14714

350mm £167.70E14721

500mm £236.69E14725

600mm £252.60E14729

175mm £174.70E14715

600mm £361.55E14748

600mm slimline £361.55E14752

1700mm £141.55E14791

750mm £85.52E14792

1300mm £28.93E14762

2000mm £32.78E14761

850mx45mm each £16.39E14754
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Worktops Handles

Sanitaryware

White gloss

Cadiz Forino Pavia

Blackstone gloss Truffle
1000mm standard £69.44E05314

1500mm standard £96.44E05336

1000mm slimline £69.44E05302

1500mm slimline £96.44E05326

1000mm standard £69.44E05304

1500mm standard £96.44E05328

1000mm slimline £69.44E05292

1500mm slimline £96.44E05316

1000mm standard £60.76E14756

1500mm standard £82.53E14758

1000mm slimline £60.76E14755

1500mm slimline £82.53E14757

Semi recessed basin £154.88E41131

Semi recessed 
slimline basin

£149.31E41132

Back to wall pan £146.53E41133

Soft close seat £101.59E41136

Semi recessed basin £154.88E41140

Semi recessed 
slimline basin (right 
hand top only)

£149.31E41164

Back to wall pan £209.57E41141

Soft closed seat £105.72E41145

Semi recessed basin £126.11E14553

Semi recessed 
slimline basin

£132.86E14554

Back to wall pan £149.31E14556

Soft closed seat £101.59E14552

156mm single bar 
handle

£6.24E05646

Bevelled handles 
(pair)

£5.57E05652

Chrome knob (pair) £16.69E05656

Chrome knob 
traditional (pair)

£5.57E05657

Chrome oblong ‘T’ 
(pair)

£20.39E10512

Chrome ‘T’ grooved 
(pair)

£8.03E10548
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Our modular furniture comes in a wide variety of 
styles and is extremely flexible allowing you to bring 
a unique look to your bathroom.

Modular furniture
Flexibly stylish
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Deco
White gloss finish
The fresh, clean look of White Gloss 
furniture makes the room feel light 
and spacious.

500mm £193.86C22655

600mm £210.36C22659

1700mm £125.38C22683

1800mm £133.64C22687

700mm £59.39C22691

750mm £65.18C22695

800mm £68.48C22699

400mm £89.92C22703

500mm £89.92C22704

600mm £98.99C22705

700mm £107.24C22706

800mm £115.49C22707

500mm £164.98C22616

600mm £173.23C22617

800mm £206.23C22618

400mm £111.37C22615

Wall hung cloakroom washbasin  
unit only

Toilet unit

Tall storage unit

Mirror cabinet

Frameless aluminium mirror

Cloakroom ceramic basin only

Ceramic basin

Bath side panel

Bath end panel

Freestanding cloakroom washbasin  
unit only

Wall hung single drawer washbasin  
unit only

Freestanding double drawer washbasin  
unit only

Brassware not included. 
Measurements: height x width x depth.

700x400x220mm 
left hand

£156.73C22619

700x400x220mm 
right hand

£156.73C22623

900x400x220mm  
left hand

£156.73C22627

900x400x220mm  
right hand

£156.73C22631

480x500x400mm £243.35C22635

480x600x450mm £259.85C22639

480x800x450mm £309.35C22643

890x500x400mm £243.35C22647

890x600x450mm £259.85C22651

1600x400x300mm  
left hand

£212.01C22663

1600x400x300mm 
right hand

£212.01C22667

660x500x150mm £370.39C22671

660x600x150mm £378.64C22675

660x800x150mm £400.08C22679

new
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Deco
Drift finish
The stunning characteristic grain of 
Drift is complemented by the feature 
handle and crisp sanitaryware.

500mm £193.86C22658

600mm £210.36C22662

700mm £59.39C22694

750mm £65.18C22698

800mm £68.48C22702

Wall hung cloakroom washbasin  
unit only

Toilet unit

Tall storage unit

Bath side panel

Bath end panel

Freestanding cloakroom washbasin  
unit only

Wall hung single drawer washbasin  
unit only

Freestanding double drawer washbasin  
unit only

1700mm £125.38C22686

1800mm £133.64C22690

400mm £89.92C22703

500mm £89.92C22704

600mm £98.99C22705

700mm £107.24C22706

800mm £115.49C22707

500mm £164.98C22616

600mm £173.23C22617

800mm £206.23C22618

400mm £111.37C22615

Frameless aluminium mirror

Cloakroom ceramic basin only

Ceramic basin

Mirror cabinet

660x500x150mm £370.39C22674

660x600x150mm £378.64C22678

660x800x150mm £400.08C22682

1600x400x300mm 
left hand

£212.01C22666

1600x400x300mm 
right hand

£212.01C22670

890x500x400mm £243.35C22650

890x600x450mm £259.85C22654

480x500x400mm £243.35C22638

480x600x450mm £259.85C22642

480x800x450mm £309.35C22646

900x400x220mm 
left hand

£156.73C22630

900x400x220mm 
right hand

£156.73C22634

700x400x220mm 
left hand

£156.73C22622

700x400x220mm 
right hand

£156.73C22626

new

Brassware not included. 
Measurements: height x width x depth.
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A contemporary finish adding depth 
and detail to the furniture.

Deco
Natural oak finish

1700mm £125.38C22685

1800mm £133.64C22689

700mm £59.39C22693

750mm £65.18C22697

800mm £68.48C22701

Wall hung cloakroom washbasin  
unit only

Toilet unit

Tall storage unit

Bath side panel

Bath end panel

Freestanding cloakroom washbasin  
unit only

Wall hung single drawer washbasin  
unit only

Freestanding double drawer washbasin  
unit only

400mm £89.92C22703

500mm £89.92C22704

600mm £98.99C22705

700mm £107.24C22706

800mm £115.49C22707

500mm £164.98C22616

600mm £173.23C22617

800mm £206.23C22618

400mm £111.37C22615

Frameless aluminium mirror

Cloakroom ceramic basin only

Ceramic basin

Mirror cabinet

700x400x220mm 
left hand

£156.73C22621

700x400x220mm 
right hand

£156.73C22625

900x400x220mm 
left hand

£156.73C22629

900x400x220mm 
right hand

£156.73C22633

480x500x400mm £243.35C22637

480x600x450mm £259.85C22641

480x800x450mm £309.35C22645

890x500x400mm £243.35C22649

890x600x450mm £259.85C22653

500mm £193.86C22657

600mm £210.36C22661

1600x400x300mm 
left hand

£212.01C22665

1600x400x300mm 
right hand

£212.01C22669

660x500x150mm £370.39C22673

660x600x150mm £378.64C22677

660x800x150mm £400.08C22681

new

Brassware not included. 
Measurements: height x width x depth.
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Perfectly on-trend glossy finish 
adding a touch of sophistication to 
any bathroom.

Deco
Grey gloss finish

500mm £193.86C22656

600mm £210.36C22660

1700mm £125.38C22684

1800mm £133.64C22688

700mm £59.39C22692

750mm £65.18C22696

800mm £68.48C22700

Toilet unit

Mirror cabinet

Bath side panel

Bath end panel

Wall hung cloakroom washbasin  
unit only

Tall storage unit

Freestanding cloakroom washbasin  
unit only

Wall hung single drawer washbasin  
unit only

Freestanding double drawer washbasin  
unit only

400mm £89.92C22703

500mm £89.92C22704

600mm £98.99C22705

700mm £107.24C22706

800mm £115.49C22707

500mm £164.98C22616

600mm £173.23C22617

800mm £206.23C22618

400mm £111.37C22615

Frameless aluminium mirror

Cloakroom ceramic basin only

Ceramic basin

700x400x220mm 
left hand

£156.73C22620

700x400x220mm 
right hand

£156.73C22624

900x400x220mm 
left hand

£156.73C22628

900x400x220mm 
right hand

£156.73C22632

480x500x400mm £243.35C22636

480x600x450mm £259.85C22640

480x800x450mm £309.35C22644

890x500x400mm £243.35C22648

890x600x450mm £259.85C22652

1600x400x300mm 
left hand

£212.01C22664

1600x400x300mm 
right hand

£212.01C22668

660x500x150mm £370.39C22672

660x600x150mm £378.64C22676

660x800x150mm £400.08C22680

new

Brassware not included. 
Measurements: height x width x depth.
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The ‘Classical’ range provides a 
sophisticated and traditional, yet 
stylish look for your bathroom in 
two different finishes.

Classical 
Ivory/Earl grey

Ivory Earl grey

Cloakroom unit

WC unit and pressed worktop

Single mirror cabinet

Framed mirror Framed mirror

Single mirror cabinet

Bath end panel

Bath side panel

Bath end panel

WC unit and pressed worktop

Cloakroom unit

Basin unit Basin unit

Extra deep basin unit Extra deep basin unit Bath side panel

Standard depth: 465mm
Extra deep depth: 495mm
Cloakroom depth: 200mm

400mm left hand £228.51C22558

400mm right hand £228.51C22559

400mm cloakroom 
basin white

£70.13C22588

400mm left hand £228.51C22573

400mm right hand £228.51C22574

400mm cloakroom 
basin white

£70.13C22588

500mm £373.42C22560

600mm £385.41C22561

500mm mineralcast 
modular basin

£114.67C22589

600mm mineralcast 
modular basin

£125.38C22590

500mm £373.42C22575

600mm £385.41C22576

500mm mineralcast 
modular basin

£114.67C22589

600mm mineralcast 
modular basin

£125.38C22590

600mm £306.86C22562 600mm £306.86C22577

550mm £321.19C22563 550mm £323.83C22578

700mm £85.79C22564

800mm £90.74C22565

700mm £85.79C22579

800mm £90.74C22580

1700mm £172.41C22566

1800mm £186.43C22567

1700mm £172.41C22581

1800mm £186.43C22582

525mm left hand £281.30C22568

525mm right hand £281.30C22569

525mm left hand £281.30C22583

525mm right hand £281.30C22584

400mm £85.79C22570

500mm £91.57C22571

600mm £99.82C22572

400mm £85.79C22585

500mm £91.57C22586

600mm £99.82C22587
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wolseley.co.uk

Our online branch 
locator makes it 
easy to find your 
nearest branch 
and showroom.

Find your 
nearest branch 
and showroom 
in your pocket.
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Reflect 
Four stylish finishes
A fantastic unit and basin, with mirror and 
light pack available in 4 stylish finishes.

Mali oak double drawer Black gloss double drawer

White gloss double drawer Odesa oak double drawer

600mm £355.08E85018 600mm £355.08E85019

600mm £355.08E85020 600mm £355.08E85021

750mm £394.68E85022 750mm £394.68E85023

750mm £394.68E85024 750mm £394.68E85025
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Perfect for providing ample storage and 
modern appeal to any bathroom.

Sense 
Vanity

Sense vanity unit including basin

Sense vanity unit including basin

Sense full height WC unit

Sense full height WC unit

Brassware not included. WC units 
include colour matched worktop.  
WC and concealed cistern not included, 
for all options please see page 101.
Unit depth: 220mm
Unit including basin depth: 465mm

500mm - natural oak £130.73C31012

500mm - white gloss £98.99C31011

600mm - white gloss £110.76C31013

600mm - natural oak £138.80C31014

500mm - natural oak £177.80C31006

500mm - white gloss £177.80C31005

600mm - white gloss £185.15C31007

600mm - natural oak £185.15C31008
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620mm wall hung unit 820mm wall hung unit

820mm wall hung unit620mm wall hung unit

Curved washbasin

Full height back to wall WC unit

Tall storage unitTall storage unit

Full height back to wall WC unit

Novum Beau 
Bow fronted design
A distinctive bow fronted design for a 
stylish modular storage solution.

White gloss £406.00E14709

Anthracite grey £406.00E14708

White gloss £434.00E14711

Anthracite grey £434.00E14710

620cm - white £179.00E14706

820cm - white £223.00E14707

500x840x220mm - 
white gloss

£222.00E14634500x840x220mm - 
anthracite grey

£222.00E14631

350x1500x250mm – 
white gloss

£180.00E14653350x1500x250mm - 
anthracite grey

£180.00E14652
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Novum Serene 
Compact
A compact cloakroom solution for practical 
storage in a stylish design. A choice of two 
basins and three colour finishes.

400mm floor standing unit

2 door corner cloakroom unit

400mm rectangular washbasin

400mm curved washbasin

400mm - white gloss £155.00E14657

400mm - Walnut £155.00E14656

400mm - anthracite £155.00E51317

820x620x390mm - 
white gloss

£298.00E50037 White £89.00E14658

White £89.00E14659

Corner cloakroom basin

820x620x390mm £121.00E50038
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Novum Tranquil 
Streamlined 
Streamlined and sophisticated with fantastic  
storage and a choice of two sizes, four basins  
and four colour finishes

Floor standing unit

600mm rectangular washbasin600mm curved washbasin

800mm curved washbasin 800mm rectangular washbasin

600mm - white gloss £418.00E14687

600mm - grey oak £418.00E14685

600mm - anthracite £418.00E14684

600mm - walnut £418.00E14686

800mm - white gloss £440.00E14691

800mm - anthracite £440.00E14688

800mm - walnut £440.00E14690

600mm £133.00E14654 600mm £133.00E14655

800mm £155.00E14696 800mm £155.00E14697
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Pure 
Sensuous and elegant
The deep Pure basin is sensuous and 
elegant and available as a floorstanding  
or wall hung modular solution.

600mm floorstanding unit 750mm floorstanding unit

600mm wall hung single drawer unit 750mm wall hung single drawer unit

600mm wall hung unit with doors 600mm full height WC unit

1200x400mm mid wall unit

White gloss £481.09E14563

Mali oak £417.26E14564

White gloss £524.28E41053

Mali oak £485.64E14578

White gloss £552.68E14560

Mali oak £340.90E14561

White gloss £608.34E41029

Mali oak £561.35E14576

White gloss £442.35E14557

Mali oak £378.56E14558

White gloss £456.91E41063

Mali oak £413.05E14592

White gloss £408.71E41074

Mali oak £370.98E14595
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500mm - silver elm £241.11E03955

500mm - silver elm £222.55E03956

600mm - silver elm £368.30E03957

750mm - silver elm £85.60E03960

400mm - silver elm £330.80E03961

600mm - silver elm £288.38E03962

610mm - silver elm £66.97E03963

410mm - silver elm £58.11E03964

Scale plus 580mm - 
silver elm

£548.39E03965

Scale plus 580mm 
- dune

£548.39E03966

Scale plus 580mm - 
white gloss

£557.30E03967

Scale plus 580mm - 
silver elm

£663.42E03968

Scale plus 580mm 
- dune

£663.42E03969

Scale plus 580mm - 
white gloss

£673.48E03970
Back to wall WC and 
soft close seat

£315.29E03975

Pavia suspended WC 
and soft close seat

£278.21E03976

Forino suspended WC 
and soft close seat

£315.29E03977

Back to wall WC £162.28E03795

Floor standing and wall hung units 
combine style and practicality. With 
extra units and accessories that match 
basin styles it is perfect for creating an 
on-trend look in a bathroom of any size. 

Style
Silver elm

Floorstanding vanity unit

Floorstanding basin door unit

Floorstanding basin drawer unit

Bath front panel

Back to wall WC and soft close seat

Suspended WC and soft close seat

Suspended WC and soft close seat

Faro WC and seat

Bath end panel

WC top

Mid unit top

Mirror storage unit

Mirror storage unit

Wall hung vanity unit

WC including cistern

Tall linear mirror

400x800mm - silver 
elm

£108.34E03958

1700mm - silver elm £141.78E03959

Standard close WC seat £39.87E03797

Soft close WC seat £68.63E03798

Scale 580x800mm mirror

White gloss £129.29E03971

Dune £120.38E03972

Silver elm £120.38E03973

Handles included. WC units include 
colour matched worktop.
Standard depth: 460mm
Cloakroom depth: 270mm

Faro 1 tap hole basin £97.37E03794

Semi recessed basin

new
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Inspiration  •  Baths

Here are some useful things to know about acrylic and steel baths

Big ideas
in bathing
The bath is more than a functional piece of furniture, it’s now one of the most 
decorative and fundamental elements of the modern bathroom. If you’re 
wondering how to find the right bath, start with the shape of your bathroom.  
Larger rooms give you the luxury of designing any layout you want, whereas small 
bathrooms will focus your thinking. There’s still a huge variety of designs to fit into 
compact spaces including many designer styles too. Whatever the space, think bath. 

Baths

Most popular bath material throughout the UK 
Easy to transport and install thanks to its lightweight properties 
Good heat retention 
Excellent value for money and cost-effective 
Warmer (than steel) to the touch 
Non-porous: easy to clean and remove scratches

Commonly used throughout the UK 
Stronger and more durable than acrylic 
Resilient and almost impossible to scratch 
Whilst cold to the touch it’s a great heat conductor 
Its chemical and UV light resistant properties prevent discolouring 
As a 100% recyclable material, steel is an eco-friendly choice

Acrylic Steel
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p128-129

p130-131

Which bath is best for you?

p132-133

Double ended baths
This style usually has a centrally-mounted  
taps, leaving both ends free for use as 
backrests, or providing a generous bathing 
space. These baths are also ideal for families 
who want to bathe children together.

Single ended baths
This simple, rectangular bath is typical of the style found  
in many homes today. With the taps installed at one end,  
this style provides a single backrest for comfort. As a  
popular design, they come in numerous sizes for a wide 
variety of bathroom spaces.

p125-127

Freestanding baths
The epitome of luxury, these baths create a real 
statement of sophistication in your bathroom.  
They require considerable space, which is why they’re 
less common in the UK, and they can be sorted into  
two types: vintage and modern. Vintage designs tend  
to be slipper shaped or roll top and often stand on 
claws whereas the modern type are thin-rimmed, 
double-ended and sit neatly on the floor. 

So simply choose your material, pick your 
preferred type and then browse our huge 
range of styles and sizes to find your 
perfect bath from p124-133

Get the look:

Showerbaths
This style of bath is perfect for 

those short on space who still want 
the option of showering or bathing. 

Families can bathe their children, 
and still have the efficiency of 

showering for themselves,  
even in a cramped bathroom.



...or you prefer a more modern contemporary design, 
then we have a variety of types and sizes to suit your 
needs. So whatever your style, budget or space we have 
the right bath to complement your home.

Baths
If a classic bath is your thing...

Single ended 125
Double ended 128
Showerbaths 130
Freestanding 132
Wastes 133
Bathscreens 134

Acrylic

Steel

Whirlpool

Types of bath:

AC

ST

WP

Phoenix whirlpool bath features… what’s included:

System 1 – Whirlpool features
• On/off switch • 2x air flow controls • 6x directional whirlpool jets  
• 6x back and foot jets • Safety suction filter • Dry run protection

System 2 – Airpool only features
• On/off switch • 12x air spa jets  
Please note the inline heater option is NOT available for system 2.

System 3 – Whirlpool and airpool combi features
• Systems 1 and 2 combined

wolseley.co.uk124
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Single ended Single ended baths have the taps and waste located 
out of the way at the foot end and are ideal for sitting 
flush against a wall or in a corner

Options: front and end panels available for all sizes 
– please contact your local branch or showroom for 
details. Please see website for full dimensions.

Pride Desire Steel baths

70
0m

m

1500/1600/1700mm

70
0/

75
0m

m

1700mm

70
0m

m

1500/1700mm

41
5m

m

55
0m

m

55
0m

m

AC AC ST

1500x700mm 2 tap hole bath £168.12A04134

1700x700mm 2 tap hole bath £164.46A04135

1500x700mm 2 tap hole bath 
superstrength

£301.98A04138

1700x700mm 2 tap hole bath 
superstrength

£235.23A04140

1500x700mm 2 tap hole 8mm bath £235.10A03042

1700x700mm 2 tap hole 8mm bath £235.10A03043

1700x700mm no tap hole bath £190.82A04143

1700x750mm no tap hole bath £202.96A04144

1700x700mm no tap hole 
superstrength bath

£352.34A04145

1500x700mm 2 tap hole twin grip  
anti-slip bath

£168.50B61015

1600x700mm 2 tap hole twin grip  
anti-slip bath

£168.50B61014

1700x700mm 2 tap hole plain bath 
no grips

£149.75B61011

1700x700mm 2 tap hole twin grip  
anti-slip bath

£168.50B61010

1700x700mm 2 tap hole twin grip  
anti-slip low volume (130 litres) bath

£175.10A03063

Year
guarantee10 Year

guarantee10 Year
guarantee5
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Concept Space

Tempo Cube

Concept

Tesi

Options: front and end panels available for all sizes 
– please contact your local branch or showroom for 
details. Please see website for full dimensions.

70
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m

1700mm

70
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m

1700mm

70
0/

75
0m

m

1500/1700mm

54
0m

m

54
0m

m

54
0m

m

52
0m

m

AC

AC AC

AC

1500x700mm 2 tap hole bath £324.94C21688

1500x700mm no tap hole bath £324.94C21698

1700x700mm 2 tap hole bath £324.94C21684

1700x700mm no tap hole bath £324.94C21694

1700x750mm 2 tap hole bath £342.03C21686

1700x750mm no tap hole bath £342.03C21696

Tempo Arc

70
0m

m

1700mm

54
0m

m

AC

1700x700mm 2 tap hole bath £232.53D03917

1700x700mm Idealform plus+ no tap 
hole bath

£379.79D03919

1700x700mm no tap hole bath £279.88D03928

1700x700mm Idealform plus+ no tap 
hole bath

£427.64D03930

1700x700mm Idealform plus+ no tap 
hole bath

£258.21T03865

1700x700mm Idealform plus+ no tap 
hole bath

£407.30T03866

1700x700mm Idealform no tap hole 
water saving bath 139 litres

£258.21T03867

1700x550x700mm right hand 
spacemaker bath

£400.57D58472

1695mm

55
0m

m

69
5m

m

Year
guarantee25

Year
guarantee25

Year
guarantee25

Year
guarantee25

Year
guarantee25
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Opal Opal (tread)

Rectangularo Simplicity Cayono/Saniform+

Options: front and end panels available for all sizes 
– please contact your local branch or showroom for 
details. Please see website for full dimensions.

See page 124 for details
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m
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m
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70
0/
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m

AC AC

ST STWP

Aspect

70
0/

75
0m

m

1700mm

51
0m

m

AC

1700x700mm no tap hole bath no grip 
(encap)

£246.53J00247

1700x700mm 2 tap hole bath no grip 
(encap)

£279.30J00246

1700x750mm no tap hole bath no grip 
(encap)

£295.84J00248

1500x700mm no tap hole bath with no 
grip (encap)

£180.19J57829

1500x700mm 2 tap hole bath with 
chrome grips

£196.08J57830

1700x700mm no tap hole bath with no 
grip (encap)

£196.65J57831

1700x700mm 2 tap hole bath including 
chrome plated grips

£201.89J57833

1700x700mm 2 tap hole bath including 
chrome plated grips 130 litres

£201.89J57834

1500x700mm no tap hole bath with 
tread no grip (encap)

£180.19J00257

1500700mm 2 tap hole bath with tread 
inc chrome plated grips

£196.08J00256

1700x700mm no tap hole bath with 
tread no grip (encap)

£196.65J00253

1700x700mm 2 tap hole bath with 
tread no grip

£196.65J00252

1700x700mm 2 tap hole bath with 
tread including chrome plated grips

£203.66J00251

1700x700mm no tap hole bath with 
tread no grip 130 litres

£196.65J00254

1700x700mm 2 tap hole bath with 
tread including grip 130 litres

£201.89J00255

1700x700mm bath whirlpool system 1 £800.77A24016

1700x700mm bath whirlpool system 2 £800.77A24017

1700x700mm bath whirlpool 
system 3

£1250.65A24018

1700x750mm bath whirlpool system 1 £818.37A24019

1700x750mm bath whirlpool system 2 £818.37A24020

1700x750mm bath whirlpool 
system 3

£1268.24A24021

1800x800mm bath whirlpool system 1 £862.36A24022

1800x800mm bath whirlpool system 2 £862.36A24023

1800x800mm bath whirlpool 
system 3

£1312.25A24024

1500x700mm 2 tap hole chrome grips 
anti-slip steel bath

£306.67A02601

1600x700mm 2 tap hole chrome grips 
anti-slip steel bath

£306.67A02602

1700x700mm 2 tap hole chrome grips 
anti-slip steel bath

£306.67A02603

1700x700mm 130 litres 2 tap hole 
chrome grips anti-slip steel bath

£306.67A02604

Cayono 749 1700x700mm 2 tap hole 
bath

£450.76D94525

Cayono 750 1700x750mm 2 tap hole 
bath

£445.62D94535

Saniform+ 35mm 1700x700mm 2 tap 
hole

£287.40J43700

Saniform+ 35mm 1700x700mm no tap 
hole, grip holes, anti-slip

£369.45J43950

Saniform+ 35mm 1700x700mm no tap 
hole, anti-slip

£369.45J43945

Saniform+ 35mm 1700x700mm 2 tap 
hole anti-slip

£358.58J90006

Saniform+ 35mm 1700x700mm 2 tap 
hole, grip holes, anti-slip

£369.45D00335

Year
guarantee25

Year
guarantee25Year

guarantee25 Year
guarantee30

Year
guarantee25 Year

guarantee25
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Information  •  Baths  •  Double ended

Double ended Double ended baths have the waste and taps fitted 
in the centre of the tub or fitted to the wall so there’s 
enough room for two people to bathe together.

Vigour Rectangularo

Options: front and end panels available for all sizes 
– please contact your local branch or showroom for 
details. Please see website for full dimensions.
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m
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m

1700/1800mm

70
0/

75
0/

 
80

0m
m

1700/1800mm

70
0/

75
0/

 
80

0m
m

AC AC

See page 124 for details

1700x750mm no tap hole double ended bath £196.22A04136

1800x800mm no tap hole double ended bath £214.05A04137

1700x700mm no tap hole double ended bath £216.27A03044

1700x800mm no tap hole double ended bath £256.63A03045

1700x700mm double ended bath whirlpool system 1 £800.77A24025

1700x700mm double ended bath whirlpool system 2 £800.77A24026

1700x700mm double ended bath whirlpool system 3 £1250.65A24027

1700x750mm double ended bath whirlpool system 1 £818.37A24028

1700x750mm double ended bath whirlpool system 2 £818.37A24029

1700x750mm double ended bath whirlpool system 3 £1268.24A24030

1800x800mm double ended bath whirlpool system 1 £862.36A24031

1800x800mm double ended bath whirlpool system 2 £862.36A24032

1800x800mm double ended bath whirlpool system 3 £1312.25A24033
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Information  •  Baths  •  Double ended

Tempo Cube

Athena

Concept Tempo Arc

Options: front and end panels available for all sizes 
– please contact your local branch or showroom for 
details. Please see website for full dimensions.
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m
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m
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1700mm
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1700mm
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0m
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AC

AC

AC AC

1700x750mm 2 tap hole double ended 
bath

£359.12C21690

1700x750mm no tap hole double 
ended bath

£359.12C21700

1700x750mm no tap hole double 
ended bath

£255.49D03920

1700x750mm Idealform plus+ no tap 
hole double ended bath

£402.99D03921

1700x750mm no tap hole double 
ended bath

£308.59D03933

1700x750mm Idealform plus+ no tap 
hole double ended bath

£456.64D03934

Classic Duo - steel

57
0m

m

1700/1800mm

70
0/

80
0m

m

ST

35mm 1700x700mm no tap hole bath £542.57J43973

35mm 1800x800mm no tap hole bath £696.47D93450

1700x750mm 2 tap hole bath no grip 
(encap)

£355.00J00249

1700x750mm no tap hole bath no grip 
(encap)

£351.93J00250

Year
guarantee25 Year

guarantee25 Year
guarantee25
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Neon P shape Vela L shape

Showerbaths When you don’t have room for a separate shower and 
bath, an L shaped or P shaped showerbath provides 
the perfect solution. With a slightly wider end, it 
allows more room when showering.

Options: front and end panels available for all sizes 
– please contact your local branch or showroom for 
details. Please see website for full dimensions.
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1500/1700mm

70
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m

1700mm

AC AC

1700x700mm P shape showerbath left hand £271.49A03025

1700x700mm P shape showerbath right hand £271.49A03026

1700x700mm P shape superstrength showerbath left hand £372.51A03055

1700x700mm P shape superstrength showerbath right hand £372.51A03056

1500x700mm P shape showerbath left hand £271.09A03029

1500x700mm P shape showerbath right hand £271.09A03030

1500x700mm P shape superstrength showerbath left hand £372.50A03057

1500x700mm P shape superstrength showerbath right hand £372.50A03058

1700x700mm L shape showerbath left hand £289.28A03036

1700x700mm L shape showerbath right hand £289.28A03037

1700x700mm L shape superstrength showerbath left hand £388.80A03059

1700x700mm L shape superstrength showerbath right hand £388.80A03060

Year
guarantee10 Year

guarantee10
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Concept L shapeConcept Air

Tempo Arc Tempo Cube

Concept

Options: front and end panels available for all sizes 
– please contact your local branch or showroom for 
details. Please see website for full dimensions.
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1700x850/700mm 2 tap hole left hand 
showerbath

£384.74C21332

1700x850/700mm 2 tap hole right 
hand showerbath

£384.74C21331

1700x800mm white left hand 
showerbath UK

£330.29A67357

1700x800mm white right hand 
showerbath UK

£330.29A67359

1700x800mm white Idealform plus+ 
showerbath

£453.67A67361

1700x800mm white Idealform plus+ 
showerbath

£453.67A67362

1700mm right hand square showerbath £400.57D58461

1700mm left hand square showerbath £400.57D58462

1500mm right hand square showerbath £400.57D58465

1500mm left hand square showerbath £400.57D58466

1700mm left hand no tap hole 
showerbath

£287.04D03922

1700mm right hand no tap hole 
showerbath

£287.04D03923

1700mm left hand Idealform plus+  
no tap hole showerbath

£449.38D03924

1700mm right hand Idealform plus+  
no tap hole showerbath

£449.38D03925

1700mm left hand no tap hole 
showerbath

£330.12D03937

1700mm right hand no tap hole 
showerbath

£330.12D03938

1700mm left hand Idealform plus+  
no tap hole showerbath

£492.88D03939

1700mm right hand Idealform plus+  
no tap hole showerbath

£492.88D03940

Year
guarantee25

Year
guarantee25

Year
guarantee25

Year
guarantee25

Year
guarantee25
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Freestanding baths This style of bath is the most stylish  
and luxurious and will create a stunning  
centrepiece in your bathroom.

75
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m

1655mm

74
0m

m

1710mm

Contemporary Slipper

58
0m

m

78
5m

m

AC AC

Slipper freestanding bath with chrome feet included (1710x740x785mm) £820.42A03065Contemporary freestanding bath including waste and overflow 
(1655x750x580mm)

£811.61A03067
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Modern

Roll top
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1700mm

75
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m

1695mm

58
0m

m
62

5m
m

Choose from our range of different styles 
and finishes including pop up and exposed 
wastes to finish off your bathrom perfectly.

Wastes

1 1/2” bath waste, 
overflow, plastic plug

£5.14C50004
1 1/2” bath waste, 
overflow, plastic plug 
chain

£46.08C50026

1 1/2” bath pop-
up-waste, overflow, 
cable operated

£40.55C50070
1 1/2” bath waste 
solid short tail, 
unslotted, plastic 
plug, plastic backnut

£6.64C50267

1 1/2” bath waste, 
overflow, metal plug

£9.99C50019 Easy seal bath combi 
chrome

£27.31C50532

AC

AC

Double ended freestanding roll top bath with chrome feet included 
(1695x755x625mm)

£808.28A03064

Modern freestanding bath including waste and overflow 
(1700x800x580mm)

£897.44A03066

Traditional exposed 
bath waste and 
overflow (suitable for 
A03064, A03065)

£97.23C42986
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nabis bathscreens have outstanding quality 
built in. Most are reversible and swing both 
ways to make getting in and out easier 
and cleaning simple. They also offer 20mm 
adjustment for an easier installation.

Toughened 
safety glass

Easy clean 
glass coating

Reversible
design

5 year
guarantee

5

£127.08D00283 Curved edge 
bathscreen chrome 
frame

Curved edge 
bathscreen frame

£124.72D00284 Squared bathscreen 
with chrome frame

£178.57D00287 Square bathscreen 
with fixed panel

£223.99D00281

Sail bathscreen 
chrome frame

£144.35D00288 Sail bathscreen with 
fixed panel

£246.88D00280 Half-folding 
bathscreen chrome 
frame

£183.66D00282 Curtain rail with 
deflector panel 
900x1400mm

£149.33D00878

Bathscreens
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Toughened 
safety glass

Unique levelling 
system

Corrosion 
resistant

All Coram bathscreens have a unique 
patented levelling system and a high quality 
corrosion resistant aluminium frame. They 
have toughened safety glass and the glass 
edges are smoothed and rounded.

2 panel hinged 
bathscreen left hand

£476.04D28961 2 panel hinged 
bathscreen right 
hand

£476.04D28962

2 panel folding 
curved bathscreen

£246.26D28956 Four fold bathscreen £286.02D28958 Single curved 
bathscreen

£145.72D28954 Single square 
bathscreen

£168.67D28955

Shower curtain 
screen

£90.93D25390 Curved bath screen 
800mm

£132.12D25382

Toughened 
safety glass

Shaped and contoured for space and 
elegance, Ionic bathscreens are the perfect 
solution for in-bath showering. Innovative 
design and contemporary aesthetics bring 
this bathroom favourite to life.

Reversible
design
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Showering 
with ideas
With water jets and high-powered sprays now available for your 
bathroom, there’s a huge number of ways to change the way you shower. 
As we have a wide range of options available to choose from, we thought 
a quick guide would be a handy way to help you make your mind up. 

Inspiration  •  Showering

Showering

Find our full range of showers from p164

Get the look:
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Inspiration  •  Showering

Electric showers
Electric aren’t a new design but they 
remain a popular one. Easy and 
inexpensive they fit anywhere in the 
bathroom where they can be connected 
to the water supply. As they heat the 
cold water themselves,  
they work independently 
of your home  
heating system.

Power showers 
They may cost a little more  

than electric systems, but these 
amazing showers use an integrated 

pump that make them perfect  
for bathrooms with low water 

pressure. They can be quite  
cost-effective too, as they only  

heat the water being used.

Mixer showers 
Mixer showers combine hot and cold 
water to make your ideal temperature. 
As they don’t need bulky equipment 
and may use concealed valves, they’re  
particularly popular in modern and 
minimalist bathrooms. A mixer shower 
works great over the bath. 

Which shower suits you? 

Digital showers
These easy-to-fit showers give users 
the ability to control both temperature 
and flow, via a wireless panel, before 
even entering the shower. Once the 
shower has reached the settings you 
requested it will signal you to enter 
the shower without any worry of  
cold surprises!

Key features:

Pressure system 
suitability

Multimode 
handset spray

Digital display

Easy fit

Cool touch

Eco setting

Thermostatic 
control

X year
guarantee

X

Proximity 
sensor

We have a wide range of 
guarantees covering all our 
products for your piece of mind.

Pressure can vary depending on 
a number of factors. We have a 
shower for every solution.

The most reliable way to ensure 
a constant water temperature 
providing precise control over 
the mix of hot and cold water.

These multi-function 
handsets have different 
option spraying functions 
available in one handset.

Eco settings make it possible 
to be environmentally 
responsible without radically 
altering your bathroom.

Reduces the risk of scolding 
and is constructed from 
high-quality material that is 
designed to last a lifetime.

Unique system features allow 
for flexible and simple install.

Shows the water temperature 
of the shower.

Water Regulation 
Advisory Scheme.

Controls water flow when 
occupant has stepped away 
from the shower.

These are the recommended 
minimum pressures to 
achieve a good flow rate.Minimum operating 

pressure

0.0

Helpful hint:

It’s worth bearing in mind what 
type of showering experience 
you are trying to create. If you 
are installing a shower in a 
family bathroom, we would 
suggest choosing a shower 
riser rail. This enables you to 
alter the height of the shower 
head to suit each user.
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Inspiration  •  Showering

Ship-shape 
showering
If you want to maximise space, add value and create a bathroom that runs like 
clockwork, consider adding a shower enclosure. They’re also a perfect way to 
refresh guest bathrooms, ensuites and cloakrooms. With a wide range of shower 
cubicles to suit every shape, size and budget, we’re a great place to start your 
search for a shower enclosure, shower tray or shower sets.

How many people will use your shower? 

How often will it be used? 

Will it be used by anyone with limited mobility?  

What time of day will it be used?

Where will your shower be positioned? 

Will it be easily accessible? 

Where will the shower doors open? 

How will your enclosure fit into the bathroom space? 

How you use it... How you access it...

Here are some useful things to consider

wolseley.co.uk138



Shower enclosures
Before you pick your tray shape think about 
the doors you’d like. Think about how you 
want your shower to open. Smaller spaces 
might require a folding or sliding door, which, 
in turn, will help you choose your tray. Once 
you’ve decided, measure your bathroom and 
mark out the shower area. Make this space 
‘out-of-bounds’ and get familiar with it. 

Inspiration  •  Showering

Helpful hint:

Once you’re happy with your 
choices, start thinking about 
the glass, material and 
enclosure colour that best 
suits you and your bathroom.

Shower trays
Firstly consider the style of tray, there are four 
basic options: pentagonal, quadrant, square 
and rectangular. 

Quadrant shaped trays sit nicely out of the  
way making them a practical, space-saving 
option. Quadrant trays have a rounded edge 
giving you a little extra room and their elegant 
curves can add a stylish look to your bathroom. 
Square or rectangular trays provide the most 
room. Larger rectangular trays are ideal for 
replacing a bath.

Get to know your shower
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…from supremely functional enclosures to 
fully fledged wetrooms.

Enclosures, wetrooms and trays
Something for everyone… Enclosures 141

Wetrooms 148
Trays 157
Multipanels 163

wolseley.co.uk140
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nabis enclosures offer a high quality choice of 
designs to suit everyone’s taste and bathroom layout, 
including sliding, bifold, pivot and quadrant styles. 

Product features

l All enclosures  
1900mm high

l 6mm safety glass
l Easy clean glass coating
l Stainless steel handles 

and cover caps
l Double metal rollers
l Reversible for left or 

right fitting

Quadrant

Bifold Pivot Side panel

SlidingOff-set quadrant

800x800mm £322.44D06958

900x900mm £349.89D06959

800x1000mm £377.32D06960

800x1200mm £377.33D06961

900x1200mm £404.77D06962

1000x1900mm £295.00D06963

1200x1900mm £308.72D06965

1400x1900mm £349.88D06966

760x1900mm £260.70D06976

800x1900mm £274.41D06977

900x1900mm £281.28D06978

760x1900mm £205.81D06972

800x1900mm £212.67D06973

900x1900mm £226.39D06974

760x1900mm £164.65D06969

800x1900mm £171.51D06970

900x1900mm £178.37D06971
Guarantee see manufacture 
literature for further information.

5 year 
guarantee

5
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Coram Showers is a leading UK manufacturer of high quality 
showering solutions all designed and made in Britain. 

Quadrant

Bifold Pivot Side panel

SlidingOff-set quadrant

800x1800mm 
enclosure, clear 
glass

£685.21D02845

900x1800mm 
enclosure, clear 
glass

£715.35D02846

1000x800mm, 
clear glass

£765.45D02847

1200x900mm, 
clear glass

£871.47D02849

1000mm, clear glass £494.55D02851

1200mm, clear glass £528.65D02852

1400mm, clear glass £627.00D02853

760mm, clear glass £383.50D55363

800mm, clear glass £383.50D55364

900mm, clear glass £445.85D55365

1000mm, clear glass £518.44D55366

* Lifetime watertight guarantee 
terms and conditions apply.  
See manufacture literature for 
further information.

760mm, clear glass £342.22D55341

800mm, clear glass £342.22D55342

900mm, clear glass £428.86D55343

700mm, clear glass £311.42D55340 700mm, clear glass £257.64D55458

760mm, clear glass £283.12D55435

800mm, clear glass £283.11D55436

900mm, clear glass £347.85D55437

Premier enclosures

Lifetime  
watertight 
guarantee*

L

1200x800mm, 
clear glass

£819.85D02848

Product features

l All enclosures  
1900mm high

l Toughened safety glass
l Fully reversible for  

left or right hand corners 
or alcoves

l  Adjustable for out of 
true walls

l Opaque or etched 
modesty panels 
available

l Quick release doors for 
easy cleaning

l Concealed fittings
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Bracing bar

Walkin/walkthroughSide panel

Soho enclosures

Product features

l Toughened safety glass: 
tested to EN12150 and 
EN12600 standard

l Modern finish –   
Aluminium powder 
coated finish in Matte 
Black

l Design details include 
hidden profile seals & 
hidden hinges

l Easy to clean Aqua 
Shield coated glass

l Can also be installed on 
a shower tray

l Optional threshold strip 
available

Pivot door

Black framed 
800mm left handed

£982.92D65356

Black framed 
800mm right handed

£982.92D65357

Black framed 
900mm left handed

£1025.80D65358

Black framed 
900mm right handed

£1025.80D65359

Black framed 
1200mm left handed

£1214.86D65360

Black framed 
1200mm right 
handed

£1214.86D65361

Black framed 
1400mm left handed

£1276.96D65362

Black framed 
1400mm right 
handed

£1276.96D65363

Black framed, 
800mm side panel

£668.62D65364

Black framed, 900mm 
side panel

£699.62D65365

Black framed, 900mm 
walkin/walkthrough 
panel

£796.58D65366

Black framed, 
1000mm walkin/
walkthrough panel

£820.79D65367

Black framed, 
1200mm walkin/
walkthrough panel

£923.86D65368

Black framed, 
1400mm walkin/
walkthrough panel

£997.35D65369

Black aluminium 
Soho bracing bar - 
1m long

£90.46D65370

The brand new Soho range creates the perfect urban-chic 
styling and brings a fresh and on-trend style to any bathroom.

Lifetime 
guarantee*

L

* Lifetime guarantee terms and 
conditions apply. See manufacture 
literature for further information.

new
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Ionic Essence is truly unique in its appearance with its 
fusion between stylish beauty and precision engineering. 

Quadrant

Side panel Hinge and inline door Hinge and inline side panel

Sliding doorOff-set quadrant

Guarantee see manufacture 
literature for further information.

Essence enclosures

Single door 900mm 
left hand pack

£1356.33D00744

Single door 900mm 
right hand pack

£1356.33D00745

Single door 
1200x900mm left 
hand

£1507.20D00742

Single door 
1200x900mm right 
hand

£1507.20D00743

1000mm slider pack £795.44D29089

1100mm slider pack £795.44D29090

1200mm slider pack £994.24D00740

1400mm slider pack £1054.59D00741

1700mm slider pack £1205.46D08863

1200mm pack £955.01D00746

1400mm pack £1024.41D00747

760mm £685.60D29001

800mm £685.60D29002

900mm £685.60D29003

1000mm £721.81D29004

1100mm £955.01D00809

800mm £397.11D29022

900mm £421.26D29023

Product features

l Enclosure height 
2000mm from top of tray

l Easy-Clean glass coating
l 8mm toughened  

safety glass
l Concealed rollers
l Stunning frameless 

design
 l Fully reversible for  

left or right hand corners 
or alcoves

l D20503 - 20mm 
extension profile for all 
quadrant and sliding 
doors

l D20504 - 20mm 
extension profile for all 
hinge and inline doors

Slider 800mm side 
panel

£433.32D29087

Slider 900mm side 
panel

£457.47D29088

Sliding door and 
quadrant extension 
profile - 20mm

£65.18D20503

Hinge and inline 
extension profile - 
20mm

£65.18D20504

20 year 
guarantee

20
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SlidingOff-set quadrant

Side panel

The ultimate shower enclosure system – with innovation 
at its core, designed with a unique fast fit system.

Express enclosures

Product features

l All enclosures  
1900mm high

l Easy-Clean glass coating
l 6mm toughened  

safety glass
l Easy clean quick  

release rollers
l Concealed fixings
 l Adjustable to 20mm

Guarantee see manufacture 
literature for further information.

Quadrant

Pivot

Double door quadrant 
1900x800mm

£481.59D28901

Double door quadrant 
1900x900mm

£481.59D28902

Single door quadrant 
1900x900mm

£590.25D28908

900x760mm £541.98D28903

1000x800mm £590.28D28904

1200x800mm £855.44D00546

1200x900mm £882.59D00547

1000mm £421.26D28909

1100mm £421.26D28910

1200mm £421.26D28911

1400mm £677.41D00548

1500mm £721.16D08868

1600mm £737.76D08869

1700mm £746.81D00549

700mm £359.69D28919

760mm £359.69D28920

800mm £359.69D28921

900mm £414.03D28922

700mm £269.90D28915

760mm £269.90D28916

800mm £269.90D28917

900mm £297.51D28918

20 year 
guarantee

20
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The Mira Leap enclosures help make the most 
of the space available.

Leap enclosures

Quadrant Sliding door Bifold

Pivot Side panel

* Lifetime guarantee terms and 
conditions apply. See manufacture 
literature for further information.

Quadrant door £286.00D28382

800x800mm pack £264.00D28377

900x900mm pack £275.00D28378

1000x800mm pack £286.00D28379

1200x800mm pack £297.00D28380

1200x900mm pack £308.00D28381

1000mm £385.00D28369

1100mm £396.00D28370

1200mm £407.00D28371

1400mm £418.00D28372

Double sliding doors 
opening 516mm

£308.00D28376

1700mm double 
sliding panels

£297.00D28375

760mm £374.00D28360

800mm £385.00D28361

900mm £396.00D28362

1000mm £407.00D28363

760mm £313.50D28355

800mm £330.00D28356

900mm £341.00D28357

1000mm £352.00D28358

1200mm £363.00D28359

700mm £187.00D28364

760mm £192.50D28365

800mm £198.00D28366

900mm £203.50D28367

Product features

l 6mm toughened  
safety glass with 
CleanCoat® glass 
coating technology

l Premium quick release 
double rollers for quality 
feel and operation 
(sliding only)

l 30mm adjustment on 
each wall jamb for 
uneven walls

l Patented ‘Twist and 
Lock’ screwless 
installation system

l No visible fixings or 
screwcaps for a clean 
and uncluttered look

l Enclosure height 
1900mm from top of tray

Lifetime 
guarantee*

L
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Our new range 
of kitchen taps  
and sinks is 
now available. 

Pick up the  
latest nabis 
brochure today.

Your bathroom is special. It’s where 

you go to rejuvenate and soak away the 

stresses of the outside world and why your 

new bathroom should be made into the  

perfect space for relaxing and unwinding.  

Our exclusive nabis collection offers a 

complete range of high quality bathroom 

products with most being available to 

collect in under 48 hours.

fresh, 
innovative
& beautiful
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Wetrooms and trays
Wetrooms provide the most stylish, contemporary and luxurious solution 
to your bathroom. As well as providing an indulgent showering experience, 
its unrestricted access is perfect for those with mobility problems.
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Panel Panel

Cube panel Swivel panel Vertical post

300mm £166.83D28952 300mm £192.69D28953 3000mm £166.83D29073

Guarantee terms and conditions 
apply. See manufacture literature 
for further information.

Wetroom panel 700mm £331.08D28945

Wetroom panel 800mm £331.08D28946

Wetroom panel 900mm £331.08D28947

Wetroom panel 1000mm £359.53D28948

Wetroom panel 1100mm £386.69D28949

Wetroom panel 1200mm £386.69D28950

Wetroom panel 1400mm £451.35D28951

The luxury range of nabis wetroom panels allow 
you to design a perfect space to the style and 
specification you desire.

The Ionic range of wetroom panels offer you the 
choice to mix and match many combinations of 
shapes and sizes to any space you require.

8mm wetroom panel 700x1900mm £253.83D06979

8mm wetroom panel 800x1900mm £267.56D06980

8mm wetroom panel 900x1900mm £267.56D06981

8mm wetroom panel 1000x1900mm £274.42D06982

8mm wetroom panel 1200x1900mm £288.14D06983

8mm wetroom panel 1400x1900mm £336.16D06984

5 year 
guarantee

5
20 year 

guarantee

20
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Installing a wetroom system can often be a time 
consuming and complicated process. However, with 
the Aqua4ma™ system you can achieve a stunning 
wetroom solution that is quick and easy to fit, 
guaranteed watertight and supported by a trusted 
British company. 

The secret behind the system is the patented in-floor 
galvanized steel tray and the material used for the 
pre-formed base and cladding panels. The 18mm 
deep galvanized steel tray replaces a small area of 
floorboards or solid floor and supports both the 
waste and the pre-formed Aqua4ma™ base. 

Made from waterproof extruded uPVC, which is 
both light and robust, the bases are available with 
a standard centrally located waste in a variety of 
sizes or a linear end waste version in 1185x900mm, 
both types can be trimmed or extended to suit most 
installation requirements.

Aqua4ma wetrooms
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Floor4ma kits Linear kits

Aqua4ma wetrooms

1200x800x10mm - pack of 2 £78.09D01144

1200x800x10mm - pack of 3 £110.70D01145

1200x800x13mm - pack of 2 £97.83D00956

1200x800x13mm - pack of 3 £141.59D00957

1200x800x15mm - pack of 2 £102.11D01146

1200x800x15mm - pack of 3 £146.73D01147

1200x800x19mm - pack of 2 £127.64D02443

1200x800x19mm - pack of 3 £191.47D02444

Panel Skirting Fixings

1200x150mm skirting 15mm - pack of 4 £53.21D01152

1200x150mm skirting 10mm - pack of 4 £43.76D01153

900x900mm pack for tiled floor £487.10D66964

1300x900mm pack for tiled floor £570.26D66965

1500x900mm pack for tiled floor £587.91D66966

1700x900mm pack for tiled floor £597.67D66967

900x900mm pack for vinyl floor £487.10D66968

1300x900mm pack for vinyl floor £570.26D66969

500x900mm pack for vinyl floor £587.91D66970

1700x900mm pack for vinyl floor £597.67D66971

The Aqua4MA wall and floor panels can be cut to fit many different uses, including bath panels and 
shelves, without damaging the integrity of the system. Unlike most wetroom systems, the Aqua4MA system 
is tough enough that accessories can even be fitted by screwing directly into the panels. 

Linear 1185x900mm pack for tiled floor £741.60D66963

3m2 floor level linear kit for tiled floor £625.69D66976

3m2 standard level linear kit for  
tiled floor

£671.43D66977

4m2 floor level linear kit for tiled floor £744.64D66979

4m2 standard level linear kit for  
tiled floor

£676.07D66978

Guarantee terms and conditions 
apply. See manufacture literature 
for further information.

Aqua4ma solvent weld - 300ml tube £11.16D01154

Aqua4ma grabber - 300ml tube £8.58D01155

Lifetime 
guarantee

L
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Ultimate 2 wetrooms
The KUDOS Ultimate 2 Walk-in door-less enclosure range is the perfect combination of KUDOS precision 
engineering and stylish design, creating a spacious, luxurious showering area and offering a contemporary 
wetroom look with the convenience of a shower tray. Used with their own dedicated shower trays, KUDOS 
Ultimate 2 Walk-in enclosures feature silicone-free installation for ease of fitting and cleaning.
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400mm toughened glass panel 8mm £182.02D66972

500mm toughened glass panel 8mm £193.70D66974

600mm toughened glass panel 8mm £205.36D00973

700mm toughened glass panel 8mm £217.04D00974

760mm toughened glass panel 8mm £222.86D00975

800mm toughened glass panel 8mm £228.70D00976

900mm toughened glass panel 8mm £241.53D00977

1000mm toughened glass panel 8mm £253.21D00978

1100mm toughened glass panel 8mm £277.72D00979

1200mm toughened glass panel 8mm £289.38D00980

1400mm toughened glass panel 8mm £313.88D00981

400mm toughened glass panel 10mm £218.20D66973

500mm toughened glass panel 10mm £229.88D66975

600mm toughened glass panel 10mm £241.53D02423

700mm toughened glass panel 10mm £259.05D02424

760mm toughened glass panel 10mm £264.87D02425

800mm toughened glass panel 10mm £277.72D02426

900mm toughened glass panel 10mm £289.38D02427

1000mm toughened glass panel 10mm £301.06D02428

1100mm toughened glass panel 10mm £325.54D02429

1200mm toughened glass panel 10mm £348.88D02430

1400mm toughened glass panel 10mm £373.40D02431

Glass panels

Kits

Fixed and hinged panels

Wall post £49.01D02418

Front panel fixing kit £121.35D02416

Side panel fixing kit £121.35D02417

Glass to glass corner seal 8mm £24.50D02420

Glass to glass corner seal 10mm £30.34D02433

Fixed deflector panel 8mm £180.85D00982

Hinged deflector panel left hand 8mm £241.53D02421

Hinged deflector panel right hand 8mm £241.53D02422

Fixed deflector panel 10mm £205.36D02432

Hinge deflector panel left hand 10mm £270.71D02434

Hinge deflector panel right hand 10mm £270.71D02435

1500mm stabilising bar £42.73D02419
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With a great choice of products, all cleverly designed for easy installation and a perfect finish, fitting an 
Impey wetroom is quick and straightforward. Just follow the clear instructions and you can be confident of 
success every time. Start with choosing your products following these four simple steps.

Step 1. Floor former
First select the floor former that’s right for the 
situation. There are four types to choose from in the 
Impey floor former range. Aqua-Dec Linear 2, Linear 
3, Linear 4 and Aqua-Dec EasyFit®.

Step 2. Waterproofing
We’ve made creating a perfect waterproof and leak-
free wetroom simple with our WaterGuard® tanking 
membrane. WaterGuard® offers a lifetime waterproof 
guarantee for floors and walls.

Step 3. Underfloor heating
If you want to add a touch of luxury, incorporate 
AquaMat, an underfloor heating membrane fitted 
under the tiles.

Step 4. Glass panels and accessories
Complete your wetroom with your choice of tiling 
and accessories, with a newly designed stylish grate 
and glass panels. Finish your wetroom look by adding 
extra touches with accessories from the Geesa range.

A perfect wetroom in four simple steps
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800x800mm £533.22D54014

900x900mm £577.15D54015

1000x1000mm £621.05D54016

1200x750mm £621.05D54017

1200x900mm £644.57D54018

1200x1200mm £725.39D54019

1300x800mm £644.57D54020

1400x900mm £666.14D54021

1500x800mm £666.14D54022

1500x1200mm £804.56D54023

1700x750mm £804.56D54024

1850x900mm £737.55D14083

Aqua-Dec EasyFit® Drainage for Aqua-Dec EasyFit®

Grates

EasyFit® floor formers can be simply 
installed on concrete or wooden floors.

Our drainage options have a height adjustable stainless steel top, suitable for floor 
tiles 6mm-26mm deep. All Aqua-Dec EasyFit® floor formers are supplied as standard 
with the tiled floor gully with a horizontal outlet (vertical outlets available on request) 
a high quality water trap featuring a 50mm water seal and 43mm outlet.

Our new grate designs and finishes for the 
universal drain add a touch of individual style 
to wetrooms. A combination of contemporary 
or modern patterns provide choice and the 
option to add a lustrous, high-end designer 
style to any bathroom.

Tiled floor gully - horizontal outlet £203.53D53541 Tiled floor gully - pumped £178.02D54025

Slimline waste for tiled floors £205.85D53301 Vinyl floor gully chrome top - horizontal £149.01D53543

Impey wetrooms
Impey are the leading name in wetrooms, pioneering many of the 
innovations which make the luxury and style of a fully inclusive 
level access wetroom accessibe to all. Wetrooms add luxury, style 
and visual appeal to a home, and provide the perfect bathroom 
even in the smallest areas.

Slot - supplied as standard £89.13D54026

Grid £169.41D54027 Identity £169.41D54028

Stamp £169.41D54029 Fibre £169.41D54030

Standard grate

Grate options – available as an upgrade
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Impey two way fall linear 900x900 £827.24D14079

Impey two way fall linear 1000x1000 £835.62D14078

Impey two way fall linear 1200x900 £849.91D14077

Aqua-Dec Linear 2 Aqua-Dec Linear 3 Aqua-Dec Linear 4
Features two gradients to assist flow to 
the linear drain.
The Aqua-Dec Linear 2 is the perfect 
solution for corner or alcove settings and 
creates a stylish and simplistic look to 
your showering area.

3 way uniformed fall featuring an 800mm 
drain with all sizes.
The Aqua-Dec Linear 3 can be fitted not 
only in corner and alcove settings but also 
in a walkthrough environment. 

Features four gradients to assist flow to 
the linear drain.
The Aqua-Dec Linear 4 offers a unique 
appearance and is incredibly versatile. The 
Linear 4 can be fitted in a corner, alcove 
or walkthrough setting as well as in the 
middle of your bathroom for that ultimate 
wetroom experience.

Aqua Dec Linear 3 1500x800mm £1012.08D54002

Aqua Dec Linear 3 1800x800mm £1119.94D54003

Aqua Dec Linear 4 1000x1000mm £856.18D14081

Aqua Dec Linear 4 1200x900mm £886.51D14080

Aqua Dec Linear 4 1200x1200mm £924.38D14082

Drainage for  
Aqua-Dec Linear

Impey WaterGuard®

Aqua-Mat and Impey TOUCH Thermostat/Timer

Aqua-Dec Linear drainage is supplied with 
either a vertical or horizontal outlet and 
brushed stainless steel top as standard. 
Aqua-Dec Linear drainage is supplied as 
standard with Aqua-Dec Linear 2, 3 and 4.

The complete sealing solution for wetroom floors and walls.
WaterGuard® provides the complete leak-proof sealing solution, not just for floors but 
also to walls. Thanks to Impey’s unique and market leading design, for wetroom walls. At 
just 1mm thick, WaterGuard® is strong, flexible and versitile, making tanking a wet area 
faster and easier. It comes with a lifetime guarantee* and preformed corners so you can 
install with complete confidence.

The added luxury of a warm  
wetroom floor.
Stepping into a heated and comfortable 
wetroom, at just the right temperature 
and with the floor warm to the feet, 
makes the showering experience even 
more enjoyable. Aqua-Mat underfloor 
heating creates the ideal temperature 
and is suitable for all types of floor, new 
concrete or wooden, so can provide extra 
luxury and comfort in any wetroom.

Stand alone linear 400mm horizontal £322.02D53545

Stand alone linear 400mm vertical £322.02D53546

Stand alone linear 600mm horizontal £350.43D53547

Stand alone linear 600mm vertical £350.43D53548

Stand alone linear 800mm horizontal £378.86D53549

Stand alone linear 800mm vertical £378.86D53550

5m2 floor membrane kit £364.31D54004

10m2 floor membrane kit £492.06D54005

10m joining tape £75.29D54006

Internal corner £13.87D54007

External corner £13.87D54008

10m2 wall membrane kit £456.84D54009

5m2 floor and wall membrane kit £727.91D54010

10m2 floor and wall membrane kit £836.51D54011

* Lifetime guarantee of the replacement of tiles

Impey 100W/1.0m2 Aqua-Mat £97.77D53366

Impey 200W/2.0m2 Aqua-Mat £130.08D53370

Impey 300W/3.0m2 Aqua-Mat £171.45D53372

Impey 500W/5.0m2 Aqua-Mat £238.88D53375

Impey 800W/8.0m2 Aqua-Mat £333.96D53380

Impey 1000W/10.0m2 Aqua-Mat £362.94D53368

Impey 1200W/12.0m2 Aqua-Mat £450.91D53369

Touch thermostat/timer - black £184.46D54012

Touch thermostat/timer - white £184.46D54013

Key features of Aqua-Dec Linear 2

l No diagonal cuts
l Tiling upstands

Key features of Aqua-Dec Linear 3

l Trimmable up to 75mm from central drain
l Drain is fitted only 40mm from the wall
l Range of larger sizes available including 

those to replace a bath

Key features of Aqua-Dec Linear 4

l 600mm or 800mm drain width depending 
on size of dec.
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The nabis shower trays are a total installation solution, 
incorporating a unique flexible waste pipe for easy connection 
to the drainage system. Optional riser kits are also available.

Quadrant

Square

Off-set quadrant

Rectangular Riser kit

800/900mm

80
0/

90
0m

m

1000/1200mm

80
0/

90
0m

m

Product features

l Stone resin construction
l ABS capped acrylic finish
l 90mm outlet diameter
l 45mm low profile

760/800/900mm

76
0/

80
0/

90
0m

m

900/1000/1100mm

76
0/

80
0/

90
0m

m

800x800mm £109.11E13217

900x900mm £115.45E13218

1000x800mm left hand £148.77E13219

1000x800mm right hand £148.77E13220

1200x800mm left hand £167.86E13221

1200x800mm right hand £167.86E13222

1200x900mm left hand £174.12E13223

1200x900mm right hand £174.12E13224

760x760mm £76.12E13214

800x800mm £89.46E13215

900x900mm £113.91E13216

1000x800mm £130.79E13227

1100x800mm £149.72E13229

1200x900mm £164.86E13232

1400x900mm £246.08E13234

1700x800mm £304.28E13236

1000mm quad panel kit 1 £27.15D07364

1200x900mm off-set quad panel kit 2 £27.15D07365

1200x900mm panel kit 3 £27.15D07366

1700x1000mm panel kit 4 £27.15D07367

760x760mm panel kit 5 £27.15D07368

nabis trays

Options: further sizes are available – please 
contact your local branch for details.

1 year 
guarantee

1
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One of the lowest trays on the market, great for creating 
low level access within the shower space. Built to resist 
scratches and chips with its durable acrylic capped 
stone resin material – perfect for busy households. 
Every Mira Flight tray also comes with a Vortex waste as 
standard. Withstands bacteria and mould growth by up 
to 99.9% due to BioCote technology.

Flight Low shower trays

Square

Off-set quadrant

RectanglePentangle

760/800/900/1000mm

76
0/

80
0/

90
0/

10
00

m
m

1000/1100/1200/ 
1400/1700mm

70
0/

80
0/

90
0m

m

800/900mm

10
00

/1
20

0m
m

900mm

90
0/

12
00

m
m

Options: further sizes are available – please 
contact your local branch for details.

Quadrant

800/900/1000mm

80
0/

90
0/

10
00

m
m

800x800mm £129.66D52534

900x900mm £134.18D52516

1000x1000mm £168.00D52544

1000x800 - left hand no upstands £179.27D52572

1200x900 - left hand no upstands £201.83D52574

1000x800mm £152.21D52518

1100x800mm £168.00D52520

1200x900mm £168.00D52537

1400x900mm £242.42D52545

1700x700mm £298.78D52540

Product features

l Low-profile 40mm shower tray 
with a smooth surface

l Made from acrylic capped  
stone resin

l Scratch, chip and discolouration 
resistant

l Includes Biocote to reduce 
bacteria and mould growth by 
up to 99%

l Flight low vortex waste sucks 
water from the tray

l Optional riser kit featuring 
strong push-fit legs for solid 
floor applications

760x760mm £77.80D52533

800x800mm £89.07D52515

900x900mm £134.18D52517

1000x1000mm no upstands £190.54D52578

900x900mm £134.18D52535

1200x900mm - left hand £201.83D52576

1200x900mm - right hand £201.83D52577
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1000/1100/1200/1400/1700mm

70
0/

80
0/

90
0m

m

Reduce the risk of slipping in the shower area with 
Mira Flight Safe anti-slip coating, rigorously tested 
and exceeding industry standards. Made from 
durable acrylic capped stone resin material to reduce 
scratches and chips – perfect for busy households. 

Flight Safe shower trays

Pentangle low level

900mm

90
0/

12
00

m
m

Options: further sizes are available – please 
contact your local branch for details.

Quadrant low level

800/900mm

80
0/

90
0/

10
00

/
12

00
m

m

760x760 - no upstands £111.62D08254

800x800 - no upstands £122.89D08259

800x800 - 4 upstands £163.48D08288

900x900 - no upstands £190.54D08261

1000x1000 - no upstands £263.84D08275

900x900mm - no upstands £190.54D08276

1200x900mm left hand - no upstands £280.75D08279

1200x900mm right hand - no upstands £287.51D08278

800x800mm - no upstands £179.27D08269

900x900mm - no upstands £190.54D08253

1000x800mm left hand - no upstands £246.92D08272

1000x800mm right hand - no upstands £246.92D08273

1200x900mm left hand - no upstands £280.75D08284

1200x900mm right hand - no upstands £280.75D08274

1000x800mm - no upstands £213.10D08256

1100x800mm - no upstands £235.65D08267

1200 x 900mm - no upstands £235.65D08257

1400x900mm - no upstands £337.13D08270

1700 x 700mm - no upstands £416.05D08255

Square low level

760/800/900/1000mm

76
0/

80
0/

90
0/

10
00

m
m

Rectangle low level

Product features

l All Mira Flight Safe trays feature 
anti-slip surface

l Made from acrylic capped  
stone resin

l Scratch, chip and discolouration 
resistant

l Includes Biocote to reduce 
bacteria and mould growth by 
up to 99%

l Vortex waste which rapidly 
sucks water from the tray from 
25-30 litres a minute

l Optional riser kit featuring 
strong ‘push-fit’ legs for solid 
floor installations
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JT Evolved
JT Evolved is the next stage in shower tray development, with a 25mm tray that has the look and 
feel of a wetroom. The next generation product features a leading edge waste solution, exclusively 
powered by Wirquin, the leading global waste manufacturers, in partnership with JT. At 45mm deep, 
the waste will remove 27ltrs/min and is the shallowest on the market.

Evolved by JT is available in five stunning colours, in addition to the ever popular gloss and matt 
white. The addition to these vibrant colours, helps you choose the perfect tray for your bathroom, 
whilst also giving you the look of a modern wetroom.

Sage green

White gloss

White matt

Mistral grey

Malbec red

Pastel blueAstro black
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Quadrant 1000mm

1800x1000mm

Panel kits

Gloss whiteE15789

Sage greenE15791

Mistral greyE15792

Malbec redE15793

Patel blueE15794Matt whiteE15790

Astro blackE15795

1800x1000mm - gloss white £76.50E15803

1800x1000mm - matt white £76.50E15804

1800x1000mm - sage green £91.81E15805

1800x1000mm - mistral grey £91.81E15806

1800x1000mm - malbec red £91.81E15807

1800x1000mm - patel blue £91.81E15808

1800x1000mm - astro black £91.81E15809

Quadrant - gloss white £76.50E15796

Quadrant - matt white £76.50E15797

Quadrant - sage green £76.50E15798

Quadrant - mistral grey £91.81E15799

Quadrant - malbec red £91.81E15800

Quadrant - patel blue £91.81E15801

Quadrant - astro black £91.81E15802

JT Evolved wastes

When you purchase one of our JT Evolved Trays, 
you can choose any Evolved waste at no extra 
cost. When ordering please quote a tray code 
along with the corresponding waste code. At 
45mm deep, the waste will remove 27ltrs/min and 
is the shallowest on the market.

Square

Quadrant with anti-slip

Rectangle with anti-slip

with anti-slip

White gloss

760x760mm £126.88E15663

800x800mm £155.32E15670

900x900mm £217.68E15684

800mm £175.02E15677

900mm £206.74E15691

1000x760mm £217.68E15607

1000x800mm £217.68E15614

1200x760mm £231.90E15621

1200x800mm £231.90E15628

1200x900mm £231.90E15635

1400x800mm £389.80E15642

1700x800mm £513.87E15649

1800x800mm £596.14E15656

£177.61E15754

£217.44E15761

£304.74E15775

£245.02E15768

£289.42E15782

£304.81E15698

£304.81E15705

£324.65E15712

£324.65E15719

£324.65E15726

£543.65E15733

£716.69E15740

£834.60E15747

Square

Quadrant with anti-slip

Rectangle with anti-slip

with anti-slip

Sage green

760x760mm £152.27E15665

800x800mm £186.38E15672

900x900mm £261.21E15686

800mm £210.01E15679

900mm £248.07E15693

1000x760mm £261.21E15609

1000x800mm £261.21E15616

1200x760mm £278.27E15623

1200x800mm £278.27E15630

1200x900mm £278.27E15637

1400x800mm £465.97E15644

1700x800mm £614.30E15651

1800x800mm £715.38E15658

£213.17E15756

£260.94E15763

£365.69E15777

£294.02E15770

£347.31E15784

£365.69E15700

£365.69E15707

£389.58E15714

£389.58E15721

£389.58E15728

£652.36E15735

£860.02E15742

£1001.52E15749

Square

Quadrant with anti-slip

Rectangle with anti-slip

with anti-slip

Malbec red

760x760mm £152.27E15667

800x800mm £186.38E15674

900x900mm £261.21E15688

800mm £210.01E15681

900mm £248.07E15695

1000x760mm £261.21E15611

1000x800mm £261.21E15618

1200x760mm £278.27E15625

1200x800mm £278.27E15632

1200x900mm £278.27E15639

1400x800mm £465.97E15646

1700x800mm £614.30E15653

1800x800mm £715.38E15660

£213.17E15758

£260.94E15765

£365.69E15779

£294.02E15772

£347.31E15786

£365.69E15702

£365.69E15709

£389.58E15716

£389.58E15723

£389.58E15730

£652.36E15737

£860.02E15744

£1001.52E15751

Square

Quadrant with anti-slip

Rectangle with anti-slip

with anti-slip

White matt

760x760mm £126.88E15664

800x800mm £155.32E15671

900x900mm £217.68E15685

800mm £175.02E15678

900mm £206.74E15692

1000x760mm £217.68E15608

1000x800mm £217.68E15615

1200x760mm £231.90E15622

1200x800mm £231.90E15629

1200x900mm £231.90E15636

1400x800mm £388.31E15643

1700x800mm £511.91E15650

1800x800mm £596.14E15657

£177.64E15755

£217.44E15762

£304.74E15776

£245.02E15769

£289.42E15783

£304.74E15699

£304.74E15706

£324.65E15713

£324.65E15720

£324.65E15727

£543.65E15734

£716.69E15741

£834.60E15748

Square

Quadrant with anti-slip

Rectangle with anti-slip

with anti-slip

Pastel blue

760x760mm £152.27E15668

800x800mm £186.38E15675

900x900mm £261.21E15689

800mm £210.01E15682

900mm £248.07E15696

1000x760mm £261.21E15612

1000x800mm £261.21E15619

1200x760mm £278.27E15626

1200x800mm £278.27E15633

1200x900mm £278.27E15640

1400x800mm £465.97E15647

1700x800mm £614.30E15654

1800x800mm £715.38E15661

£213.17E15759

£260.94E15766

£365.69E15780

£294.02E15773

£347.31E15787

£365.69E15703

£365.69E15710

£389.58E15717

£389.58E15724

£389.58E15731

£652.36E15738

£860.02E15745

£1001.52E15752

Square

Quadrant with anti-slip

Rectangle with anti-slip

with anti-slip

Mistral grey

760x760mm £152.27E15666

800x800mm £186.38E15673

900x900mm £261.21E15687

800mm £210.01E15680

900mm £248.07E15694

1000x760mm £261.21E15610

1000x800mm £261.21E15617

1200x760mm £278.27E15624

1200x800mm £278.27E15631

1200x900mm £278.27E15638

1400x800mm £465.97E15645

1700x800mm £614.30E15652

1800x800mm £715.38E15659

£213.17E15757

£260.94E15764

£365.69E15778

£294.02E15771

£347.31E15785

£365.69E15701

£365.69E15708

£389.58E15715

£389.58E15722

£389.58E15729

£652.36E15736

£860.02E15743

£1001.52E15750

Square

Quadrant with anti-slip

Rectangle with anti-slip

with anti-slip

Astro black

760x760mm £152.27E15669

800x800mm £186.38E15676

900x900mm £261.21E15690

800mm £210.01E15683

900mm £248.07E15697

1000x760mm £261.21E15613

1000x800mm £261.21E15620

1200x760mm £300.34E15627

1200x800mm £279.33E15634

1200x900mm £278.27E15641

1400x800mm £467.75E15648

1700x800mm £616.65E15655

1800x800mm £715.38E15662

£213.17E15760

£260.94E15767

£365.69E15781

£294.02E15774

£347.31E15788

£365.69E15704

£365.69E15711

£389.58E15718

£389.58E15725

£389.58E15732

£652.36E15739

£860.02E15746

£1001.52E15753

5 year
guarantee

5
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The JT Fusion is manufactured from ABS capped 
acrylic stone resin and double skinned for extra 
strength. JT anti-slip is a colourless application, 
exclusively available to JT. All tray’s include a waste.

JT Fusion and anti-slip

Square

Panel kits

Quadrant Rectangle

700x700mm £122.49D73710

760x760mm £97.83D02239

800x800mm £114.15D02240

900x900mm £172.97D02241

1000x1000mm £278.16D02242

Anti-slip 760mm £171.49D73773

Anti-slip 800mm £187.49D73775

Anti-slip 900mm £284.16D73781

700/760/800/
900/1000mm

70
0/

76
0/

80
0/

90
0/

10
00

m
m

800x800mm £139.61D02256

900x900mm £173.49D02257

1000x1000mm £202.14D02258

1000x800mm right hand £240.49D02262

1200x900mm right hand £295.90D02266

Anti-slip 1000x800mm left hand £421.59D73750

Anti-slip 1200x800mm left hand £464.27D73759

Anti-slip 900x760mm right hand £372.59D73778

Anti-slip 1000x800mm right hand £421.59D73751

Anti-slip 1200x900mm right hand £512.41D73763

800/900/1000mm

80
0/

90
0/

10
00

12
00

m
m

1000x800mm £183.74D02243

1100x800mm £195.80D02246

1200x900mm £300.57D02249

1400x900mm £327.14D02250

1700x700mm £389.39D02272

Anti-slip 1000x800mm £301.84D73752

Anti-slip 1100x800mm £343.19D73755

Anti-slip 1200x900mm £366.30D73757

Anti-slip 1400x900mm £530.95D73766

Anti-slip 1700x700mm £708.64D73770

1000/1100/1200/1400/
1700mm

70
0/

80
0/

90
0m

m

Options: Waste included. Further sizes are available 
– please contact your local branch for details. 

Quadrant Panel Kit 1 £103.86D33530

Off-Set quadrant panel kit 2 £103.86D33531

1200mm Square/rectangle panel kit 3 £103.86D33532

1800x1000mm panel kit 6 £103.86D23896

25 year guarantee  
on trays

25
3 year guarantee  

on anti-slip

3
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Hydrolock® is precisely engineered into the high quality plywood core, for ease 
of installation even on imperfect walls. The combination of on-trend designs 
with incredible textures in the laminate surface, deliver stunning, realistic 
marble, granite and wood finishes.

Further wall panel collections are available from Multipanel including tile 
effects and coloured acrylic as a glass alternative. Also luxury vinyl tile floors, 
wetroom flooring and moisture resistant ceilings. Sophistication made simple.

For more information speak to your local branch or showroom.

Best selling bathroom wall panels
The popular Linda Barker, Heritage and Classic collections of 
waterproof wall panels from Multipanel feature Hydrolock® 
technology to create virtually seamless joints between panels. 

Quick and easy installation Completely waterproof with no need to grout 15 year warranty

2400x1200 / 900mm 2400x598mm

Square Edge Hydrolock® Square Edge Hydrolock®

Classic N36638 £141.16 N00849 £153.10 N36702 £78.72 N00913 £78.72

Heritage N57564 £155.27 N57567 £167.23 N57566 £85.77 N57569 £85.77

Linda Barker N57624 £166.93 N57627 £179.78 N57626 £92.21 N57629 £92.21

Hydrolock joint
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Shower systems
We have an excellent range of showers available in both 
modern and traditional styles to complement your bathroom 
or ensuite. So whether you are looking for the latest digital 
shower or a straight forward bar valve, we’ll have the perfect 
shower system for you. 

Mixers 165
Digital 179
Electric 188
Power 193
Accessories 194
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Mixers
Bar valves
Mixer showers draw from both hot and cold water 
supplies and usually deliver higher flow rates. 

Ideal for homes with readily available hot water 
such as from a combi boiler or large capacity hot 
water cylinder, the hot and cold water is mixed 
within the unit and the water is delivered through 
the shower. 

Bar Valve Midas 110 Midas 220
Thermostatic bar valve with fast fix 
kit and set

£149.83D01194 Exposed mixer shower £223.44D53002 Exposed mixer shower £393.16D53005

5 year
guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

Thermostatic 
control

5

0.1

Minimum  
bar pressure

5 year
guarantee

All pressure 
system suitability

Multimode 
handset spray

Easy fit

5

0.1

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min

5 year
guarantee

All pressure 
system suitability

Multimode 
handset spray

Easy fit

5

0.1

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min
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Claret Easyfit
Thermostatic exposed bar valve and 
adjustable riser kit

£393.00D60126

Grohtherm 1000
Thermostatic shower valve kit £240.74J45246

G1000
Exposed variable thermostatic shower 
and kit - chrome plated

£270.96J97967

Alto
Bar shower valve with single function 
handset and fast fixing kit suitable for 
low pressure

£194.80D63817

5 year
guarantee

Low pressure 
system suitability

Easy fit

Thermostatic 
control

5

0.1

Minimum pressure 
bar@4l/min

5 year
guarantee

5

1.0

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min

Grohtherm 800
Thermostatic shower set £200.45J49134

Multimode 
handset spray

Thermostatic 
control

1.0

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min

5 year
guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

Easy fit

Thermostatic 
control

5

0.1

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min

5 year
guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

Cool touch

Eco setting

5

0.1

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min

Quadrato
Thermostatic surface mounted 
exposed bar shower valve with kit

£311.82D77025

5 year
guarantee

Easy fit

Thermostatic 
control

5

0.3

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min
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Bar shower mixer valve with 
shower set

£487.94D63773

Ceratherm 200 Coda Pro EV
Exposed variable bar shower and kit £201.83D62396

Relate EV
Bar valve £196.90D62482

Agile Sense EV+ Agile Store EV+
Exposed variable plus shower £337.13D62391 Exposed variable plus shower £280.75D62392

Exe

5 year
guarantee

All pressure 
system suitability

Multimode 
handset spray

Thermostatic 
control

5

0.1

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min

5 year
guarantee

Low pressure 
system suitability

Easy fit

Thermostatic 
control

5

0.1

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min

5 year
guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

Easy fit

Thermostatic 
control

5

5 year
guarantee

All pressure 
system suitability

Multimode 
handset spray

Thermostatic 
control

5

0.1

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min

5 year
guarantee

Low pressure 
system suitability

Multimode 
handset spray

Easy fit

Thermostatic 
control

5

0.1

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min

5 year
guarantee

All pressure 
system suitability

Cool touch

Thermostatic 
control

5

0.1

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min

Bar mixer £103.99D74631

Lever bar mixer £117.49D74632
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Dene (Lever)
Cool touch bar mixer and fast fix 
brackets

£158.34D72418

Dene Eco Dene
Eco bar mixer £159.15D45566 Cool touch bar mixer £158.73D45564

Shower selector
Select the right shower and accessories quickly and easily – 
now updated with over 1300 showers to choose from.

Visit wolseley.co.uk to find out more 

5 year
guarantee

Low pressure 
system suitability

Multimode 
handset spray

Easy fit

Cool touch

Thermostatic 
control

5

0.1

Minimum pressure 
bar@3l/min

5 year
guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

Easy fit

Eco setting

Thermostatic 
control

5

0.1

Minimum pressure 
bar@6l/min

5 year
guarantee

Low pressure 
system suitability

Multimode 
handset spray

Easy fit

Cool touch

Thermostatic 
control

5

0.1

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min
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Thermostatic dual control exposed 
valve inc sliding kit

£314.57D15351

Valve with magniflow £224.37D62477

Nano G2
Thermostatic exposed mini sequential 
shower valve with kit - suitable for 
all systems

£195.25D01190

Miniduo

MiniliteMinilite EV
Exposed valve only £168.00D62480

Ball valve only £235.65D62481

Mini valves
Ideal for retro-fitting, these 
stylish compact showers are ideal 
for ensuites or small bathrooms.

5 year
guarantee

Thermostatic 
control

5

5 year
guarantee

Low pressure 
system suitability

Multimode 
handset spray

Thermostatic 
control

5

0.1

Minimum pressure 
bar@6.2l/min

5 year
guarantee

Low pressure 
system suitability

Eco setting

Thermostatic 
control

5

0.1

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min

5 year
guarantee

Eco setting

Thermostatic 
control

5

0.1

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min
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TwinDisc Geo Square

ERD bar valves
If you’re looking for something a bit 
more designer, our minimalist exposed 
thermostatic shower valves allow you to 
switch between two outlets, for example, 
an overhead shower and a handset. This is 
known as an exposed valve, as the workings 
sit external to the wall. 

A thermostatic shower valve controls how the 
hot and cold water supplies mix, and adjusts 
according to the heat of the water itself, 
helping to maintain a steady temperature.

Thermostatic bar valve with rigid riser 
and handset with fast fix connections

£270.93D01192 Thermostatic bar valve with rigid riser 
and handset with fast fix connections

£286.04D01193Disc ERD bar valve shower £140.08A05033

5 year
guarantee

All pressure 
system suitability

Thermostatic 
control

5

0.5

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min

5 year
guarantee

All pressure 
system suitability

Thermostatic 
control

5

0.5

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min
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Coda Pro ERD
ERD with diverter £314.57D62397

Carre Easyfit
Thermostatic bar valve with fixed rail £374.80C69088

Tempesta Cosmopolitan
Shower system with safety mixer for 
wall mounting

£482.59J98969

Euphoria
Shower system with thermostat for 
wall mounting

£530.73J98968

Relate
Dual outlet bar valve £306.90D62483

5 year
guarantee

Thermostatic 
control

5

0.5

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min

All pressure 
system suitability

Multimode 
handset spray

Thermostatic 
control

1.0

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min

5 year
guarantee

All pressure 
system suitability

Multimode 
handset spray

5

1.0

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min

5 year
guarantee

All pressure 
system suitability

Cool touch

Thermostatic 
control

5

0.1

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min

All pressure 
system suitability

Cool touch

Thermostatic 
control

0.1

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min

Thermostatic exposed variable diverter 
with exposed rigid diverter

£507.29D61372

Realm

5 year
guarantee

All pressure 
system suitability

Thermostatic 
control

5

0.1

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min
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Exposed rigid valve with diverter 
shower

£449.87D62393

Agile Sense Miniluxe
Shower with diverter £506.25D96011 Bar shower mixer with diverter £428.43D70908

Eden

5 year
guarantee

All pressure 
system suitability

Cool touch

Thermostatic 
control

5

0.1

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min

5 year
guarantee

All pressure 
system suitability

Easy fit

Thermostatic 
control

5

0.1

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min

5 year
guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

Easy fit

Thermostatic 
control

5

0.5

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min

Shower selector
Select the right shower and accessories quickly and easily – 
now updated with over 1300 showers to choose from.

Visit wolseley.co.uk to find out more 
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Thermostatic 
exposed valves
An exposed shower value creates 
a bold statement in any bathroom, 
and our wide range of traditional 
and modern styles should give you 
plenty of choice to fit your needs. 

Thermostatic mixer showers take 
water from your hot and cold 
supplies combining them to create 
the perfect temperature. The shower 
control is mounted on the wall.

Zeus Siren SL
Thermostatic exposed sequential 
shower valve with shower set

£195.24D01191 Exposed sequential mixer with 
shower set

£345.23D51313

Aspire DL
Exposed dual-control mixer with 
shower set

£446.34D51315

Trevi CTV
Thermostatic mixer EV with kit £461.36D63546

5 year
guarantee

All pressure 
system suitability

Thermostatic 
control

5

0.2

Minimum pressure 
bar@5l/min

5 year
guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

Eco setting

Thermostatic 
control

5

0.1

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min

5 year
guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

Eco setting

Thermostatic 
control

5

0.1

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min

5 year
guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

Thermostatic 
control

5

0.1

Minimum pressure 
bar@5l/min
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Concentric mixer – exposed £269.25D72426

Eden EcoElement
Single lever thermostatic variable 
shower and kit

£393.49D04837

Miniduo
Thermostatic dual control exposed 
valve including sliding kit

£314.57D15351

Elina Elina

Concentric exposed valve and grab 
riser kit

£494.05D74636

Concentric exposed valve only £403.94D74635

Concentric built-in valve and grab kit £494.05D74638

Concentric built-in valve only £403.94D74637

Concentric mixer £234.05D45569

Sequential mixer £204.09D45568

Dene

Concentric mixer – built-in valve £231.18D72425

5 year
guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

Easy fit

Eco setting

Thermostatic 
control

5

0.1

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min

5 year
guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

Eco setting

Thermostatic 
control

5

0.1

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min

5 year
guarantee

All pressure 
system suitability

Multimode 
handset spray

Easy fit

Eco setting

Thermostatic 
control

5

0.1

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min

5 year
guarantee

All pressure 
system suitability

Easy fit

Thermostatic 
control

5

0.1

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min

5 year
guarantee

All pressure 
system suitability

Easy fit

Thermostatic 
control

5

0.1

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min

5 year
guarantee

All pressure 
system suitability

Easy fit

Thermostatic 
control

5

0.1

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min
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Thermostatic 
concealed valves
For a more sleek and discreet style, you can 
choose a concealed valve. 

All the workings sit behind a plate that is 
fitted flush to the wall, leaving just the 
control mechanisms exposed. A thermostatic 
shower valve controls how the hot and cold 
water supplies mix, and adjusts according 
to the heat of the water itself, helping to 
maintain a steady temperature

Concentric Dual Control Manual Lever
Concealed concentric thermostatic 
shower valve

£69.75A05041 Concealed dual control thermostatic 
valve with two water outlet

£107.61A05042 Manual lever shower valve exposed/
concealed kit

£33.05A05043

5 year
guarantee

Low pressure 
system suitability

Thermostatic 
control

5

0.2

Minimum  
pressure

5 year
guarantee

Low pressure 
system suitability

Thermostatic 
control

5

0.2

Minimum  
pressure

5 year
guarantee

Medium pressure 
system suitability

5

0.5

Minimum  
pressure

newnewnew
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Orb

Tria

Shower valve and diverter/stop £516.21D77246

Shower valve and diverter/2 stop £516.21D77247Shower valve and diverter £454.61D77245

Shower valve only £429.96D77244

Shower pack £731.01D77421

Shower valve and diverter/stop £491.57D77242

Shower valve and diverter/2 stop £491.57D77243Shower valve and diverter £429.96D77241

Shower valve only £405.33D77240

Shower pack £570.85D77419

Shower valve and diverter/stop £491.57D77232

Shower valve and diverter £429.96D77231

Shower valve only £511.55D77230

Shower pack £439.59D77420

Pivot

Shower Head Shower Arm

Shower Head Shower Arm

Round shower head £13.34A05036

Square shower head £14.09A05037

Round shower arm £14.75A05034

Square shower arm £20.56A05035

5 year
guarantee

5
5 year

guarantee

5

5 year
guarantee

5
5 year

guarantee

5

5 year
guarantee

Thermostatic 
control

5
5 year

guarantee

Thermostatic 
control

5

5 year
guarantee

Thermostatic 
control

5

newnew

new
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Hourglass

Descent

Cascade Renaissance

Shower valve and diverter/stop £516.21C79926

Shower valve and diverter/2 stop £516.21C79927

Shower valve and diverter £454.61C79925

Shower valve only £429.96C79924

Sail Bright

Shower valve and diverter £491.61D77229

Shower valve only £368.54D77228

Dual control shower pack £450.95D77418

Shower valve and diverter/2 stop £516.21C79923

Shower valve and diverter £454.61C79921

Shower valve only £429.96C79920

Shower valve and diverter/stop £516.21D77226

Shower valve and diverter/2 stop £516.21D77227

Shower valve and diverter £454.61D77225

Shower valve only £429.96D77224

Shower valve and diverter £616.98D77249

Shower valve only £531.87D77248 Dual control shower pack £465.26A66804

5 year
guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

5

5 year
guarantee

Thermostatic 
control

5
5 year

guarantee

5
5 year

guarantee

Thermostatic 
control

5

5 year
guarantee

Thermostatic 
control

5
5 year

guarantee

5
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Dream
Thermostatic shower with adjustable 
head 105mm

£512.83D51318

Easybox
Shower pack with round plate and 
3 function kit

£459.24D63835

Shower thermostat with diverter 
built-in round

£423.81D63831

Shower pack with square plate and 
3 function cube kit

£459.24D63836

Minilite
BIV valve with magniflow £258.19D62478

BIR valve with magniflow £258.19D62479

Kensey Kensey
Sequential shower mixer with kit 
(exposed and concealed)

£319.19D70914 Dual control shower mixer with diverter £368.08D70915Concentric mixer – exposed £269.25D72426

Eden Eco

Concentric mixer – built-in valve £231.18D72425

5 year
guarantee

High pressure 
system suitability

Multimode 
handset spray

Cool touch

Eco setting

Thermostatic 
control

5

0.1

Minimum pressure 
bar@10l/min

Multimode 
handset spray

Thermostatic 
control

5 year
guarantee

All pressure 
system suitability

Thermostatic 
control

5

0.1

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min

5 year
guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

Eco setting

Thermostatic 
control

5

0.1

Minimum pressure 
bar@6l/min

5 year
guarantee

All pressure 
system suitability

Multimode 
handset spray

Easy fit

Thermostatic 
control

5

0.1

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min

5 year
guarantee

All pressure 
system suitability

Multimode 
handset spray

Thermostatic 
control

5

0.1

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min
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Digital
The future of showering

Digital showers are the latest innovation and 
blend superior performance in showering 
technology with cutting edge design. 

Stylish, contemporary and highly personal 
offering features such as precise temperature 
control, allowing the user to start their unit 
remotely, a wide range of mix-and-match 
accessories to create the look you desire, and 
wireless control units that can be installed 
elsewhere in your bathroom. 

There’s a digital option for every type of 
home water system including those with a 
combi boiler, plus you can choose a single or 
dual outlet which includes a diverter.

Smart secondary start/stop control £86.67D04118

Quartz Smart

Quartz Smart

Diverter concealed adjustable with 
wall fix head

£1034.85D04121

Quartz Smart Quartz Smart

Smart divert secondary start/stop 
control

£86.67D04119

Diverter concealed adjustable with 
ceiling fixed head - gravity pumped

£1034.85D04122

Diverter concealed adjustable & fixed 
wall head - HP/combi

£939.51D04127 Diverter concealed adjustable with 
ceiling fixed head  HP/combi

£939.51D04135

5 year
guarantee

Thermostatic 
control

5
5 year

guarantee

Thermostatic 
control

5

5 year
guarantee

Thermostatic 
control

5

5 year
guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

Cool touch

Thermostatic 
control

5
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Quartz Smart

Quartz Smart
Diverter concealed adjustable and 
bath - gravity pumped

£974.18D04123 Concealed adjustable - gravity 
pumped

£822.50D04125

Concealed adjustable - HP/combi £727.17D04130Diverter concealed adjustable and 
bath - HP/combi

£883.18D04136

Quartz Smart

Quartz Smart

Quartz Smart

Quartz Smart

Exposed adjustable - gravity pumped £865.84D04124

Exposed adjustable - HP/combi £787.84D04131

Diverter exposed adjustable with 
ceiling fixed head

£1091.19D04132 Diverter exposed adjustable with bath 
- gravity pumped

£1034.85D04133

Diverter exposed adjustable with 
ceiling fixed head

£1000.18D04134 Diverter exposed adjustable with bath 
- HP/combi

£939.51D04137

Quartz Smart

Concealed fixed - gravity pumped £822.50D04120

Concealed fixed - HP/combi £727.17D04128

Bath with overflow filler - gravity 
pumped

£540.83D04126

Bath with overflow filler - HP/combi £445.48D04129

5 year
guarantee

Thermostatic 
control

5
5 year

guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

Cool touch

Thermostatic 
control

5

5 year
guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

Cool touch

Thermostatic 
control

5
5 year

guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

Thermostatic 
control

5
5 year

guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

Thermostatic 
control

5
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Q Digital

Q Digital Q Digital Q Digital

Single outlet gravity pumped 
adjustable shower head

£1011.53D51663

Single outlet HP/combi adjustable 
shower head

£905.56D51664

Single outlet gravity pumped wall 
fixed shower head

£1011.53D51665

Single outlet HP/combi wall fixed 
shower head

£905.56D51666

Dual outlet gravity pumped adjustable 
shower head and bath overflow filler

£1223.47D51667

Dual outlet HP/combi adjustable 
shower head and bath overflow filler

£1127.14D51668

Dual outlet gravity pumped adjustable 
and wall fixed shower heads

£1247.56D51671

Dual outlet HP/combi adjustable and 
wall fixed shower heads

£1141.59D51672

Single outlet gravity pumped exposed 
with adjustable shower head

£1058.74D51673

Single outlet HP/combi exposed with 
adjustable shower head

£973.00D51674

Q Digital Q Digital

Dual outlet gravity pumped adjustable 
and fixed ceiling shower heads

£1247.56D51669

Dual outlet HP/combi adjustable and 
fixed ceiling shower heads

£1141.59D51670

5 year
guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

Digital display

Eco setting

5

Proximity 
sensor

5 year
guarantee

Digital display

Eco setting

5

Proximity 
sensor

5 year
guarantee

Digital display

Eco setting

5

Proximity 
sensor

5 year
guarantee

Digital display

Eco setting

5

Proximity 
sensor

5 year
guarantee

Digital display

Eco setting

5

Proximity 
sensor

5 year
guarantee

Digital display

Eco setting

5

Proximity 
sensor
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Dual outlet gravity pumped exposed 
with adjustable shower head and 
bath overflow filler

£1334.27D51675

Dual outlet HP/combi exposed with 
adjustable shower head and bath 
overflow filler

£1252.37D51676

Q Digital

Q Digital

Q Digital
Dual outlet gravity pumped exposed 
with adjustable and fixed ceiling 
shower heads

£1309.21D51677

Dual outlet HP/combi exposed with 
adjustable and fixed ceiling shower 
heads

£1208.06D51678

Remote control £125.23D51679

Trim pack - stardust silver £19.27D51680

Trim pack - polar white £19.27D51681

Trim pack- shadow grey £19.27D51682

Trim pack- lagoon blue £19.27D51683

Trim pack- sunrise orange £19.27D51684

Concealed HP/combi digital shower 
& kit

£412.89D50774

Concealed gravity digital shower & kit £495.46D50775

Concealed HP/combi digital shower 
with dual outlet

£569.77D50778

Concealed gravity digital shower with 
dual outlet

£652.35D50779

Zuri Zuri Zuri
Exposed HP/combi digital shower & kit £536.43D50776

Exposed gravity digital shower & kit £628.92D50777

5 year
guarantee

Digital display

Easy fit

5

5 year
guarantee

All pressure 
system suitability

Multimode 
handset spray

Eco setting

5

1.0

Minimum pressure 
bar@10l/min

5 year
guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

Eco setting

5

1.0

Minimum pressure 
bar@10l/min

5 year
guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

Eco setting

5

1.0

Minimum pressure 
bar@10l/min

5 year
guarantee

Digital display

Eco setting

5

Proximity 
sensor

5 year
guarantee

Digital display

Eco setting

5

Proximity 
sensor
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Mode Mode

Mode

Mode
Shower HP/combi ceiling fed £262.68D03122

Shower pumped ceiling fed £297.00D03123

Shower HP/combi rear fed £262.68D03118

Shower pumped rear fed £297.00D03119

Dual shower HP/combi rear fed £415.80D03120

Dual shower pumped rear fed £382.80D03121

Dual shower HP/combi ceiling fed £343.20D03124

Dual shower pumped ceiling fed £382.80D03125

5 year
guarantee

Easy fit

5

1.0

Minimum pressure 
bar@16l/min

5 year
guarantee

Easy fit

5

1.0

Minimum pressure 
bar@16l/min

5 year
guarantee

Easy fit

5

1.0

Minimum pressure 
bar@16l/min

5 year
guarantee

Easy fit

5

1.0

Minimum pressure 
bar@16l/min
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Remote controller accessory £141.90D00694

HP/combi mixer without fittings £515.90D01028

Pumped mixer without fittings £592.90D01029

Vision

Vision Dual

Vision

Vision Dual

Vision
HP/combi mixer ceiling fed £625.90D00690

Pumped mixer ceiling fed £702.90D00691

HP/combi mixer rear fed £625.90D00692

Pumped mixer rear fed £702.90D00693

HP/combi mixer ceiling fed £845.90D00893

Pumped mixer ceiling fed £922.90D00894 HP/combi mixer without fittings £625.90D00897

Pumped mixer without fittings £702.90D00898

Remote controller accessory £163.90D00899

Vision Dual
HP/combi mixer rear fed £845.90D00895

Pumped mixer rear fed £922.90D00896

5 year
guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

Digital display

Easy fit

Thermostatic 
control

5
5 year

guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

Digital display

Easy fit

Thermostatic 
control

5

5 year
guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

Digital display

Easy fit

Thermostatic 
control

5
5 year

guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

Digital display

Easy fit

Thermostatic 
control

5
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Platinum

Platinum Dual

Platinum

Platinum Dual

Platinum

Platinum Dual
HP/combi mixer ceiling fed £867.04D96027

Pumped mixer ceiling fed £945.98D96028

Remote controller accessory £168.00D96033

HP/combi mixer without fittings £641.55D96031

Pumped mixer without fittings £720.47D96032

HP/combi mixer rear fed £867.04D96029

Pumped mixer rear fed £945.98D96030

5 year
guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

Digital display

Easy fit

5
5 year

guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

Digital display

Easy fit

5

HP/combi mixer without fittings £528.79D96017

Pumped mixer without fittings £607.73D96018

Remote controller accessory £145.45D96019

Wall fed fittings kit £146.57D15014 Ceiling fed fittings kit £146.57D15013

5 year
guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

Easy fit

5
5 year

guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

Easy fit

5
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Host

Host

Host

Digital All-in-1 Wall mixer pack with riser rail circular £635.89D40114

Digital ceiling mixer pack with riser rail circular £678.86D40116

Digital mixer pumped all-in-one ceiling pack with riser rail circular £747.61D40117

Host shower packs

Digital mixer 2 outlet all-in-one ceiling pack with riser rail circular £756.21D40122

Digital mixer 2 outlet all-in-one ceiling fixed head with wall holder square £807.76D40125

Digital mixer pumped 2 outlet all-in-one ceiling fixed head with wall 
holder square

£876.50D40126

Digital single outlet mixer and control - black £549.96D40102

Digital multi outlet mixer and control - black £575.74D40104

Digital single outlet mixer pump and control - cloud grey £627.30D40107

Digital multi outlet mixer pump and control - white £644.49D40113

Digital mixer 2 outlet all-in-one wall pack with holder square £747.61D40120

Digital mixer 2 outlet all-in-one ceiling fixed head with wall holder circular £790.57D40123

Digital mixer 2 outlet all-in-one ceiling fixed head with wall holder square £807.76D40125

Remote control start stop with optional warm up £84.21D40128

5 year
guarantee

All pressure 
system suitability

Multimode 
handset spray

Digital display

Thermostatic 
control

5

0.1

Minimum pressure 
bar@5l/min

5 year
guarantee

Digital display

5

5 year
guarantee

5

5 year
guarantee

5
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wolseley.co.uk

Our online branch 
locator makes it 
easy to find your 
nearest branch 
and showroom.

Find your 
nearest branch 
and showroom 
in your pocket.
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Electric
The electric shower is hugely popular because it is easy to install due to its multiple 
cable and water entry points so it’s ideal for replacing an existing shower as there is 
little need to make new holes in the wall. They only require a mains cold water supply 
as the water is then heated quickly by passing over an element inside the unit.
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Sport
7.5kW white and chrome £292.02D00451

9.0kW white and chrome plated £303.30D00452

9.8kW white and chrome £314.57D00453

10.8kW white and chrome £325.84D00454

8.5kW - white and chrome £265.79D50549

9.5kW - white £174.41D03035

Joy Bliss White
8.5kW - silver and chrome £223.68D50547

8.5kW - white and chrome £203.25D50545

9.5kW - metallic silver and chrome £223.68D50548

9.5kW - white and chrome £203.25D50546

9.5kW - white £290.94D50487

9.5kW - white and chrome £265.79D50550

10.5kW - white and chrome £265.79D50551

Bliss Black

9.5kW - black £317.10D50490

9.5kW - black and chrome £277.40D50553

10.5kW - black and chrome £277.40D50554

8.5kW - black and chrome £277.40D50552

Lumi
8.5kW white and chrome £454.77D53201

10.5kW white and chrome £516.09D53203

8.5kW chrome £454.77D53204

9.5kW chrome £485.43D53205

10.5kW chrome £516.09D53206

Tempesta
8.5kW white and nightime grey £206.00J11550

9.5kW white and nightime grey £237.05J11551

9.5kW white and frosted granite £330.22J11552

2 year
guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

Thermostatic 
control

2

0.9

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min

2 year
guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

Thermostatic 
control

2

2 year
guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

Digital display

Thermostatic 
control

2
2 year

guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

Digital display

Thermostatic 
control

2

2 year
guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

Digital display

Thermostatic 
control

2
2 year

guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

2

1.0

Minimum pressure 
bar@24.9l/min
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Galena
9.8kW black flock glass £570.90D93062

9.8kW slate effect £614.90D93059

9.8kW light stone £614.90D93060

9.8kW metallic silver glass £504.90D93061

Sport Max
9.0kW white & chrome £368.50D00457

10.8kW white & chrome £379.50D00458

Sport Thermostatic
9.0kW white & chrome £377.72D00455

9.8kW white & chrome £388.99D00456

Sport Multi-fit
9.0kW white & chrome £321.34D00459

9.8kW white & chrome £332.61D00460

Jump
8.5kW £163.90D90813

9.5kW £174.90D90814

10.8kW £185.90D90815

7.5kW £152.90D90816

Azora
9.8kW £460.90D62113

2 year
guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

Eco setting

Thermostatic 
control

2

0.7

Minimum pressure 
bar@4.8l/min

2 year
guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

Thermostatic 
control

2

0.7

Minimum pressure 
bar@5.2l/min

2 year
guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

Thermostatic 
control

2

0.7

Minimum pressure 
bar@5.2l/min

2 year
guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

Eco setting

Thermostatic 
control

2

0.7

Minimum pressure 
bar@4.8l/min

2 year
guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

Eco setting

Thermostatic 
control

2

2 year
guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

Eco setting

2

0.7

Minimum pressure 
bar@4.8l/min
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T80Z Fast-fit T80Z Fast-fit Eco
7.5kW white and chrome £154.79D00464

8.5kW white and chrome £176.94D00465

9.5kW white and chrome £165.17D00466

10.5kW white and chrome £165.18D00467

8.5kW eco white and chrome £186.21D00468

8.5kW chrome £290.82D00469

9.5kW chrome £248.85D00470

T80Z Thermostatic
8.5kW £223.08D00445

9.5kW £268.55D00446

10.5kW £277.60D00447

T80Z Pro-fit
Amore

7.5kW £262.77D80056

8.5kW £275.04D80057

9.5kW £287.33D80058

10.5kW £299.58D80059

8.5kW eco £311.87D80060

8.5kW - gloss white £379.51D76447

9.5kW - gloss white £393.49D76448

8.5kW - gloss black £379.51D76449

9.5kW - gloss black £393.49D76450

8.5kW - brushed steel £379.51D76451

9.5kW - brushed steel £393.49D76452

Aspirante
8.5 kW gloss white £188.99D79025

9.5 kW gloss white £194.13D79031

2 year
guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

Easy fit

2

1.0

Minimum pressure 
bar@10l/min

2 year
guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

Easy fit

2

1.0

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min

2 year
guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

Easy fit

2

1.0

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min

2 year
guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

2

1.0

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min

2 year
guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

2

1.0

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min

2 year
guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

2

1.0

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min
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Aspirante
8.5 kW brushed steel £188.99D79029

9.5 kW brushed steel £194.13D79035

Aspirante
8.5 kW gloss black £188.99D79026

9.5 kW gloss black £194.13D79032

2 year
guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

2

1.0

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min

2 year
guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

2

1.0

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min

Shower selector
Select the right shower and accessories quickly and easily – 
now updated with over 1300 showers to choose from.

Visit wolseley.co.uk to find out more 
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Vigour AS2000XT T90XR

Power
Power showers work in the same way as 
mixer showers, combining hot and cold water 
to a pre-set temperature. They have an inbuilt 
pump which makes them perfect for homes 
suffering from low pressure.

Thermostatic power shower £258.19D62129 Thermostatic power shower £458.18D72147 8.5kW £323.25D72187

9.5kW £332.72D72188

1 year
guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

Thermostatic 
control

1

0.1

Minimum pressure 
bar@14l/min

2 year
guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

2

0.1

Minimum pressure 
bar@14l/min

2 year
guarantee

Multimode 
handset spray

2

1.0

Minimum pressure 
bar@8l/min
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Round shower arm £14.75A05034

Square shower arm £20.56A05035

Accessories
Keep your morning routine running smoothly 
with our wide range of shower accessories to 
suit any shower solution. Because bathroom 
suites get used daily, they need to be well 
maintained. Replacing key parts every now 
and then will make sure that your system stays 
working as it should.

Shower accessories

Round shower head £13.34A05036

Square shower head £14.09A05037

Round shower handset £4.67A05038

Square shower handset £5.82A05039

Shower set single function handset £21.73A05049

Shower set multi-function handset £28.42A05050

Multi-function luxury handset £8.32A05048

Round wall outlet with hanset holder £11.15A05055

Square wall outlet with hanset holder £12.17A05056

Shower hose 11mm bore 1.5mtr £5.67A05052

Shower hose 11mm bore 1.75mtr £6.38A05053

new

new

new

new new

new new

new

new

new

new

new
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Shower pumps

Home boost pump

Bathroom pumps

Smooth shower hose - wipe clean 2mtr £7.84A05054

Thermostatic bath shower mixer £112.29A05040

Single function handset white £3.12A05044

Single function handset chrome £4.31A05045

Multi-function handset white £4.02A05047

Multi-function handset chrome £4.96A05046

Shower handset and wall bracket £10.29A05051

Single function fixed head 70mm £4.11A05058

Single function fixed head 
and arm 70mm

£9.93A05059

Push button slider bracket £2.43A05060

Shower rail chrome £13.38A05057

Center shower pump 1.5 bar twin £130.68D01695

Center shower pump 2.0 bar twin £151.80D01696

Eve variable bar twin uni shower pump £696.90C88086

HomeBoost 1.6 bar mains booster pump £382.08D00601

Salamander CT 1.8 bar twin postive head £322.56C88060

Salamander CT 2.6 bar twin postive head £395.36C88061

Salamander CT 1.8 bar twin universal £727.93C88062

Salamander CT 2.6 bar twin universal £800.86C88063

Salamander CT 2.6 bar single universal £511.50C88064

new new

new

new new

new new

new

new

new
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Turn on  
to taps

Taps

It’s natural to think first about the bigger elements of your bathroom,  
but little things like taps can make a big impact on your finished space.  
There are lots of styles and designs to consider, so we’ve created this  
handy guide to help find the best taps for your bathroom.

Choosing the right taps

Some taps need a certain pressure to  
work properly. Save time and money  
by asking a plumber to confirm the 
pressure of your bathroom, to ensure  
you choose the right products.  

Water pressure
If you’re worried about hand strength, 
try an alternative to the traditional 
turning mechanisms. Modern lever style 
taps are easier to operate, and bring a 
contemporary look and touch of style.

Handles
Check the hole placements 
on the item you’re fitting 
the taps to. It may help 
make your choices.

Tap holes
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Basin and bath taps
Basin and bath are the most commonly used  
taps in the bathroom. There are many styles 
to choose from, each changing the look and 
functionality of your space.

Mixer taps 
Mixer taps are more popular than ever, as they 
deliver your ideal temperature combination in 
just one flow. They require one tap hole basins 
and are a great solution for smaller spaces.

Wall-mounted taps 
Not attached to the basin and 
as such add a clean, modern, 
look to any bathroom. 

Neat ideas for taps

Bath shower 
mixer taps 

Efficient way to get 
the best of both 

worlds. Installing 
a shower above 

your bath is a great 
space-saver and even 

allows you to rinse 
the bath after use. 

For a traditional look, 
fit the showerhead 
on top of the mixer 

taps, or hang it on a 
wall bracket for more 
modern, hands–free 

showering. 

Pillar taps 
A traditional design 

with separate hot  
and cold water  

taps. They work  
with two tap hole 

basins and are simple  
and easy to use.

We have a wide range of 
guarantees covering all our 
products for your peace of mind.

Pressure can vary depending 
on a number of factors. We 
have a tap for every solution.

Water-efficiency makes it 
possible to be environmentally 
responsible without radically 
altering your bathroom.

Unique system features allow 
for flexible and simple install.

Water Regulation 
Advisory Scheme.

X year
guarantee

Pressure system 
suitability

Easy fit

X

Eco setting

Key features:

These are the recommended 
minimum pressures to 
achieve a good flow rate.Minimum operating 

pressure

0.0
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We have a huge range of tap design offerings to suit all 
preferences. So if you are looking to complete a new 
bathroom or are just updating the look of an existing 
one, we will have the right tap for the job.

Taps
Not sure of a tap design?

nabis 199
Bristan 206
Ideal Standard 213
Grohe 216
Wastes 218
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Low pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.3

Low pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.3

Medium pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.4

Medium pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.5

Low pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.3

Low pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.3

Low pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Low pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.3

Strong, smooth lines, an 
elegant, contemporary range.

Smooth curves for a modern 
bathroom, a stylish choice.

Corda Swish
5 year

guarantee

5
5 year

guarantee

5

Basin mixer
A05025  £75.49

2 tap hole bath/
showerback mixer and kit
A05026  £150.22

2 tap hole bath filler
A05027  £119.99

Basin mixer
A05028  £78.02

Basin pillar taps
A05029  £82.51

Bath pillar taps
A05030  £93.27

2 tap hole bath/
showerback mixer and kit
A05031  £138.97

2 tap hole bath filler
A05032  £114.83
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Low pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Low pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.3

Low pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Low pressure 
system suitability

Minimum operating 
pressure0.3

Low pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.3

Medium pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.4

Low pressure 
system suitability

Minimum operating 
pressure0.3

Low pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.3

An elegant, timeless range for 
a traditional look and feel.

Striking lines and a sleek design 
for any modern bathroom.

Barford Ossia
5 year

guarantee

5
5 year

guarantee

5

Lever basin pillar taps
A05017  £78.07

Lever bath pillar taps
A05018  £92.83

2 tap hole lever bath/
showerback mixer and kit
A05019  £209.30

2 tap hole lever bath filler
A05020  £140.71

Lever basin mixer
A05021  £94.03

Basin mixer
A05022  £80.25

2 tap hole bath/
showerback mixer and kit
A05023  £150.62

2 tap hole bath filler
A05024  £119.99
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Lever basin pillar taps
A05490  £65.66

Lever 2 tap hole mixer 
and kit
A05492  £133.33

Low pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.3

Low pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Low pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Low pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Low pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Low pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Low pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Low pressure 
system suitability

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Low pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.3

Medium pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.5

Low pressure 
system suitability

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Low pressure 
system suitability

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

A contemporary range with a 
hint of a traditional feel.

A modern single lever range designed 
with ease of use in mind.

Galene Alia
5 year

guarantee

5
5 year

guarantee

5

Lever bath pillar taps
A05491  £83.80

Lever 2 tap hole bath filler
A05493  £107.72

Lever cloakroom  
basin mixer
A05494  £58.11

Lever basin mixer
A05495  £61.97

Lever basin mixer tap
A05401  £50.55

2 tap hole bath filler
A05402  £89.07

2 tap hole bath/shower 
mixer and kit
A05403  £99.77

Basin taps
A05404  £39.91
Bath taps
A05405  £46.55

Basin mixer no waste
A05406  £43.56

Monobloc bath filler tap
A05407  £89.06
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Basin pillar taps
A05410  £43.93

Low pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Low pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Medium pressure 
system suitability

Minimum operating 
pressure0.5

Medium pressure 
system suitability

Minimum operating 
pressure0.5

Medium pressure 
system suitability

Minimum operating 
pressure0.5

Medium pressure 
system suitability

Minimum operating 
pressure0.5

A contemporary, minimalist single 
lever range. Simple and stylish.

Circo
5 year

guarantee

5

Basin mixer no waste
A05408  £67.17

Mini basin mixer no waste
A05409  £59.44

Bath pillar taps
A05411  £49.10

2 tap hole bath/
showerback mixer and kit
A05412  £109.78

2 tap hole bath filler
A05413  £94.27

Low pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Medium pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.5

Low pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Low pressure 
system suitability

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

A contemporary, curvaceous design 
statement for any modern bathroom.

Sweep
5 year

guarantee

5

Basin mixer no waste
A05414  £93.01

Mini basin mixer no waste
A05415  £81.38

2 tap hole bath/
showerback mixer and kit
A05416  £149.81

2 tap hole bath filler
A05417  £135.61
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Low pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Low pressure 
system suitability

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Low pressure 
system suitability

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

An elegant waterfall spout 
for a touch of luxury.

Torc
5 year

guarantee

5

Basin mixer no waste
A05418  £93.12

2 tap hole bath/
showerback mixer and kit
A05419  £146.32

2 tap hole bath filler
A05420  £133.04

Low pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Low pressure 
system suitability

Minimum operating 
pressure0.3

Low pressure 
system suitability

Minimum operating 
pressure0.3

Low pressure 
system suitability

Minimum operating 
pressure0.3

Contrasting design with sharp 
edges meeting smooth curves 
and an open water flow.

Inga
5 year

guarantee

5

Basin mixer no waste
A05421  £79.16

Mini basin mixer no waste
A05422  £68.23

2 tap hole bath/
showerback mixer and kit
A05423  £133.02

2 tap hole bath filler
A05424  £119.71
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Low pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Medium pressure 
system suitability

Minimum operating 
pressure0.5

Low pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Medium pressure 
system suitability

Minimum operating 
pressure0.5

Striking cubic design, a bold 
contemporary statement.

Vector
5 year

guarantee

5

Basin mixer no waste
A05425  £93.12

Mini basin mixer no waste
A05426  £79.81

2 tap hole bath filler
A05427  £133.02

2 tap hole bath/
showerback mixer and Kit
A05428  £146.29

Low pressure 
system suitability

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Medium pressure 
system suitability

Minimum operating 
pressure0.5

Low pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Medium pressure 
system suitability

Minimum operating 
pressure0.5

Medium pressure 
system suitability

Minimum operating 
pressure0.5

Contemporary crosshead range, a fusion 
of modern style with classic design hints.

Genius II
5 year

guarantee

5

Basin pillar taps
A05434  £42.55

Basin mixer no waste
A05435  £70.48

Bath pillar taps
A05436  £47.88

2 tap hole bath filler
A05437  £79.80

2 tap hole bath/shower 
mixer and Kit
A05438  £106.40
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Wolseley.co.uk
Our website helps you  
manage your business and 
now work even smarter.

Register today
60 seconds is all it takes.  
wolseley.co.uk/register

Manage your account
And check the status of all orders,  
whether placed in branch or online.

Order online
For collection at any branch  
or delivery to site.

Check stock and prices
View availability and personalised 
trade prices.

Low pressure 
system suitability

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Low pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Low pressure 
system suitability

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Traditional design, appealing to 
classic taste, yet fully equipped with 
up to the minute technology.

Regal
5 year

guarantee

5

Bath pillar taps
A05429  £37.47

2 tap hole bath/
showerbath mixer and kit
A05430  £89.12

2 tap hole bath filler
A05431  £76.22

Basin pillar taps
A05432  £33.57

Basin mixer  
no waste
A05433  £54.26

Low pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Low pressure 
system suitability

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2
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Bath taps
C63121  £121.64

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.3

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

The practical, affordable, range of 
value products are easy to use and are 
great for utilities and workspaces.

Value
5 year

guarantee

5

Lever basin taps - chrome 
plated with ceramic
C69040  £39.00

Lever bath taps - chrome 
plated with ceramic
C69042  £44.28

Club basin taps with metal 
heads - chrome plated
C69013  £31.23

Club bath taps with metal 
heads - chrome plated
C69015  £34.68

Basin mixer and  
clicker waste
C01161  £114.53

Basin taps
C63120  £87.02

Dual control basin mixer 
and clicker waste
C63122  £143.01

Deck bath shower mixer 
and kit
C63125  £195.10

Deck bath filler
C63124  £160.63

Fresh and modern with curves in all the right 
places, your search for the perfect tap is over. 
Contemporary practicality, made to last.

Quest
5 year

guarantee

5
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Suitable for all 
pressure systems

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.3

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.3

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Fun and funky with a forward slant, this 
contemporary tap range is a fabulous way 
to refurb your basins or bath instantly.

Orta
5 year

guarantee

5

Dare to be square with the handsome 
lines and bold individuality of this 
high quality tap range.

Cobalt
5 year

guarantee

5

Basin mixer and  
clicker waste
C69080  £86.38

Basin taps
C69078  £86.81

Deck bath filler
C69082  £148.77

Deck bath shower mixer 
and kit
C69083  £183.02

Bath taps
C69079  £109.18

Basin taps
D77272  £124.69

Bath taps
D77273  £147.58

Basin mixer
D77274  £114.55

Bath shower mixer
D77275  £239.10

Bath filler
D77276  £204.78
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Suitable for all 
pressure systems

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

Minimum operating 
pressure0.3

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

Minimum operating 
pressure0.3

A statement spout gives this twist 
control tap range a contemporary look, 
perfect for modern bathrooms.

Capri
5 year

guarantee

5

Basin mixer and  
pop-up waste
C63026  £113.25

Basin taps
C63024  £110.29

Deck bath filler
C63027  £183.16

Deck bath shower mixer 
and kit
C63028  £216.52

Bath taps
C63025  £131.37

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

A combination of simple styling 
and an easy to use loop handle. 
A timeless design.

Smile

Basin mixer with  
click waste
C26210  £87.71

Basin taps
C26208  £79.20

Bath taps
C26209  £100.32

Bath/shower mixer and kit
C26211  £168.03

Bath filler
C26212  £136.35

5 year
guarantee

5
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Suitable for all 
pressure systems

Minimum operating 
pressure0.3

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

Minimum operating 
pressure0.3

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

Minimum operating 
pressure0.3

Simple and contemporary with a touch of 
fun, featuring super soft, rounded edges, 
and contemporary flat surfaces.

Frenzy
5 year

guarantee

5

Basin taps
D76422  £143.00

Bath taps
D76423  £158.92

Basin mixer with waste
D76424  £104.52

Bath filler
D76425  £248.78

Bath shower mixer
D76426  £278.75

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

Minimum operating 
pressure0.5

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

Minimum operating 
pressure0.3

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

Minimum operating 
pressure0.3

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

The artful basin stunner redefines the 
grace of your basin due to its modern 
design and captivating chrome finish.

Quadrato

Basin taps
C44433  £132.00

Bath taps
C44434  £150.72

Bath shower mixer with kit
C44438  £294.62

Bath filler
C44439  £262.95

Eco basin mixer  
pop-up waste
D77086  £125.67

5 year
guarantee

5

Eco  
setting
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Suitable for all 
pressure systems

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Simple contemporary design.

Prism

Basin taps
C44910  £152.13

Bath taps
C44912  £179.54

Pillar bath/shower mixer
C44924  £354.76

Pillar bath filler
C44928  £297.12

Basin mixer  
excluding waste
C46158  £124.61

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

Minimum operating 
pressure0.4

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

A beautiful feminine design which is 
complemented by both traditional and 
contemporary styling.

Hourglass
5 year

guarantee

5

Basin pillar taps
D77189  £93.99

Deck filler tap
D60110  £231.27

Bath pillar taps
D77190  £136.22

Monobloc tap
D60111  £262.94
Deck filler tap
D60112  £315.75

Deck bath shower mixer
D60113  £484.71

Basin mixer with  
clicker waste
D77191  £178.78

Deck bath filler
D77192  £231.27
Deck bath shower mixer 
and kit
D77193  £284.07

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

5 year
guarantee

5
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Descent will add drama to even the 
simplest of bathroom designs with 
its bold spout and arched design.

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

Minimum operating 
pressure0.3

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Descent

Basin mixer
C79880  £167.91

Bath filler
C79881  £315.75

Bath shower mixer
C79883  £368.54

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Edwardian inspired styling to give your 
bathroom decor that timeless quality 
that will never date.

1901
5 year

guarantee

5

Basin mixer  
chrome with  
ceramic disc valves
D77384  £137.68

Basin taps chrome with 
ceramic disc valves
D77378  £92.69

Basin pillar taps 1/2 ceramic 
disc valves - gold plated
D77379  £147.58

Luxury pillar bath shower 
mixer tap - chrome plated
D77392  £490.77

Bath taps chrome with 
ceramic disc valves
D77380  £115.68

5 year
guarantee

5
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  *  Check with your local branch as some deliveries 
may not be available until 9am due to local 
access restrictions.

**  Express service payable by account customer 
and subject to geographic restrictions.

Easier and 
earlier 
collections
We’ve introduced overnight 
deliveries, which means you 
can lay your hands on more 
products when you need them.

Order by phone or in branch 
before 4.30pm and collect next day 
in branch from 7.30am.*

Or have it delivered next day to 
an address of your choice by 
10.30am.**

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

Minimum operating 
pressure0.4

Suitable for all 
pressure systems

Minimum operating 
pressure0.3

Bristan Alp has soft, smooth lines 
and a unique curved shape give this 
unusual tap a chic, urban appeal.

Alp

Basin mixer - chrome
C79859  £157.34

2 hole bath filler - chrome
C79857  £273.51

5 year
guarantee

5
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Low & high pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.1

Low & high pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.1

Low & high pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.1

Low & high pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Low & high pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Tempo
5 year

guarantee

5
Easy 
fit

Eco  
setting

5 year
guarantee

5
Eco  

setting

2 tap hole bath shower 
mixer and kit
C24988  £204.12

Deck bath filler
C24987  £177.49
Monobloc bath filler
C24989  £177.49

Monobloc bath shower 
mixer and kit
C24990  £204.12
Single lever bidet mixer 
and pop-up waste
C24993  £131.73

Dual control basin mixer - 
no waste
C24985  £121.19

Single lever basin mixer 
and pop-up waste
C24991  £121.19

Single lever basin mixer 
no waste
C24992  £100.37

Basin taps
C24986  £105.39

High pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.5

High pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.5

High pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.3

High pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.3

High pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.3

Calista range is smart, clean and 
stylish whilst combining quality, 
value and choice.

Calista

Basin rim mounted  
pillar taps
B88656  £76.03

Basin mixer with  
pop up waste
B88658  £87.43

Bath pillar taps chrome
B88914  £103.49

Bath rim  
mounted pillar taps
B88657  £91.23

Filler tap
B88665  £103.18

Bath filler chrome  
1 tap hole
B88664  £118.66

Bath shower mixer and  
kit chrome
B88659  £103.18

Basin mixer chrome
B88660  £118.66

Tempo features a combination of 
gentle curves and straight edges 
which makes the range perfect 
to suit softer round or harder 
square basins and suites.
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Bath shower mixer 2 tap 
hole and kit chrome
B88924  £184.80

Low & high pressure 
system suitability

Minimum operating 
pressure0.1

Low & high pressure 
system suitability

Minimum operating 
pressure0.3

Low & high pressure 
system suitability

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

High pressure 
system suitability

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

High pressure 
system suitability

Minimum operating 
pressure0.1

With its iconic cylindrical 
body shape Ceraline packs a 
sophisticated design punch. 
Its styling will elevate any 
contemporary suite to an 
architectural level.

Ceraline

High pressure 
system suitability

Minimum operating 
pressure0.3

High pressure 
system suitability

Minimum operating 
pressure0.3

High pressure 
system suitability

Minimum operating 
pressure0.3

High pressure 
system suitability

Minimum operating 
pressure0.3

High pressure 
system suitability

Minimum operating 
pressure0.3

Our premium range of fittings is 
designed for ultimate performance 
and contemporary statement 
styling. The distinctively slender 
design echoes the light elegance  
of the Concept Air collection.

Concept Air
5 year

guarantee

5
Easy 
fit

Eco  
setting

5 year
guarantee

5
Easy 
fit

Eco  
setting

Mini basin mixer no waste
B88918  £110.88

Basin mixer click waste
B88919  £110.88

Bath pillar taps
B88920  £110.88

Rim mounted  
bath pillar taps
B88921  £133.06 Bath shower mixer  

and kit chrome
B88922  £184.80

Bath filler chrome
B88923  £212.52

2 tap hole wall mounted 
bath shower mixer
T04224  £250.46

Basin mixer slim
B88929  £184.80

Basin mixer slim
B88930  £212.52

Basin mixer
B88931  £184.80

Basin mixer
B88932  £212.52

Basin mixer slim vessell
B88933  £184.80

Tall vessel basin mixer
B88934  £332.64

Rim mounted bidet mixer 
slim push up waste 
B88935  £231.00

Bath shower mixer 2 tap 
hole chrome
B88936  £369.60

Bath shower mixer 
exposed chrome
B88937  £425.04
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High pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.3

High pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.3

High pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.3

High pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.3

A modern solution suitable 
for everything from bathroom 
to kitchen taps, basins, 
showers and bidets.

Ceraflex
5 year

guarantee

5
Easy 
fit

Eco  
setting

5 year
guarantee

5
Easy 
fit

Eco  
setting

Basin mixers and  
pop-up waste
C83219  £95.45

Basin mixer no waste
C83220  £83.00

Single lever bath filler
C83221  £132.80

Single lever bath  
shower mixer
C83222  £152.72

Low & high pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.3

Low & high pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.3

Low & high pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.3

Low & high pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Low & high pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Tesi mixers express quality, style 
and versatility in equal measure.

Tesi

Basin mixer chrome
T04225  £153.06
Basin mixer chrome vessel
T04226  £132.10

Tall vessel  
basin mixer
T04227  £239.57

Basin mixer chrome
T04228  £133.09

2 hole dual control  
bath filler
T04230  £217.79

2 hole dual control  
bath shower mixer with 
shower set
T04231  £250.46
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Low pressure 
system suitability

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

High pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure1.0

High pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

With its smooth lever movement 
and the glossy GROHE StarLight 
surface, it will be a real gem in 
your household.

Eurosmart

Basin mixer
C00004  £81.09

Basin mixer with waste 
chrome plated
J45259  £89.67

Deck mounted bath filler 
tap chrome plated
J77940  £173.49

High pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure1.0

Low pressure 
system suitability

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Low pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Low pressure 
system suitability

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Low pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Eurosmart Cosmo

Basin mixer chrome plated
C09273  £102.62

Basin mixer tap with 
pop-up waste
J05622  £106.98

Smooth body bath mixer 
tap with pop-up waste
J05623  £101.63

Bath filler tap  
chrome plated
J78002  £196.77

Bath shower mixer tap 
chrome plated
J78003  £235.53

Featuring a solid metal handle and 
forward-leaning dynamic lines.

5 year
guarantee

5
Easy 
fit

Eco  
setting

5 year
guarantee

5
Easy 
fit
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Operating element low 
pressure tap with smooth 
body 35mm
J97945  £116.79

Basin mixer tap  
chrome plated
C00247  £126.60

Deck mounted bath filler 
tap chrome plated
J77946  £224.74

Deck mounted bath 
shower mixer tap  
chrome plated
J77947  £254.19

Combining stylish minimalist 
design with superior ergonomics 
to reflect the core values of the 
Cosmopolitan design.

High pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure1.0

Low pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Low pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

Concetto

Low pressure 
system suitability

WRAS approved

Minimum operating 
pressure0.2

OHM single lever basin 
mixer tap M
C01679  £76.67

Pillar tap basin UK
C01689  £101.15

Basin mixer tap
J98062  £60.69

OHM single lever bath and 
shower mixer tap
C01693  £79.63

Deck mounted bath 
shower mixer
C01695  £188.34

High pressure 
system suitability

Minimum operating 
pressure1.0

High pressure 
system suitability

Minimum operating 
pressure1.0

High pressure 
system suitability

Minimum operating 
pressure1.0

Low pressure 
system suitability

Minimum operating 
pressure0.5

High pressure 
system suitability

Minimum operating 
pressure1.0

Crafted from high quality materials 
and finished in a special chrome 
coating that is scratch resistant 
and easy to clean.

BauEdge
5 year

guarantee

5
Easy 
fit

Eco  
setting

5 year
guarantee

5
Easy 
fit

Eco  
setting
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1 1/4” Basin waste, slotted, brass 
bodied, plastic plug, plastic backnut

£8.45C50020

1 1/4” Basin waste, slotted, brass 
bodied, plastic plug, brass backnut

£7.62C50204

1 1/4” Basin waste, slotted, brass 
bodied, metal plug, brass backnut

£41.40C50208

1 1/4” Basin waste, slotted, brass 
bodied, metal plug, brass backnut

£12.65C50021

1 1/4” Basin waste, slotted, captive, 
metal plug, plastic backnut

£13.07C50160

Waste plug and chain £14.63C50080

1 1/4” Basin waste, slotted, captive 
metal plug, metal backnut

£12.27C50161

Pop-up waste £16.36C50530
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to suit any need.



1 1/4” Basin waste, captive, rotary, 
slotted

£17.03C50535

1 1/4” Basin waste, captive, rotary, 
unslotted

£14.23C50536

1 1/2”FG long/solid grid waste - 
chrome plated

£13.75C50154

1 1/4”FG long/solid grid waste - 
chrome plated

£14.58C50152

1 1/4”FG waste slotted 3 1/2”  
T - chrome plated

£10.96C50156 Brass domed sprung basin waste £17.04C50531

1 1/4” Bottle trap £22.57C62000 1 1/2” Bottle trap £30.39C62001

32mm Contemporary bottle trap £36.93C20226
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Make it 
a space 
you love

Heated towel rails 
and decorative radiators
Towel rails and radiators are very similar, 
although towel rails give off slightly 
less heat as they are designed to warm 
towels, not whole rooms. 

Towel rails are often polished or glossy, 
generally made from stainless steel or 
carbon and chrome plated, and add a 
sense of style to any bathroom. 

Designer radiators are another stylish 
way to heat your bathroom. Just as sleek 
as a heated towel rail, they too add an 
element of luxury to any space.

Heating your bathroom requires careful consideration.  
It’s one of the only rooms where you’re often undressed 
and it’s frequently damp and humid. The good news is that 
we have many types of heating to inspire your final choice. 

Heating

Which should I choose?

Radiators give out extra heat 
which is perfect for a larger 
bathroom, whereas smaller 
spaces may only need a towel 
rail to keep things cosy.

Electric rails are a great way 
to heat your morning towel, 
without the need to fire up a 
full central heating system, 
perfect for summer.

If you use your bathroom 
in the evening, when your 
heating is already on, you 
might not need an additional 
towel rail. 

As towel rails are generally 
slim and mounted on walls, 
they’re great for adding heat 
to smaller spaces.

Underfloor heating
If you like the idea of stepping onto a lovely warm  
floor, then electric underfloor heating is the 
perfect choice. It’s another method that gently 
heats the room, saving space and saying goodbye 
to cold tiled floors. Underfloor heating is great for 
smaller and minimal design spaces, and with no 
exposed heat source, a safer option for families 
with young children.

p205-206
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Ventilation

Take 
a fresh  
approach

Bathroom fans
We have a huge range of fans to choose 
from, so you can find the perfect one for 
your space. You may want to consider 
one of our shower fans. The Xpelair 
Illumi shower fan includes a light to 
provide ventilation and illumination at 
the same time.

If you’re into your technology, you may 
want to look at our app-controlled fan.  
It’s controlled via Bluetooth, and 
activated by light movement and shadow.

Helpful hint:

Always ensure that your 
bathroom fan has the  
capacity to cope with your  
size of bathroom. 

Find our full range of fans from p228

Get the look:

Bathrooms are generally small spaces 
full of moisture and humidity and 
therefore need good ventilation.  
The right ventilation creates fresh  
and healthy indoor environments, free 
from condensation, mould and damp.  
We have a wide range of products to 
help remove the ‘fog’ that collects on 
mirrors and walls. A simple bathroom 
fan can save you money in the long  
run keeping building materials such  
as woodwork safe from deterioration.
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Regardless of the type of bathroom you have decided 
upon don’t forget to consider your heating and 
ventilation options. From ventilation products for your 
bathroom or shower, through to stylish radiators or 
underfloor heating, we have the solution for you.

Heating and ventilation
All the solutions you’ll need

Towel warmers 223
Decorative 225
Electric 227
Ventilation 228
Electric underfloor
heating 230
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Straight Curved
Lois

Juliet Bess Slimline

2 year
guarantee

2

Add extra functionality to smaller 
bathrooms or shower rooms without 
taking up valuable floor space.

Towel warmers

Valves
These valves are compatible with our range of towel warmers and radiators

862x450mm - chrome £118.98219476

1222x500mm - chrome £188.79219479

1807x600mm - chrome £277.59219482

862x500mm - chrome £142.74219483

1222x500mm - chrome £204.63219485

1807x600mm - chrome £316.01219488

800x500mm - chrome £261.50200391

1200x500mm - chrome £342.09200392

828x500mm - chrome £236.76200395

1200x500mm - chrome £298.39200396

1188x500mm - chrome £123.68262554

1600x500mm - chrome £182.78262556

Danfoss bright white 
right hand towel rail 
valves

£83.82246233

Danfoss bright white 
left hand towel rail 
valves

£182.71246228

Myson Petite 15mm 
chrome TRV & 
lockshield - straight

£33.69247868

Myson Petite 15mm 
chrome TRV & 
lockshield - angled

£36.62247867

Pegler Yorkshire ultra 
modern 15mm decorative 
valve pack - straight

£93.60250970

Pegler Yorkshire ultra 
modern 15mm decorative 
valve pack - angled

£80.20250969

Inta modern chrome 
decorative radiator 
valves angled pairs

£14.40250799

Inta modern chrome 
decorative radiator 
valves straight pairs

£12.49250798

15 year
warranty

15
5 year

warranty

5
5 year

warranty

5

15 year
warranty

15
15 year

warranty

15
5 year

warranty

5

800x500mm chrome £128.78200406

1200x500mm - chrome £184.73200407

2 year
guarantee

2
5 year

guarantee

5
2 year

guarantee

2
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Katherine
Imogen

Tilly
Anna

Karly

Optia

1200x500mm - chrome £272.24200405

Floor standing 965x673mm £387.46200401

Wall mounted 740x675mm £426.19200402

800x400mm - chrome £296.10200408

800x500mm - chrome £305.63200409

1200x500mm - chrome £308.74200410

1080x500mm - chrome £337.17200411

1460x500mm - chrome £442.03200412 1800x200mm - metallic grey £1251.65274151

Valves
These valves are compatible with our range of towel warmers and radiators

Danfoss chrome right 
hand towel rail valves

£201.55246229

Danfoss chrome left 
hand towel rail valves

£201.55246226

Inta decorative chrome 
TRV & lockshield pack 
- angled

£22.93250804

Inta decorative chrome 
TRV & lockshield pack 
- straight

£23.11250805

Terrier white & chrome 
finish decorative 15mm 
TRV & lockshield - angled

£27.57S25052

Terrier white & chrome 
finish decorative 15mm 
TRV & lockshield - straight

£29.81S25053

Pegler Yorkshire cross 
top 15mm decorative 
valves - straight

£68.36250976

Pegler Yorkshire cross 
top 15mm decorative 
valves - angled

£44.26250975

1200x500mm - chrome £298.37200393

15 year
warranty

15
15 year

warranty

15

15 year
warranty

15
5 year

warranty

5

15 year
warranty

15

15 year
warranty

15

2 year
guarantee

2
2 year

guarantee

2
5 year

guarantee

5
5 year

guarantee

5
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2 / 3 Column

Kit

Madaline

Amelia

Designer radiators are now just as sleek as any 
heated towel rail, however they output more 
heat into the room.

Decorative

Kit 1800x358mm - chrome £346.47200403

Clip rail accessory 358mm - chrome £40.18200404 800x352mm - chrome £238.95200394

Valves
These valves are compatible with our range of towel warmers and radiators

18 months
guarantee

18

Terrier two tone chrome 
finish decorative 15mm 
TRV & lockshield - angled

£31.50S25047

Terrier two tone chrome 
finish decorative 15mm 
TRV & lockshield - straight

£33.08S25048

Drayton TRV4 classic 
with 15mm angled valve 
& lockshield

£32.23247436

Drayton TRV4 classic 
with 15mm straight 
valve & lockshield

£25.10247403

Myson Petite 15mm 
nickle plated TRV & 
lockshield - angled

£17.65304641

Myson Petite 15mm 
nickle plated TRV & 
lockshield - straight

£9.71304698

1000x362mm - chrome £164.44200397

1600x454mm - chrome £312.31200398

Clip rail accessory 362mm - chrome £31.83200399

Clip rail accessory 454mm - chrome £40.18200400

3-column 300x800mm £164.25230916

3-column 300x1000mm £208.46230917

2-column 450x600mm £126.34230904

2-column 450x800mm £164.25230905

2-column 2000x300mm £176.88230913

2-column 2000x400mm £202.15230914

Danfoss RAS-D2 chrome 
TRV & lockshield pack 
- angled

£29.83246065

10/15mm RAS-D2 straight 
TRV & lockshield chrome

£40.82246076

15/10/8mm RAS-D2 
straight chrome TRV

£29.24246071

10/15mm RAS-D2 angled 
TRV & lockshield chrome

£40.82246066

15 year
warranty

15

15 year
warranty

15
10 year

warranty

10

15 year
warranty

15

2 year
guarantee

2
5 year

guarantee

5
5 year

guarantee

5
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Aqua Ultra

Adagio

Slieve Concord

2 Column Plaza
600x1000mm - anthracite £257.75230936

600x1200mm - anthracite £303.24230937

2000x500mm - anthracite £251.87230938

Single 1800x525mm - white £251.65269844

Single 2000x525mm - white £262.06269846

Double 1800x595mm - white £456.31268533

1800x520mm - white £553.55266014

1800x600mm - white £602.54266015

1800x680mm - white £644.72268455

Valve not included for Plaza and Adagio. Further sizes are available, 
please contact your local branch or showroom for more details

Danfoss RAS-D2 white TRV 
& lockshield pack - angled

£31.39246061

Danfoss RAS-D2 white TRV 
& lockshield pack - straight

£44.85246075

Terrier anthracite and 
chrome finish decorative 
15mm TRV and lockshield - angled

£28.35S25040

Terrier anthracite and 
chrome finish decorative 
15mm TRV and lockshield - straight

£29.81S25041

Drayton TRV4 all chrome 
with 15mm angled valve 
& lockshield

£46.27247395

Drayton TRV4 all chrome 
with 15mm straight valve 
& lockshield

£46.47247396

Honeywell Valencia VTL200 
white with chrome head 
15mm TRV & lockshield - angled

£27.90311233

Honeywell Valencia 
black/chrome 
decorative TRV head

£22.49311009

Valves
These valves are compatible with our range of towel warmers and radiators

Single panel 1800x433mm - white £377.50266210

Single panel 1800x578mm - white £435.58266211

Double panel 2000x578mm - white £635.22266236

1771x600mm £760.00270159

1771x450mm £597.01270150

1186x450mm £461.41270146

Double panel 1840x470mm - white £706.27270230

Double panel 1240x570mm - white £654.98270228

Double panel 1840x670mm - white £918.13270232

8/10/15mm angled 
white TRV

£20.59246060

15/10/8mm RAS-D2 
straight white TRV

£28.12246070

10 year
warranty

10
10 year

warranty

10

5 year
warranty

5
10 year

warranty

10

10 year
warranty

10

10 year
warranty

10

18 months
guarantee

18
5 year

guarantee

5
5 year

guarantee

5
1 year

guarantee

1
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Great for fast and easy heating and cooling, 
even in the summer when the central heating 
is largely switched off.

Electric

Chrome

Tamar

WhiteElectric towel rail 800x500mm £210.00207095

Electric towel rail 1200x500mm £262.80207097

Electric towel rail 1800x500mm £343.21207100

Electric towel rail 1200x500mm £162.00207089

Electric towel rail 1800x500mm £208.80207092

Electric towel rail 500x604mm - chrome £288.00264797

Electric towel rail 644x483mm - chrome £230.40264798

Further sizes are available. For suitable 
elements, please contact your local 
branch or showroom for more details

10 year
warranty

10

2 year
warranty

2

10 year
warranty

10
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Fans
Ventilation in your home is important to 
prevent mould, steam and odours from 
your room. Installing one of our fans on 
your ceiling or high up on the wall will 
help to clear steam and keep the room 
dry so mould cannot grow. 

We also offer a complete range of ducting, 
grilles and accessories to provide you with 
all the products for the job.

Shower fans Centrifugal fansSquare fans
Designed for installation where 
longer duct runs are required.

Silent and quiet running 
options available in the range 
for comfort. Wall and ceiling 
mounted options.

Suitable for shower enclosures 
and wet areas. Available with 
a light to provide fan and light 
operation at the same time.

Xpelair simply silent ilumi shower fan 
with light and timer

£154.43G60607

Xpelair simply silent shower fan, 
excluding LED light

£50.04G60608

Vent Axia shower fan with light £78.97G74398

Xpelair C4S simply silent fan - square £50.04G74568

Xpelair C4TS simply silent fan with 
timer - square

£56.04G74570

Xpelair C4HTS simply silent fan with 
timer and humidistat - square

£94.55G74574

Vent Axia silent fan £55.84G74394

Vent Axia silent fan with timer £69.99G74395

DX200 Centrifugal Fan £58.69G76656

Solo plus T fan £243.43G74906

Solo plus P fan £213.01G74907

Solo plus HT fan £288.28G74908
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Inline fans
Two speed fan with 
maintenance free motor.

Square axial fansCircular axial fans

App controlled fans

Circular fans

Xpelair DX100 standard simply silent fan £38.93G60583

Xpelair DX100 simply silent fan with timer £44.50G60585

Xpelair DX100 simply silent fan with 
timer & pullcord

£44.50G60587

Low profile and slimline 
options blend into the wall.

Simple design with options in 
the range designed to be low 
profile and unobtrusive.

Controlled via Bluetooth app 
with a sensor, activated by 
light, movement and shadow.

Two speed fan, suitable 
for wall, ceiling or 
window fitting.

Xpelair C4R simply silent fan - round £50.04G74569

Xpelair C4TR simply silent fan with 
timer - round

£56.04G74571

Xpelair C4HTR simply silent fan with 
timer & humidistat - round

£94.55G74575

Xpelair VX100 axial standard fan 
100mm

£22.64G60665

Xpelair VX100T axial fan with timer 
100mm

£26.68G60666

Vent Axia extract fan with shutter £40.53G75134

Vent Axia extract fan with shutter and 
pullcord

£41.86G75135

Vent Axia slimline fan £31.54G74396

Vent Axia slimline fan with timer £45.53G74397Vent Axia app controlled svara fan £125.44G74393

Xpelair 2 speed mixed flow fan £134.51G76687

Xpelair 2 speed mixed flow fan with 
timer

£208.33G76688
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Electric underfloor 
heating
Used either as a primary heating source 
for whole room heating or simply for floor 
warming to keep the chill off. Myson WarmUp 
have a range of underfloor heating systems 
designed for safely heating under tiles, 
wood, laminate, carpets and more.

Warmth and comfort 

With its low operating temperature, electric underfloor 
heating delivers a comforting and even radiant heat 
across your whole floor surface, heating your home from 
the floor up. Simply program your thermostat around your 
lifestyle and you can relax knowing that your heating will 
automatically keep you warm, before you get cold. When 
using radiant underfloor heat as a primary heat source 
for your home, an added benefit is the elimination of cold 
tiles and floor surfaces forever.

Economic and simple

Electric underfloor heating systems deliver a rapid 
and uniform distribution of heat, which helps optimize 
your energy costs. Using one of our programmable 
thermostats, the temperature can be regulated with  
ease and precise control of your heating times also  
brings savings. WarmUp heating systems are ultra-thin, 
have flexible sizing and/or allow easy cutting and  
shaping for installation. 

How it works

In most cases electric underfloor heating systems are 
installed on top of a sub-floor material and underneath 
your floor surface material. When running, the system 
emits a low level of even heat through the floor surface 
material and from there the heat radiates upward. In the 
case of in-screed heating, the system is installed at the 
same time as the concrete floor, directly in the screed. 

The principle characteristic of underfloor heating is that 
it radiates heat evenly upwards from your floor. This in 
turn creates the perfect heat signature for a comfortably 
heated home. The even heat distribution rises up slowly 
warming extremities first and leaving higher parts of the 
room at a comfortable temperature.

Recommended heating system for under tile and  
stone floors. 

WarmUp’s mat heating system makes heating regular 
and large spaces under tile and stone floors easy. 
Simply roll out the mat and have your electrician 
connect it to a thermostat.

The benefits of underfloor heating Undertile heating

UFH punch pack for up to 20m.sq £890.41261913

UFH punch pack for up to 40m.sq £1113.62261914
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Our new range 
of kitchen taps  
and sinks is 
now available. 

Pick up the  
latest nabis 
brochure today.

Your bathroom is special. It’s where 

you go to rejuvenate and soak away the 

stresses of the outside world and why your 

new bathroom should be made into the  

perfect space for relaxing and unwinding.  

Our exclusive nabis collection offers a 

complete range of high quality bathroom 

products with most being available to 

collect in under 48 hours.

fresh, 
innovative
& beautiful
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Helpful hint:

You’ll find a selection of our stylish nabis 
accessories on the following pages. Plus 
we stock hundreds more from brands like 
Croydex, Bristan & Ideal Standard. For more 
information, Simply ask your installer or pop 
into your local branch or showroom.

Toilet roll holders 
Consider whether you want 
fixed or moveable, vertical or 
horizontal, then choose from 
our large range of modern and 
classic styles to suit your design. Mirrors

Mirrors are great 
for adding a sense 
of space and new 

designs come with 
even more benefits 

such as integrated LED 
lights, anti-mist glass, 

storage spaces and  
in-built shaver sockets. 

Glass shelves
Whilst they might not sound glamorous, 
these bathroom essentials are still a 
great place to start adding style.

Shower accessories
From compact corner baskets  

to generous 3-tier shelving  
units, we have all the options  

you need to keep things  
organised in the bathroom. 

Your bathroom, 
your way
Creating an amazing bathroom means choosing the right 
acccessories. Knowing what works and what doesn’t is an art in 
itself. We’re here to help you find accessories that not only make 
a statement, but also make life easier in the bathroom. 

Finishing touches
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A reassuringly stylish range of bathroom accessories, 
nabis Elixir has a cosmopolitan feel that is both 
aspirational and affordable.

Elixir accessories
Stylish range

Toilet roll holder £13.26D02573 Spare toilet roll 
holder

£15.74D02575Towel ring £15.18D02577Double robe hook £5.69D00170

Towel rail £25.41D02576

Glass shelf £22.90D02578

Double toilet roll 
holder

£17.49D02574

Tumbler & hook £14.51D02885 Modular toilet brush £17.15D02886

Grab and grip rail 380mm £28.04D02581 Corner storage basket stainless steel £14.49D02579

Storage basket stainless steel £13.06D02580

new

new
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The new nabis Brighton range of accessories are the perfect addition 
to any modern style bathroom. Clean lines and sleek appearance are 
sure to please your more contemporary customers’ needs.

The new nabis Savannah range is the perfect combination of traditional 
sophistication. This new range of accessories is perfect to complement 
a period look in any home.

Brighton accessories

Savannah accessories

Toilet roll holder £18.47D02873

Towel ring £22.43D02874 Single robe hook £13.19D02877

Tumbler and holder £21.11D02878

24” towel rail £30.35D02875

Glass shelf £30.35D02876

Toilet roll holder £17.15D02879

Towel ring £17.15D02880 Double robe hook £10.55D02883

Tumbler and holder 
(ceramic cup)

£17.15D02884

24” Towel rail £27.71D02881

Glass shelf £27.71D02882

new

new
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Our latest collection of bathroom mirrors 
and cabinets feature cutting-edge designs for 
bathrooms, cloakrooms and ensuites. The carefully 
co-ordinated range is setting new standards for 
personalised luxury.

Mirrors  
and cabinets
New range

nabis bathroom mirrors

l  A bevelled edge on the mirror, 
catches the light and creates 
an interesting visual effect

l Can be hung landscape or 
portrait

l Colour temperature changing 
cabinet, select from a crisp, 
clean cool to a relaxing & calm 
warm light

 l Integrated charging sockets
 l Double sided mirror door
 l Soft close hinges
  l Sensor switch, simply wave your 

hand by the sensor to turn the 
illumination on & off or hold to 
select colour temperature

l  These cabinets have a 
decorative mirror profile that 
reflects the wall/tile

  l  Double sided mirror doors
  l  Soft close hinges

l Colour temperature changing 
mirror, select from a crisp,  
clean cool to a relaxing & calm 
warm light

 l These mirrors are fitted with a 
heated pad that helps to clear 
condensation from the mirror

l  Touch switch, simply press the 
button to turn the illumination 
on & select colour temperature

 l These mirrors can be hung 
either landscape or portrait

l Mirror back panel
   l Double sided mirror door,  

allowing you to use a mirror  
when the door is open

   l Shorter projection, which  
provides a brilliant space  
saving solution

new

Jane

Chablis

Liane

Tris

Reese

Rectangular mirror 
with bevelled edge 
H700xW500mm

£90.20E50109
Illuminated mirror 
H700xW500xD40mm

£271.70E50110

Single door 
mirrored cabinet 
H700xW500xD100mm

£294.80E50111

Double door 
mirrored cabinet 
H700xW600xD130mm

£369.60E50112

Illuminated 
mirrored cabinet 
H700xW500xD130mm

£592.90E50113
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Bathroom LED mirrors

l Steam free mirror
l Comes complete with  

sensor switch
l Energy efficient LED lighting 

(non-replaceable)
l Fitted with heated pad 

- prevents condensation  
from building up and keeps 
the mirror mist free

l IP44 – Electrically safe for  
use in the bathroom

l Fitted with heated pad 
- prevents condensation  
from building up and keeps 
the mirror mist free

l Low energy LED illumination
l Comes complete with  

sensor switch

l Fitted with heated pad 
- prevents condensation  
from building up and keeps 
the mirror mist free

l Built in charging sockets, 
suitable for toothbrushes, 
shavers & trimmers

l Comes complete with  
sensor switch

l Colour temperature changing 
LED illumination

l Fitted with heated pad 
- prevents condensation  
from building up and keeps 
the mirror mist free

l Can be hung either landscape 
or portrait

l IP44 – Electrically safe for  
use in the bathroom

l Fitted with heated pad 
- prevents condensation  
from building up and keeps 
the mirror mist free

l Built in charging sockets, 
suitable for toothbrushes, 
shavers & trimmers

l Comes complete with  
sensor switch

l Low energy LED illumination
l Fitted with heated pad 

- prevents condensation  
from building up and keeps 
the mirror mist free

l Mirrored sides
l Comes complete with  

sensor switch

Farenheit 50

Vercelli

Epic

Globe 50

Astral

Fleur

Steam free mirror 
70x50x5cm

£269.00E51258 Mirror 70x50x4.5cm £324.00E51262

Steam free mirror 
70x50x4cm

£254.00E51201 Steam free mirror 
with shaver socket 
70x50x5.5cm

£321.00E51249

Landscape steam 
free mirror with 
shaver socket 
60x80x5.5cm

£358.00E51250 Steam free mirror 
63.5x80x9.5cm

£353.00E51248
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Bathroom LED backlit mirrors

Bathroom mirrors

Bathroom non-illuminated mirrors

l IP44 – Electrically safe for  
use in the bathroom

l Fitted with heated pad 
- prevents condensation  
from building up and keeps 
the mirror mist free

l Low energy LED illumination
l Comes complete with  

sensor switch

l Optional D1 heated pad
l Slimline to complement 

smaller spaces

l Rectangular bevelled ‘mirror 
on mirror’ design

l These mirrors have a 
decorative mirror profile that 
reflects the wall/tile, so the 
mirror matches the style of 
your bathroom

l Optional D1 Demista pad

l IP44 – Electrically safe for  
use in the bathroom

l Fitted with heated pad 
- prevents condensation  
from building up and keeps 
the mirror mist free

l Low energy LED illumination
l Comes complete with  

sensor switch

l IP44 – Electrically safe for  
use in the bathroom

l Fitted with heated pad 
- prevents condensation  
from building up and keeps 
the mirror mist free

l Low energy LED illumination
l Comes complete with  

sensor switch

l 4mm float glass l 4mm float glass

Livvy

Scarlet

Rotary

Drilled

Joshua

Olivia

Triumph 50

Bevelled

LED back-lit 
steam free mirror 
70x50x4cm

£285.00E51206

LED back-lit 
steam free mirror 
60x80x4cm

£322.00E51226

Mirror 70x50x5.5cm £339.00E51233

Rotary mirror £86.00E11955

Bevelled mirror on 
mirror 60x40cm

£89.00E12005

Bevelled mirror 
70x50x4.5cm

£114.00E51265

35x25cm £10.10E12086

60x45cm £22.30E12087

90x45cm £30.40E12088

120x30cm £29.40E12081

120x45cm £40.50E12082

35x25cm £17.60E12090

45x30cm £21.60E12091

60x45cm £34.70E12092

90x60cm £51.60E12094
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Aluminium mirrored bathroom cabinets (all LED’s have sensor switches)

l Double sided mirror doors, 
allowing you to use a mirror 
when the door is open

l Comes complete with  
sensor switch

l IP44 – Electrically safe for  
use in the bathroom

l This cabinet has a decorative 
mirror profile that reflects  
the wall/tile

l Integrated charging socket
l Soft close hinges for that 

touch of luxury and gentle 
closure

l Energy efficient LED lighting 
(non-replaceable)

l Comes complete with  
sensor switch

l IP44 – Electrically safe for  
use in the bathroom

l Fitted with heated pad 
- prevents condensation  
from building up and keeps 
the mirror mist free

l Integrated charging socket
l Double sided mirror doors

l Beautifully made cabinet  
with mirrored sides to 
complement any bathroom

l Double sided mirror door
l Soft close hinges for a touch 

of luxury

l This cabinet has a decorative 
mirror profile that reflects  
the wall/tile

l Double sided mirror doors
l Soft close hinges for that 

touch of luxury and gentle 
closure

l Double sided mirror doors, 
allowing you to use a mirror 
when the door is open

l Comes complete with  
sensor switch

l IP44 – Electrically safe for  
use in the bathroom

l Double sided mirror doors
l Soft close hinges for that 

touch of luxury and gentle 
closure 

l Comes complete with  
sensor switch

l Double sided mirror doors, 
allowing you to use a mirror 
when the door is open

l Comes complete with  
sensor switch

l IP44 – Electrically safe for  
use in the bathroom

Overlight LED cabinet 
70x50x12.5cm

£364.00E51257 Overlight LED cabinet 
70x60x12.5cm

£444.00E51256

Top LED mirror sided 
cabinet with shaver 
socket 70x50x15cm

£556.00E51253 Top LED mirror sided 
with shaver socket 
70x60x15cm

£680.00E51254

Side LED cabinet 
with shaver socket 
70x50x15cm

£541.00E51271 Side LED cabinet 
with shaver socket 
70x60x15cm

£659.00E51270

Steam free LED 
cabinet with shaver 
socket 70x50x15cm

£618.00E51255 Mirror sided cabinet 
70x50x13cm

£324.00E51273

Mirror sided cabinet 
70x60x13cm

£353.00E51274

Proton

Spectrum

Vita 50

Vogue

Eris 60

Neutron

Flare

Vita 60

Eris 50
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wolseley.co.uk

Our online branch 
locator makes it 
easy to find your 
nearest branch 
and showroom.

Find your 
nearest branch 
and showroom 
in your pocket.



A space to inspire the perfect bathroom

Whilst every care has been taken to ensure that the information included in this document was accurate at the time of printing, we reserve the right to change specifications 
at any time. The photographs reproduced in this publication are within the constraints of the printing process and are NOT to be used for matching purposes. All prices 
quoted are inclusive of VAT at current rate unless marked otherwise. All prices shown in this guide are Retail Prices Inc VAT. We advise you to contact your local branch or 
showroom for up to date prices. Please read our conditions of sale. Please contact your local branch for further details concerning availability.

We must point out that all goods will be invoiced at prices ruling at the date of despatch unless otherwise agreed. E&OE.

March 2019

To find your nearest showroom visit wolseley.co.uk

Free bathroom design,
consultation and quote

Widest range of quality 
brands available next day

Expert friendly advice 
always on-hand

Perfect solutions for 
every home
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